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Abstract 

Iron is abundant in natural sediments, and the Fe(II)-Fe(III) redox couple is crucial in 

the cycling of nutrients and for the environmental fate of contaminants. Clay 

minerals contain structural Fe thought to be resistant to reductive dissolution, and 

which after reduction, can reductively degrade a range of organic compounds. In the 

natural environment, clay mineral Fe can be reduced via different pathways, most 

importantly direct reduction by micro-organisms and interactions with dissolved 

reductants such as Fe(II). Although sediments and soils are likely to 

experience natural fluctuations in redox chemistry over time, most research has 

focused on exploring clay mineral redox reactivity upon initial Fe 

reduction, disregarding how multiple reduction-oxidation cycles might impact the 

long-term efficacy of Fe-bearing clay minerals. This project investigated how reduction-

oxidation cycling via various reduction pathways impacts the structure and reactivity of 

Fe-bearing clay minerals. Reduction pathways included dithionite, Fe(II)aq, and electron 

shuttles (as bioreduction proxy), and hydrogren peroxide as oxidant. Effects of redox 

cycling on mineral structure were monitored with techniques including Mössbauer 

spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction analysis. Redox 

reactivity was assessed by measuring the reductive transformation of probe compound 

and model contaminant, 3-chloronitrobenzene. Results showed that redox cycling 

using dithionite did not affect reactivity, but caused structural alterations at high 

reduction extents. Using electron-shuttles as reductants was largely sustainable, with 

negligible impact on structure and reactivity. Using aqueous Fe(II) as reductant led to 

irreversible structural changes, formation of secondary minerals, and significant 

increases to system reactivity.
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 

Contaminated land is an internationally significant issue that poses a severe threat to 

populations and natural resources (Panagos et al. 2013). Unsustainable commercial 

activity and industrial malpractice have produced a plethora of contaminated sites 

across the planet, with high concentrations of harmful substances polluting land and 

water resources. In Europe alone, a report by the European Environment Agency (EEA) 

suggests there could be up to 2.5 million contaminated soil sites within their 

jurisdiction (EEA 2014). Hazardous contaminants such as heavy metals, radioactive 

waste products, and organic contaminants such as petrochemicals, chlorinated 

solvents, and nitroaromatics can infiltrate and persist in soil and water (Haderlein and 

Schwarzenbach 1995, Fruchter 2002, Lewis et al. 2004, Hashim et al. 2011, Yu et al. 

2015). The toxicity and carcinogenicity of these compounds make land contamination 

a significant threat to human health, and cause substantial damage to local ecosystems 

(Chapman 2000, Dayan and Paine 2001, Hou and Al-Tabbaa 2014). Environmental 

protection and the remediation of contaminated sites is a growing priority for 

governments and international organizations (Brombal et al. 2015, Rizzo et al. 2016) to 

protect the health and welfare of local populations. Indeed, protection and prevention 

against land and water contamination is crucial to the success of multiple United 

Nations Sustainable Development Goals including promoting good health, clean water 

and benefiting life on land. 

However, contaminated land and groundwater sites can be difficult and costly to fix, 

and organisations are more frequently investigating remediation techniques that are 

both effective and environmentally sustainable (Barth et al. 1994, Rizzo et al. 2016, 

Hou et al. 2020). Iron (Fe) minerals have shown significant promise as potentially 

sustainable in-situ and ex-situ remediation techniques for contaminated land and 

water resources (Cundy et al. 2008, Braunschweig et al. 2013, Fu et al. 2014). Iron is 

abundant in soils and sediments, and Fe minerals can be easily sourced or produced. 

Fe minerals are useful for contaminant control due to their sorptive properties, and 

the variable oxidation state of Fe as a transition metal allows for useful reductive and 

oxidative capabilities (Cundy et al. 2008). Fe typically exists as two possible valence 

states in natural systems; firstly as the more soluble Fe(II) in its reduced state, and 
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secondly as Fe(III) in its oxidised state which tends to precipitate as a solid (Cundy et al. 

2008). The Fe(II)/Fe(III) redox couple plays a major role in the biology, mineralogy, and 

chemistry of the environment (Huang et al. 2021, Kappler et al. 2021). As an electron 

acceptor, Fe(III) can facilitate a means of respiration for microbes in anoxic systems 

(Roden et al. 2012, Melton et al. 2014). As an electron donor, Fe(II) can control the 

cycling of vital nutrients, as well as transform or degrade multiple environmental 

contaminants in the subsurface (Hofstetter et al. 2006, Yu and Kuzyakov 2021). 

However, the variable oxidation state can also make Fe a difficult material to utilise 

sustainably. When valency of solid Fe is altered to Fe(II) (by microbial activity for 

instance), minerals such as Fe-oxides can be dissolved into solution (Dong et al. 2003). 

The fluctuation of solubility can make Fe highly mobile, and when unchecked and in 

high concentrations Fe can itself become an environmental contaminant (Burke and 

Banwart 2002).  

Clay minerals could provide one potential solution to this issue. Fe can be incorporated 

into the structure of clay minerals (Sposito et al. 1999), offering similar reductive / 

oxidative capacity but with reduced risk of mineral dissolution and leaching. 

Considering the prevalence and abundance of Fe-bearing clay minerals (Newman 1984, 

Stucki 1988), their potential as a naturally occurring, sustainable engineering material 

could prove highly valuable. Clay minerals in both natural and engineering systems 

may face large and frequent changes to Fe oxidation state. For instance, the redox 

state of the subsurface can incur dramatic shifts due to factors such as porewater 

chemistry variations and microbial ecology (Meng et al. 2021, Calabrese and Porporato 

2019). Understanding whether clay minerals can persist through such chemical 

changes, can help determine the extent to which they can be used sustainably and 

renewably.   

To achieve this, this project has investigated how multiple cycles of reduction and 

oxidation affect both the structure of Fe-bearing clay minerals, and their potential to 

reductively transform contaminants. Fe-bearing clay minerals can be reduced through 

several potential reduction pathways, and this research investigated three different 

pathways, including those relevant in the environment.  
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The research results are presented in the following chapters: 

Chapter 2: provides a literature review of the current state of knowledge and research 

into this field, and highlights the gaps in literature on the impacts of redox cycling of 

Fe-bearing clay minerals. 

Chapter 3: assesses how chemical reduction (using dithionite as the electron donor) to 

both high and low extents of structural Fe reduction (Fe(II)/Fe(total) impacts the 

structure and reactivity of Fe-rich smectite clay minerals.  

Chapter 4: investigates how redox-cycling of clay minerals via electron-shuttling 

organic compounds impacts structure and reactivity. Electron-shuttles are typically 

utilised and exuded by microbes, and this chapter aims to assess whether these 

compounds can act as suitable abiotic substitutes for microbial reduction.  

Chapter 5: examines the interaction and electron-transfer between aqueous Fe(II) and 

clay mineral structural Fe. This chapter investigates how the interplay between the two 

pools of Fe affects overall observable reactivity towards contaminants. A specific focus 

of this chapter is the assessment of the formation of secondary Fe minerals during the 

process.  

Finally, the project will conclude with an assessment of the different effects across all 

three reduction pathways investigated. We will discuss the environmental implications 

and attempt to determine whether Fe-rich clay minerals can be considered sustainable 

materials for application in engineered or natural systems.  
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Chapter 2:  Literature review 

2.1 Introduction to clay mineralogy, and electron transfer processes 
of clay mineral structural Fe 

 

Clay minerals are a group of crystalline, aluminosilicate minerals found ubiquitously in 

the environment and natural sediments. Clay minerals are classed as phyllosilicates 

due to their structure of layered sheets consisting of silica tetrahedra and metal 

octahedra (commonly aluminium). Phyllosilicates can be classed as either 1:1 or 2:1 

silicate structure dependant on the ratio of tetrahedral to octahedral sheets. Clay 

minerals classed as 1:1 (e.g. kaolinite) have one octahedral sheet for every tetrahedral 

sheet (TO). Whereas, 2:1 type clay minerals (such as illite and smectites) are composed 

of one octahedral sheet between two tetrahedra (TOT) (Bergaya and Lagaly 2006). 

Figure 2.1 shows a typical structure for 2:1 clay minerals.  

Although clay minerals are generally classed as alluminosilicates, metal cations such as 

Mg or Fe can be incorporated into the octahedral sheet of the crystal structure. 

Isomorphic substitutions can create a net negative charge of the clay structure. The 

negative charge is balanced by exchangeable cations located in the interlayer space. 

The interchangeability of clay mineral components provides the mineral several 

interactive properties including adsorption, the ability to exchange cations with the 

environment, and in smectites the capacity to swell with hydration (Sposito et al. 

1999). Combined with a large surface area, these properties make clay minerals a 

crucial component in many natural processes, determining the fate of key nutrients, 

trace metals, and contaminants in soils and sediments (Kome et al. 2019). The same 

properties make clay minerals a highly useful and valued material for numerous 

industrial sectors. Clay minerals have wide-reaching application across a plethora of 

industries, ranging from pharmaceuticals, battery components, construction, 

cosmetics, paints, as well as playing key roles in oil and gas production and 

environmental engineering (Murray 1991, Sandi et al. 2003, Bergaya and Lagaly 2006, 

Silva-Valenzuela et al. 2019). 
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Figure 2.1: 3-Dimensional representation of a 2:1 smectite clay mineral structure. The tetrahedral silica sheet is 
noted by “Tet.” and the octahedral sheet is denoted by “Oct.”.  Adapted and re-drawn from Grim (1962) 

Iron (Fe) is one cation that can be isomorphically substituted into the octahedral sheet. 

As Fe is the fourth most abundant mineral in the Earth’s surface, clay mineral 

octahedral incorporation of Fe is common and a large proportion of crustal Fe is held 

in phyllosilicates (Kostka et al. 2002, Stucki et al. 2006, Neumann et al. 2008). The 

weight percentage (wt%) of clay mineral structural Fe can vary widely between 

samples and different minerals. The smectite nontronite for instance can possess an 

octahedral sheet almost entirely comprised of Fe (Keeling et al. 2000). Additionally, in 

some cases Fe can be incorporated into the tetrahedral sheet (Gates et al. 2002).  

While many minerals can incorporate Fe into their structure, clay mineral-bound Fe 

poses many advantages over other naturally-occurring Fe minerals. The most notable 

advantage being a potential resistance to dissolution. The prevailing chemistry of soils 

and porewaters influence the oxidation state of environmental Fe, and reduction 
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potential (Eh) and pH can vary widely in natural systems (Husson et al. 2016). Low pH 

values, and more negative Eh values lead to more reducing environments, while 

increased pH and more positive Eh lead to more oxidising environments. The boundary 

determining whether Fe presents as Fe(II) or Fe(III) can be found around circumneutral 

Eh and pH values (Beverskog and Puigdomenech 1996). Fe(II) is typically more soluble, 

whereas Fe(III) is typically insoluble, which means that fluctuations in soil and redox 

chemistry can severely impact solubility of mineral Fe (Cundy et al. 2008). Unlike, many 

naturally-occurring Fe minerals such as Fe-oxides and oxyhydroxides, clay mineral Fe 

are thought to participate in a variety of electron transfer reactions without dissolution 

of the mineral structure under reducing conditions (Neumann et al. 2008). The 

resistance to dissolution under reducing conditions makes clay minerals a more 

sustainable material, and may allow for the Fe(II)/Fe(III) redox couple to be utilised 

renewably in natural environments (Fialips et al. 2002). 

Clay mineral structural Fe can be reduced by electron transfer via multiple different 

pathways. Firstly, chemical reduction can occur by reaction with reductive compounds 

such as hydrazine, sodium sulphide, or commonly dithionite (Rozenson and Heller-

Kallai 1976a, 1976b, Stucki et al. 1984b). Secondly, structural Fe can be used as an 

electron acceptor for anaerobic respiration by metal-reducing microbes, such as the 

genera Shewanella and Geobacter (Kostka et al. 1996, 1999, Dong et al. 2003, 2009, 

Melton et al. 2014). Clay minerals can also be reduced by electron transfer from 

aqueous Fe(II) released into aqueous phase due to the reductive dissolution of other 

Fe minerals (Schaeffer et al. 2011, Neumann et al. 2013). This has been described as 

biologically-mediated abiotic reduction, as the electron transfer is from an abiotic 

source but is driven by biological activity.  

Once in a reduced state, clay mineral structural Fe(II) can subsequently be used to 

reductively alter a variety of environmental contaminants, such as radionuclides, 

chlorinated solvents, heavy metals, nitrates, as well as nitroaromatics (Hofstetter et al. 

2006, Neumann et al. 2009, Yang et al. 2012, Zhao et al. 2015, Tsarev et al. 2016). 

Figure 2.2 illustrates the reduction-oxidation process of clay mineral structural Fe, 

from reduction pathway through to contaminant transformation. 
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Figure 2.2: Diagram illustrates the redox cycling behaviour of clay mineral structural (octahedral) Fe. Structural 
Fe(III) (yellow hexagon) is reduced by electron donors / reducing agent, to structural Fe(II) (blue hexagon). 
Contaminants are reduced by electron transfer from clay mineral structural Fe(II), and transformed to products. 
Reduction of environmental contaminants oxidises the structural Fe(II) back to Fe(III). Figure adapted from 
Neumann et al. in Tratnyek (2011) 

Changes in the oxidation state of clay mineral structural Fe can affect several 

physicochemical properties including ion exchange and fixation capacity, surface 

hydration, and mineral swelling (Stucki et al. 1977, 1984a, 1987, 2000, 2002, Gates et 

al. 1993, Kostka et al. 1999, Gorski et al. 2012). Unlike many other Fe minerals, clay 

minerals are thought to be more resistant to reductive dissolution. The ability to 

donate and accept electrons without incurring reductive dissolution makes Fe-bearing 

clay minerals a potentially renewable source of environmental reduction equivalents 

(Komadel 1990, 1995, Ernstsen et al. 1998, Fialips et al. 2002). Consequently, Fe-

bearing clay minerals could be valuable materials for sustainable transformation of 

environmental contaminants in-situ. However, there is also evidence to suggest that 

subjecting clay minerals to multiple cycles of reduction and oxidation can incur 

irreversible alterations (e.g. Ribeiro et al. 2009, Yang et al. 2012, Gorski et al. 2012, 

2013). The extent to which redox cycling of clay mineral structural Fe can be conducted 

sustainably has not yet been sufficiently understood. Chemical reduction, microbial 

reduction, and reduction via aqueous Fe(II) (biologically-mediated, abiotic reduction) 

have all produced conflicting results indicating each produces different effects on the 

clay mineral (e.g. Ribeiro et al. 2009, Yang et al. 2012, Zhao et al. 2015, Tsarev et al. 

2016). There is a significant knowledge gap on exactly how effects of redox cycling by 

each reduction pathway impacts the clay mineral, and the implications of these effects 

on the resulting clay minerals Fe(II) reactivity. 
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Hence, this literature review will highlight: 

• Impact of redox cycling on clay mineral structure, and observed differences 

between reduction pathway 

• Extent of reversibility of clay mineral structural changes during redox cycling 

• Impact of structural changes during redox cycling on the reactivity of clay 

mineral Fe(II) towards environmental contaminants 

 

2.2 A comparison of different reduction pathways to achieve 
structural Fe(II) in clay minerals 

2.2.1 Effects on clay minerals due to chemical reduction by dithionite 

There are multiple methods to chemically reduce clay mineral structural Fe, and 

research has achieved reduction using several different reductive compounds including 

sodium sulfide and hydrazine (Rozenson and Heller-Kallai 1976a, 1976b). However, 

dithionite reduction conducted in a citrate-bicarbonate buffer is by far the most 

effective method (Stucki et al. 1984b). In unbuffered solutions, dithionite-reduction 

can cause major shifts in pH, and ultimately has been thought to cause significant 

release of structural Fe from the clay mineral (Rozensen and Heller-Kallai 1976, Stucki 

et al. 1984b). Unlike other methods, dithionite-reduction can achieve up to 100% 

reduction of structural Fe(III) to Fe(II). Although dithionite and hydrazine have a similar 

electrode reduction potential, dithionite is a far more effective reductant due to the 

way in which it reduces structural Fe. The molecule separates into two sulfoxylate free 

radicals, which greatly increase it’s electron activity and improve reducing capacity 

(Stucki et al. 2002). An additional benefit of dithionite is that is also the easiest to 

remove from solution (Stucki et al. 1984b).  

Dithionite-reduction of structural Fe has been described to occur via electron transfer 

through the clay mineral basal planes. For Fe-rich clay minerals such as nontronite with 

high octahedral Fe content, electron transfer follows a “pseudo-random with nearest 

neighbour exclusion” pattern of reduction (Lear and Stucki 1987, Ribeiro et al. 2009). 

For partially reduced minerals, this means that octahedral Fe(II) is randomly 

distributed across the octahedral layer, separated by neighbouring Fe(III) domains. No 
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Fe(II)-O-Fe(II) pairs will form until all Fe(II)-O-Fe(III) pairs have been filled (Lear and 

Stucki 1987), as illustrated in Figure 2.3A.  

                             

Figure 2.3: Diagram A demonstrates the “pseudo-random” pattern of Fe(II) octahedra site occupancy within Fe-
rich clay mineral octahedral sheets, produced after partial reduction by dithionite. Orange hexagons represent 
Fe(III), green hexagons represent Fe(II), white hexagons represent octahedral vacancies. Illustration adapted from 
Ribeiro et al. (2009), and Stucki et al. (2011) 

Evidence for this mechanism of electron transfer has been provided by results from 

multiple studies, including results gathered through Mössbauer, ultraviolet (UV) and 

infrared (IR) absorption spectroscopy (e.g. Lee et al. 2006, Ribeiro et al. 2009). The 

Fe(II)-O-Fe(III) pairs formed by partial reduction enable intervalence electron transfer 

between the neighbouring atoms. This mobile electron transferring between the two 

Fe atoms absorbs light at 730 nm and causes a visible change in the colour of clay 

minerals. UV adsorption spectroscopy for partially dithionite reduced clay minerals 

showed that adsorption at 730 nm wavelength was highest around 40% clay mineral 

Fe reduction extent. This value coincides with where the maximum number of Fe(II)-O-

Fe(III) pairs would be produced (Komadel et al. 1990). Ribeiro et al (2009) used 

Mössbauer spectroscopy to examine clay mineral structural Fe after partial reduction 

with dithionite, and results suggested that Fe(II) entities were not distinctly separate 

from Fe(III). This combined evidence supports the hypothesis of reduction following a 

pseudo-random electron transfer mechanism.  

While dithionite does not typically occur naturally in the environment, using dithionite 

to achieve a low extent of clay mineral Fe reduction could be an effective surrogate for 
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chemical reduction caused by fluctuating porewater chemistry. Clay minerals in natural 

systems will inevitably face changing redox conditions due to fluctuations in porewater 

chemistry (e.g. Parsons et al. 2017, Winkler et al. 2018, Meng et al. 2021), and this 

might impact the capacity of land and sediments to naturally attenuate contamination. 

Previous research has also discussed the possibility of injecting the compound in-situ 

to artificially manipulate the subsurface redox state for contaminant control 

(Nzengung et al. 2001, Fruchter et al. 2002, Szecsody et al. 2004). Indeed, dithionite-

reduction of contaminated soils has been shown to be successful in remediating 

pollutants when tested on small to intermediate laboratory scale (e.g. Istok et al. 1999, 

Boparai et al. 2008). Using dithionite-reduction to achieve different extents of clay 

mineral Fe(II) has produced different results (e.g. Ribeiro et al. 2009, Stucki et al. 2011, 

Gorski et al. 2013). It is unclear whether dithionite-reduction to low and high structural 

Fe(II) extents will produce different outcomes for sustainable re-use, and for reactivity 

towards contaminants. 

Research so far has not adequately determined whether clay mineral Fe can be used 

sustainably in the face of multiple chemical reduction-oxidation cycles. Does the 

structure of the clay mineral persist, and is the reactivity towards environmental 

contaminants impacted by successive redox cycles? 

2.2.2 Microbial clay mineral Fe reduction, and electron shuttling 
compounds 

Microbes are found abundantly in crustal sediments, and mainly drive the redox state 

of soils, sediments, and other natural systems. There are a wide range of bacteria that 

utilise mineral Fe in the subsurface for respiration and metabolic processes. Some 

bacterial species oxidise dissolved Fe(II) as a means to allow denitrification or anoxic 

photosynthesis, producing solid Fe-oxyhydroxides in the process (Miot et al. 2009). 

There are also several Fe(III)-reducing bacteria that rely on mineral Fe as an electron 

acceptor to allow anaerobic respiration, notable examples include Shewanella, and 

Geobacter (Kostka et al. 1996, Coates et al. 1996). Some species such as Geobacter 

metallireducens, have been shown to demonstrate both Fe(III) reduction, or Fe(II) 

oxidation dependant on the prevailing conditions of the sediment (Weber et al. 2006, 

Coby et al. 2011). 
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Metal-reducing bacteria employ a wide range of methods to transfer electrons to 

mineral Fe (Weber et al. 2006). Electron transfer can be achieved through direct 

contact, via conductive nano-wires or pili, by producing Fe-chelating agents to 

solubilise Fe(III), or finally via electron shuttling organic compounds (Melton et al. 

2014). Microbes can utilise natural organic compounds such as humic substances or 

fulvic acids, or may secreting electron-shuttling compounds like flavins, or quinones 

e.g. anthraquinone-2,6-disulfonate (AQDS) (Lovley et al. 1996, Stucki et al. 2006, Liu et 

al. 2013, Piepenbrock and Kappler 2013, Melton et al. 2014, Zuo et al. 2020).  

While it has been demonstrated that Fe-reducing bacteria use clay mineral structural 

Fe(III) as a means of anaerobic respiration (Stucki et al. 1987), studies indicate that the 

effects of bacterial reduction of clay minerals differ from those observed for chemical 

reduction. Firstly, multiple studies have demonstrated microbial reduction cannot 

access all structural Fe in Fe-rich smectites. For Fe-rich clay minerals, microbial 

reduction typically achieves a maximum of between 10-40% Fe(II)/FeTot dependant on 

the chosen mineral, contact time, and the presence or absence of electron shuttling 

compounds (e.g. Lee et al. 2006, Jaisi et al. 2007a, Ribeiro et al. 2009, Yang et al. 2012, 

Zhao et al. 2015, Shi et al. 2021). There are a number of proposed explanations for this 

limit in achievable reduction extent, including: (1) energetic / thermodynamic 

limitations of the system (Jaisi et al. 2007a, Luan et al. 2014), (2) inhibition by 

secondary reaction products, or by surface-sorbed Fe released from the mineral due to 

reduction (Kostka et al. 1996, Jaisi et al. 2007a, Zhao et al. 2015), and (3) an inherent 

maximum of bioreducible Fe in the mineral structure (Shi et al. 2016). However, when 

microbial reduction is conducted in the presence of electron-shuttling compounds 

such as AQDS, the extent of structural Fe(II) reduction is significantly increased (e.g. 

Dong et al. 2003, 2009, Jaisi et al. 2007a). 

Studies have inferred that microbial reduction of structural Fe follows a different 

mechanism of electron transfer than that observed using dithionite. Mössbauer 

spectroscopy results measuring microbially-reduced smectites indicate that Fe(II) and 

Fe(III) octahedra are separated into two distinct domains (Ribeiro et al. 2009). It has 

thus been hypothesised that electron transfer from microbial reduction is believed to 
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occur as a moving front of Fe(II) from the edge Fe sites towards the interior (Komadel 

et al. 2006), as illustrated in Figure 2.4.  

                                  

Figure 2.4: Diagram illustrating the “edge-inwards” electron transfer mechanism of microbial reduction. Orange 
hexagons represent Fe(III), green hexagons represent Fe(II), white hexagons represent octahedral vacancies. 
Illustration adapted from Komadel et al. (2006), Ribeiro et al. (2009). 

Electron-shuttling compounds such as AQDS can increase the accessibility of structural 

Fe to microbes by allowing electron transfer over greater distances out of reach to the 

microbe. By increasing the quantities of Fe accessible to microbial reduction, electron 

shuttles can facilitate a large fraction of mineral bioreduction (Lovley et al. 1996, Dong 

et al. 2003, Melton et al. 2014). While some bacteria utilise organic compounds 

present in solution, others can produce their own electron-shuttling compounds for 

reduction of mineral Fe from a distance (e.g. Lovley et al. 1996, 1998, Melton et al. 

2014). The mechanism by which electron shuttles react with clay minerals is currently 

uncertain, with some studies suggesting it follows the edge-inwards path of microbes 

(e.g. Ribeiro et al. 2009), and others suggesting it follows a pseudo-random pattern as 

with dithionite (Zhao et al. 2015). Studies have demonstrated that isolated electron 

shuttles (in the absence of microbes) can effectively reduce clay minerals (Luan et al. 

2014). However, so far studies have only examined a single reduction and have not 

determined if this reduction pathway is sustainably repeatable.  

By using electron-shuttling compounds in their reduced state as the electron donor, it 

may be possible to imitate bacterial reduction without the presence of living 
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organisms. The effects of microbial redox cycling on clay minerals in the absence of 

microbes is yet to be understood. This project will investigate the effects of redox 

cycling with electron-shuttles and will attempt to determine whether they are an 

appropriate surrogate for microbial reduction in the absence of living organisms.  

2.2.3 Biologically-mediated, abiotic reduction with aqueous Fe(II) 

The fluctuations in subsurface redox state are thought to be a result of primarily 

microbial activity (Stucki et al. 1987, Kostka et al. 1996, Lee et al. 2006). The microbial 

ecology of soils and sediments can utilise Fe-bearing minerals as electron acceptors, 

allowing a means for anaerobic respiration. Microbial reduction of naturally forming Fe 

minerals such as Fe-oxides and -oxyhydroxides leads to mineral dissolution (Dong et al. 

2003), and subsequently can result in an increased concentration of aqueous Fe(II) in 

solution (Zachara et al. 2002). Recently, electron transfer from aqueous Fe(II) to clay 

mineral structural Fe(III) has been demonstrated (Schaefer et al. 2011, Neuman et al. 

2013). The interfacial electron transfer from the aqueous phase to the solid clay 

mineral is a form of biologically-mediated, abiotic reduction.  

Studies have demonstrated that electron transfer from aqueous Fe(II) to both Fe-rich, 

and Fe-poor clay mineral structural Fe can proceed via either the basal plane, or by 

edge-sites (Neumann et al. 2013, Latta et al. 2017). The process is highly pH-

dependant, with Fe(II) sorbing primarily to the basal plane at low pH values (i.e. below 

pH 6), and dramatic increases in edge-site sorption at pH values at 7.5 and above. The 

extents of clay mineral structural Fe(II) achievable by reduction via aqueous Fe(II) can 

range between 5-20% of the total mineral Fe, dependant on the clay minerals used 

(Schaefer et al. 2011, Neumann et al. 2013, Jones et al. 2017, Entwistle 2021). It is 

unknown exactly how this mechanism of electron transfer impacts the clay mineral 

structure and Fe speciation, or whether the impacts resemble those of dithionite or 

microbial reduction. Isotope tracer experiments have also demonstrated that 

interactions between structural Fe and aqueous Fe(II) results in significant atom 

exchange between the clay mineral and the aqueous phase (Neumann et al. 2015).  

In natural systems Fe minerals are abundant, and over time clay minerals will have 

frequent interactions with aqueous Fe(II). While several notable phenomena have 

been observed, a comprehensive understanding of the interactions between aqueous 
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Fe(II) and clay minerals in natural systems is yet to be produced. Furthermore, studies 

so far have only examined a single reduction, and it is currently unknown whether 

repeated reduction via this pathway significantly will significantly alter the clay 

mineral. This project aims to understand how multiple cycles of reduction via aqueous 

Fe(II) and oxidation affects the structure and reactivity of Fe-bearing clay minerals, and 

whether this impacts their reactivity towards environmental contaminants. 

Additionally, the partial oxidation of aqueous Fe(II) and the interaction with clay 

minerals can cause the formation of secondary Fe precipitate minerals (Schaefer et al. 

2011, Soltermann et al. 2014, Tsarev et al. 2016). In some cases, the secondary 

minerals have been described to be mixed-valent species such as green rusts (e.g. 

Jones et al. 2017), and previous work has indicated that the minerals may be highly 

reactive in contaminant transformation (Rothwell 2018, Entwistle et al. 2019). The 

nature and identity of the secondary minerals varies with pH and aqueous Fe(II) 

concentration, and so far the minerals have not been conclusively characterised 

(Entwistle 2021). Research so far has examined the formation of secondary Fe minerals 

as a result of a single Fe(II)-reduction, however no work has been done to understand 

how these secondary minerals are altered as the reduction is successively repeated. 

This project will also further investigate the nature of these secondary minerals and 

their role in contaminant transformation in the presence of Fe smectite. Furthermore, 

the project will attempt to understand how these secondary minerals are altered 

through multiple cycles of fluctuating redox conditions. 

2.3 Understanding structural impacts of redox cycling Fe-bearing clay 
minerals, and extent of reversibility 

2.3.1 Irreversible structural alterations caused by clay mineral reduction  

Reduction of structural Fe has been shown to cause irreversible alterations to the clay 

mineral structure, observable across a variety of different analyses. If the clay mineral 

is irreversibly altered by reduction-oxidation cycling, this could impact the longevity 

and sustainability of the mineral as an engineering material.  

At low clay mineral Fe reduction extent, predominantly cation uptake balances the 

increased negative excess charge of the clay mineral, whereas proton uptake increases 

with increasing structural Fe(II) concentrations in order to compensate for the 
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increasingly negative charge (Stucki and Roth 1977, Stucki et al. 1984a, Drits and 

Manceau 2000). This protonation occurs at hydroxyl groups, which can subsequently 

become expelled from the clay mineral structure (Drits and Manceau 2000). High 

reduction extents (typically only achievable with dithionite) can cause major structural 

rearrangements of the octahedral layer. Infrared spectrometry revealed that 

octahedral Fe transitioned from dioctahedral to trioctahedral coordination after 

reduction (Manceau et al. 2000a, 2000b, Lee et al. 2006). Also X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 

and Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) analyses showed that 

octahedral Fe migrated from cis- to trans- octahedral domains, leaving behind 

structural voids in the octahedral layer (Manceau et al. 2000a, 2000b), as illustrated in 

Figure 2.5. The shift to trioctahedral domains and the formation of voids occur 

simultaneously with dehydroxylation.  

                                

Figure 2.5: Diagram illustrating the rearrangement of structural Fe from dioctahedral to trioctahedral 
configuration due to reduction, and the corresponding formation of structural voids. Adapted from Manceau et 
al. 2000b, and Ribeiro et al. 2009 

Research has also investigated the impact of microbial redox cycling on Fe-rich clay 

minerals, and have observed different structural impacts to those of dithionite-

reduction. Some papers have indicated that microbial reduction leads to major 

alterations of the clay mineral, including complete transformation of smectites to illite 

(e.g. Kim et al. 2004, Dong et al. 2009). Illitization could cause the irreversible loss of 
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some clay mineral properties such as swelling capacity (Stucki and Kostka 2006). 

Multiple papers have described significant dissolution of smaller, less crystalline 

mineral particles due to microbial reduction (Yang et al. 2012, Zhao et al. 2015, Shi et 

al. 2021).  

However, it is unclear whether these effects are truly a result of microbial electron 

transfer, or rather the unintended results caused by the sum of all microbial metabolic 

processes. Microbes can exude a plethora of organic substances that might drastically 

alter the chemistry of the porespace, and possibly interact with clay minerals in ways 

that are difficult to quantify. The proposed edge-inward mechanism of electron 

transfer (Ribeiro et al. 2009) would theoretically lead to smaller structural impacts 

than those inflicted by dithionite. Are the effects observed on clay minerals strictly an 

effect of clay mineral reduction, or are these observable phenomena that occur when 

clay minerals are placed in the presence of living organisms?   

2.3.2 Degrees of irreversibility 

Reduction of Fe-bearing clay minerals has been inferred to cause a wide range of 

structural alterations, including dissolution, octahedral Fe rearrangement, mineral 

transformation and illitization, dehydroxylation, and more (Dong et al. 2003, Kim et al. 

2004, Lee et al. 2006, Ribeiro et al. 2009, Yang et al. 2012, Shi et al. 2021). Some of 

these effects are thought to be at least partially reversible, and the degree of 

reversibility depends on the following factors: 

Firstly, a major determining variable on the degree of reversibility is the extent of 

reduction, or the structural Fe(II)/FeTot ratio. Multiple papers have suggested that for 

Fe-rich clay minerals, many effects of reduction are largely reversible when reduction 

extent is low (Fialips et al. 2002, Ribeiro et al. 2009, Neumann et al. 2011). For 

instance, Neumann et al. 2011 found that when reduction extent was limited to 50% 

or below, many of the changes to the structure were found to be largely reversible. At 

high reduction extents, it is likely that significant crystallographic rearrangements must 

take place to compensate for the negative charge. Studies have suggested that the 

dehydroxylation caused by dithionite reduction is only partially restored after 

reoxidation (Komadel et al. 1995), and might lead to structural instability and leaching 

of octahedral Fe (Kostka et al. 1999). Other studies have also demonstrated that at 
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high reduction extents, irreversible changes such as transition from dioctahedral to 

trioctahedral configuration and dehydroxylation are more likely to occur (e.g. Stucki et 

al. 2011). Similarly, Ribeiro et al. (2009) found that 100% dithionite-reduced and 

reoxidised nontronite produced a very different Mössbauer spectrum than nontronite 

that had been only partially dithionite-reduced and reoxidised.  

From these reports, one might conclude that reduction pathways that can achieve the 

greatest extent of structural Fe reduction (i.e. dithionite) would therefore produce the 

greatest degree of irreversible alteration. However, clay minerals have also been 

described to be irreversibly altered by microbial reduction (e.g. Kim et al. 2004, Yang et 

al. 2012, Shi et al. 2021), where extent of structural Fe(II) is limited. Clearly, the 

reduction pathway also plays a key role in the extent of irreversible alteration and 

there is a knowledge gap on how both pathway and reduction extent affect the 

sustainability of the mineral.  

Another key factor affecting the degree of reversibility is the Fe content of the clay 

mineral. Reduction of clay minerals with low Fe content tends to produce largely 

reversible effects upon reoxidation, whereas clay minerals with high Fe contents are 

altered more irreversibly by the effects of redox cycling (Neumann et al. 2011, Gorski 

et al. 2013). Gorski et al. (2013) observed low Fe-content clay minerals such as 

Wyoming montmorillonite SWy-2 (2.3 wt % Fe) displaying almost entirely reversible 

electron transfer, and the colour of the mineral was unchanged. In contrast, clay 

minerals such as nontronite NAu-1 with comparatively high Fe content (21.2 wt % Fe) 

displayed a significant colour change alongside an irreversibly altered redox profile 

upon reoxidation.  

Although many of the most dramatic effects of clay mineral redox cycling (e.g. 

dissolution and transformation) are cited as a result of microbial reduction (e.g. Kostka 

et al. 1999, Dong et al. 2003, Yang et al. 2012), other research has also indicated that 

microbial reduction incurred largely reversible impacts on the structure (Gates et al. 

1993, Stucki et al. 2011). Lee et al. (2006) demonstrated that Fe-bearing smectite were 

altered during microbial reduction, but the effects were largely reversible upon 

reoxidation. This is likely due to the lower achievable reduction extent inherent with 

microbial reduction. A comparison of partially reduced clay minerals by either 
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dithionite or microbes showed that at low reduction extents both reduction pathways 

lead to Mössbauer spectra that were near indistinguishable, and the effects were 

largely reversible upon reoxidation (Ribeiro et al. 2009). Further work is required to 

understand whether these effects are truly reversible, and whether the minerals can 

sustain the effects multiple reduction and oxidation cycles over time.  

2.3.3 Introduction to Mössbauer spectroscopy 

Previous research on structural changes of Fe-bearing clay minerals utilised Mössbauer 

spectroscopy and produced compelling evidence on Fe speciation effects caused by 

reduction, that other techniques could not provide. The Mössbauer effect, discovered 

by Rudolf Mössbauer in 1958, relies on the recoilless resonant absorption of nuclear 

gamma rays by 57Fe atoms held within a rigid, solid matrix (Gütlich et al. 2011). 

Mössbauer spectroscopy allows investigation of properties such as valence state, 

speciation, and binding environment / coordination of Fe atoms within solid mineral 

samples. Mössbauer spectroscopy has several advantages over other analytical 

techniques. For instance, Mössbauer analysis can be applied to a wide range of sample 

sizes, as the technique allows measurement of atomic scale properties and 

interactions. Additionally, all atoms and elements other than 57Fe are completely 

invisible to the measurement making 57Fe-specific Mössbauer free from issues such as 

matrix effects (Murad and Cashion 2004). 

The Mössbauer effect can be simply described as follows: Gamma rays are emitted 

from a radioactive source. If the gamma radiation is released without the emitting 

atom recoiling, then the emission can be entirely absorbed without recoil by a 

receiving Fe atom as no energy is lost. The emitter is moved towards and away from 

the receiver to apply the doppler effect, this allows for small variations in energy 

between atoms to be accounted for. The absorption of the gamma radiation can be 

recorded as a spectrum.  

A Mössbauer spectrum can be described using several key parameters. The Mössbauer 

parameters are effects of hyperfine interactions between Fe atom nuclei and their 

surrounding electrons, leading to changes to the nuclear and electronic energy levels 

(Figure 2.6). The parameters can be derived from least square fitting of the data to a 

theoretical model and subsequently used to interpret the nature of the host material.  
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Figure 2.6: Figure demonstrates the effects of hyperfine interactions (Isomer shift, Quadrupole splitting, Hyperfine 
splitting) on a typical Mössbauer spectrum. Isomer shift (IS) is shown in blue, Quadrupole splitting (QS) is shown 
in red, Hyperfine splitting (H) is shown in green. Black arrows represent the energy difference between the ground 
and excited nuclear states. Fractions describe the nuclear spin quantum number of the levels. Illustration is taken 
from Dyar et al. (2006)  

 

The three main parameters relevant to this study to note are described as follows 

(Murad and Cashion 2004, Dyar et al. 2006): 

• Isomer shift, also known as Chemical Shift, or Centre Shift, (will be referred to 

as CS in later chapters). A shift up or down of nuclear levels, caused by overlap 

of nuclear and S-electron charge distributions. Presents as a shift of the 

absorption peak off centre from the zero-point (calibrated against alpha-Fe(0)). 

This parameter provides information useful for determining the valence state, 

and ligand bonding state of an Fe atom. 

• Quadrupole splitting, also known as Electric Quadrupole Interaction (QS 

hereafter). Orientation of the nuclear quadrupole moment, caused by 

asymmetric electric field gradient, leading to a splitting of nuclear levels. 

Presents in a spectrum as the distance between separated peaks. This 
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parameter is useful for determining properties such as spin state, valence state, 

bonding properties, and local coordination of an Fe atom. For sextets and 

octets, QS will become quadrupole shift (for sextets) or the electric quadrupole 

interaction parameter (in Full-static Hamiltonian fit analysis). 

• Hyperfine splitting, also known as Magnetic Hyperfine Interaction (H 

hereafter). This parameter describes orientation of a nuclear magnetic moment 

in the presence of an externally applied magnetic field, or magnetic ordering 

occurring across interacting Fe atoms within the sample. Presents in a spectrum 

as full splitting of nuclear levels. This parameter is used to identify magnetic 

ordering of Fe within a sample.  

Mössbauer spectroscopy will be used throughout this thesis for both quantitative and 

qualitative analysis of Fe-bearing mineral samples. Manipulation of measurement 

temperature can provide different use-cases and insights. At higher temperatures 

(here: 77 K), Fe-rich clay minerals will not present magnetic ordering, and the 

Mössbauer spectrum can be used as a means of quantifying Fe(II)/Fe(III) stoichiometric 

ratios from the Fe doublets observed. By decreasing the measurement temperature to 

liquid helium temperature (4 K), it is possible to induce magnetic ordering in Fe species 

where it was previously absent. Once magnetic ordering occurred, the Mössbauer 

spectrum becomes more complex and provides a basis for interpretation of Fe binding 

environments and speciation within the mineral samples. This approach allow us to 

probe the impact of reduction on the structure of the clay mineral, the coordination of 

octahedral Fe, as well as the nature of secondary precipitate minerals formed by the 

reaction of Fe(II) with clay minerals.  

2.4 Effects of redox cycling on clay mineral reactivity towards 
environmental contaminants 

The scope of this project is ultimately to determine the suitability of clay minerals for 

use in sustainable contaminant remediation. While it has been shown that Fe-bearing 

clay minerals can be used for transformation of environmentally hazardous substances 

(e.g. Neumann et al. 2008, Bishop et al. 2011), can clay minerals be used sustainably 

over multiple cycles of reduction and oxidation? There is evidence to indicate that the 

clay mineral structure is altered by redox cycling (e.g. Komadel et al. 1995, Gorksi et al. 
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2013), and irreversible structural changes might impact the long-term efficacy of the 

minerals as materials for contaminant control. 

Research into the effects of microbial reduction-oxidation cycling has produced 

inconclusive results. One study suggested that redox cycling using Shewanella bacteria 

increased the reactivity of Fe-rich smectites towards contaminant Tc(VII) (Yang et al. 

2012). The work found that although the extent of reduction was not changed, the 

rate of transformation increased after multiple redox cycles. Similarly, another study 

(Bishop et al. 2019) found that the initial rate of Cr(VI) transformation by Fe-bearing 

sediments increased with successive redox cycles. However, another study 

investigating redox cycling Fe-rich smectite with Shewanella produced no significant 

changes towards the reduction of nitrates (Zhao et al. 2015). In each research, the 

transformation of a different environmental contaminant was measured, and did not 

include controls for the effects of other minerals (such as Fe-oxide species) that may 

have been present and influenced the system’s reactivity.  

Gorski et al. (2012,2013) used mediator compounds to measure how the redox profile 

of Fe-bearing clay minerals was impacted by chemical reduction (with dithionite) and 

oxidation. The study observed a dramatic shift in the redox profile of Fe-rich minerals 

after one cycle of reduction and oxidation. An irreversible shift in redox profile could 

significantly impact the capacity for the mineral to give and receive electrons, and this 

might call in to question the long-term sustainability of clay minerals for contaminant 

control. However, this study measured the effects of 100% structural Fe reduction, but 

the effects of dithionite-reduction redox cycling to lower reduction extents are still 

unknown. Additionally, unlike studies using microbial reduction that observed 

successive increases in rate of reactivity each cycle (e.g. Yang et al. 2012, Bishop et al. 

2019), other research (Gorski et al. 2013) has found that subsequent reductions did 

not alter the profile any further. Importantly, the research conducted by Gorski et al. 

(2012, 2013) highlighted relationships between redox profile and characteristics of the 

structure and mineralogy. This would indicate that irreversible structure is linked to 

reactivity, and irreversible structural alterations could impact the sustainability of clay 

minerals as reactive materials for contaminant transformation.  
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The effects of redox cycling with aqueous Fe(II) (i.e. biologically-mediated abiotic 

reduction) are yet to be confirmed, and studies so far have only investigated the 

reactivity after a single reduction. It is accepted that the interaction of aqueous Fe(II) 

and Fe-rich smectites leads to the formation of secondary precipitate minerals 

(Schaefer et al. 2011). However, the impact of these secondary minerals on reactivity is 

inconclusive. Some studies have found that the Fe(II) held in secondary minerals 

dominates contaminant transformation (e.g. Jones et al. 2017, Entwistle et al. 2019), 

while other studies have found secondary minerals have less effect than clay mineral 

Fe(II) and reactivity more closely resembles dithionite-reduced samples (Tsarev et al. 

2016). More work is required to understand how multiple cycles of reduction with 

Fe(II) and reoxidation impacts the reactivity of clay minerals, and the role of secondary 

precipitates in contaminant transformation. 

The range of results observed indicate that the effects of multiple redox cycles on the 

reactivity of Fe-bearing clay minerals are yet to be conclusively understood. The extent 

of contaminant reduction might vary dependant on the reduction pathway, 

contaminant chosen, and minerals present.  

2.4.1 Introduction to nitroaromatic compounds as contaminants 

Reduced clay minerals have been shown effective at transforming a wide variety of 

environmental contaminants (e.g. Nzengung et al. 2001, Elsner et al. 2004, Ilgen et al. 

2017, Neumann et al. 2008, 2009, Bishop et al. 2011, 2019). This project however will 

focus on the reductive transformation of nitroaromatic compounds as model 

contaminants and probe compounds.  

Nitroaromatic compounds (NACs) are a group of organic compounds featuring a nitro 

group bound to an aromatic ring. NACs are used ubiquitously as agrochemicals, dyes, 

explosives, and chemical intermediates and solvents (Klausen et al. 1995, Hofstetter et 

al. 1999, 2006, Boparai et al. 2008, Ju et al. 2010, Tiwari et al. 2019). The use of NACs 

has also led to widespread contamination of soil and water resources as remnants of 

many industrial activities (Hofstetter et al. 1999, Boparai et al. 2008). NACs are 

persistent under oxic conditions and are of particular concern due to being highly 

carcinogenic and toxic (Haderlein and Schwarzenbach 1995).  
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Figure 2.7: Schematic illustrating the 6-electron reduction process transforming kinetic probe compound 3-
chloronitrobenzene to product compound 3-chloroaniline. Adapted from Hartenbach et al. (2006) 

Nitroaromatics can be readily reduced by Fe-bearing minerals (Ruggë et al. 1998), and 

reduction of NACs produces corresponding aniline compounds that are often more 

easily biodegradable than the parent substance (Neumann et al. 2008, Luan et al. 

2015b). Hofstetter et al. (2006) investigated the utility of clay mineral Fe towards NAC 

transformation, and outlined three possible reactive sites on Fe-bearing clay minerals 

that were capable of reductively transforming NACs. Subsequent papers have 

demonstrated that structural Fe is primarily responsible for NAC transformation 

(Neumann et al. 2008).  

This project will focus on the transformation of model contaminant 3-

chloronitrobenzene as a kinetic probe compound, and model contaminant. NAC 

compounds make ideal kinetic probes as they are rapidly reduced by mineral Fe(II) and 

can be transformed into easily detectable products (Klausen et al. 1995). Using 3-

chloronitrobenzene as a kinetic probe will allow the quantification of how redox 

cycling affects the intrinsic reactivity of clay minerals. Nitroaromatics with substituted 

functional groups such as chloro-, acetyl-, methyl are useful as kinetic probe 

compounds as substitutions on the aromatic ring allow for analysis of a wide range of 

reduction potentials and thermodynamic dependencies. The location of the functional 

group on the aromatic ring will determine the sorptive properties, allowing 

measurement of various affinities of compounds to mineral surfaces (Neumann et al. 

2008, Luan et al. 2015b). In this experiment, 3-chloronitrobenzene was chosen as it has 

been demonstrated to show negligible adsorption to clay mineral particles (Haderlein 

and Schwarzenbach 1993, Laird and Fleming 1999, Klausen et al. 1995). 3-

Chloronitrobenzene does not strongly sorb to clay mineral surfaces because the 

negatively charged chlorine substitution is neither electron-withdrawing or electron-

delocalizing, meaning there is little interaction between the compound and the 

negatively-charged clay mineral surface (Haderlein and Schwarzenbach 1993, Laird and 
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Fleming 1999). Additionally, 3-chloronitrobenzene also makes a suitable probe 

because the transformation of 3-chloronitrobenzene to its corresponding aniline (3-

chloroaniline) can be measured easily with High Pressure Liquid Chromatography 

(HPLC) (e.g. Neumann et al. 2008).  

 

2.5 Environmental implications of evaluating the effects of multiple 
reduction-oxidation cycles on the structure and reactivity of Fe-
bearing clay minerals 

The review has outlined several key points regarding the use of Fe-bearing clay 

minerals as sustainable materials for control of environmental contaminants. In 

particular, it has been highlighted that the following are accepted views on redox 

interactions between clay minerals and contaminants: 

1. Fe atoms are commonly incorporated into clay mineral structures, and the 

variable valence state of structural Fe plays a key role in many subsurface 

physicochemical processes (Sposito et al. 1999, Kappler et al. 2021). Clay 

mineral Fe can be reduced via a multiple reduction pathways, and can 

subsequently reductively transform a wide range of environmental 

contaminants (e.g. Neumann et al. 2008, Tsarev et al. 2016, Bishop et al. 2019). 

Clay minerals are thought to be more resistant to dissolution than other Fe 

minerals, and therefore could provide a renewable source of environmental 

reduction equivalents (Ernstsen et al. 1998, Fialips et al. 2002). Clay minerals 

will likely face fluctuating redox condition over time due to changes in 

porewater chemistry and microbial activity (Dong et al. 2003, Roden et al. 

2012, Meng et al. 2021). 

2. Electron transfer pathways can include microbial reduction as a means of 

anaerobic respiration, and chemical / abiotic reduction by compounds such as 

dithionite (Kostka et al. 1999, Stucki et al. 1984a), or by dissolved Fe(II) atoms 

(Schaefer et al. 2011, Neumann et al. 2013). Different pathways of reduction 

lead to different effects on the clay mineral structure, many of which appear to 

be at least partially irreversible (e.g. Kostka et al. 2002, Dong et al. 2003, 

Ribeiro et al. 2009, Stucki et al. 2011, Tsarev et al. 2016, Jones et al. 2017, Shi et 

al. 2021).  
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3. Irreversible alterations of the clay mineral include significant structural impacts 

such as dehydroxylation, octahedral rearrangements, and even possibly 

complete mineral transformation (e.g. Manceau et al. 2000a and b, Dong et al. 

2003, Kim et al. 2004, Lee et al. 2006, Neumann et al. in Tratnyek 2011). 

Changes to structure incurred by reduction are dependant on factors such as 

structural Fe reduction extent and structural Fe content, and might infer 

unsustainability of clay minerals as environmental reductants.  

4. There is evidence to indicate that redox cycling can impact the reactivity of clay 

mineral Fe(II) towards contaminants.  

Although clay minerals have demonstrated their resilience relative to other Fe 

minerals as useful materials for contaminant transformation, there is also notable 

research to indicate that this utility may not be sustainable. Further research is 

necessary to address the following knowledge gaps in the current understanding: 

1. Chemical and microbial reduction have been suggested to affect clay mineral 

structure and reactivity differently (e.g. Lee et al. 2006, Ribeiro et al. 2009). 

Research has produced conflicting and contradictory results regarding the 

effects of each pathway on the clay mineral (e.g. Gates et al. 1993, Stucki et al. 

2011, Yang et al. 2012, Zhao et al. 2015). At comparable reduction extents, the 

effects of redox cycling for each reduction pathway have not been addressed or 

adequately compared. Furthermore, research has yet concluded whether the 

observed irreversible alterations scale as the mineral is subjected to multiple 

reduction-oxidation cycles. Understanding this is crucial to determine whether 

the minerals can be used as a sustainable form of contaminant transformation. 

2. Microbial redox cycling of clay minerals has produced mixed, and sometimes 

dramatic results (e.g. Kim et al. 2004, Yang et al. 2012, Zhao et al. 2015, Shi et 

al. 2021). However it has not been established whether the observed effects of 

microbial interaction with clay minerals are a result of bioreduction of the 

structural Fe, or other metabolic processes. Is it possible to subject clay 

minerals to multiple cycles of reduction and oxidation using organic electron 

shuttling compounds as surrogate for living bacteria? Do the effects of using 
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shuttle compounds as electron donor differ from the effects of microbial redox 

cycling? 

3. Interactions between aqueous Fe(II) and clay mineral Fe can lead to electron 

transfer, atom exchange, and precipitation of secondary reactive Fe minerals 

(Schaefer et al. 2011, Jones et al. 2017, Entwistle et al. 2019). How does abiotic 

reduction of clay minerals by aqueous Fe(II) impact the structure and reactivity 

of the clay minerals over multiple redox cycles? What is the nature of the 

secondary Fe intermediate species, and how do they affect the reactivity of the 

system towards transformation of contaminants? 

The knowledge gaps discussed highlight a need for further research to probe how 

multiple cycles of reduction and oxidation alter clay minerals. Can clay minerals be 

used consistently and renewably as a means for transforming harmful environmental 

contaminants?
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2.6 Aims and Objectives 

This project aims to assess whether Fe-bearing clay minerals can be used sustainably 

and renewably as materials for the control and degradation of environmental 

contaminants. The project will understand how multiple cycles of reduction via various 

environmentally relevant pathways, and oxidation, impact both the reactivity and the 

structure of Fe-rich clay minerals. The project will determine whether Fe-bearing clay 

minerals can be utilized consistently for environmental electron-transfer reactions, and 

will ultimately outline their potential as materials for long-term control of organic 

contaminants.  

To successfully achieve these aims, the project will: 

• Subject Fe-rich clay minerals to multiple cycles of reduction, and subsequent 

oxidation. Reduction of clay mineral structural Fe will be achieved using three 

environmentally relevant reduction pathways: Chemical Reduction with 

dithionite, Microbial proxy reduction using reduced electron shuttling 

compound (anthraquinone-2,6-disulfonate), and finally via biologically-

mediated abiotic reduction with aqueous Fe(II). 

• Measure the impact of multiple cycles of reduction and oxidation on the 

reactivity of clay mineral structural Fe towards model contaminant and probe 

compound 3-chloronitrobenzene. 

• Monitor effects of multiple reduction and oxidation cycles on the structure and 

morphology of the clay minerals, and determine the degree of reversibility for 

structural alterations.  
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Chapter 3:  Effects of chemically-induced reduction-
oxidation cycling on the structure and reactivity of 
nontronite 

3.1 Introduction 

The Fe(II)-Fe(III) redox couple plays a major role in the cycling of nutrients and fate of 

environmental contaminants in the sub-surface. Fe can be easily incorporated into the 

structure of clay minerals, and Fe-bearing clay minerals can be found ubiquitously in 

sediments and soils worldwide (Sposito et al. 1999). Structural Fe can be reduced to 

Fe(II) by various reduction pathways including microbial activity or by chemical 

reductants. In natural systems, the redox state of soils and sediments can be 

dramatically altered by changes in porewater chemistry, often due to seasonality and 

fluctuations of the water table (e.g. Deng et al. 2014, Calabrese and Porporato 2019). 

Work has even been conducted to investigate the potential for artificially chemically 

manipulating the redox state of subsurface sediments for use of contaminant control 

(Fruchter et al. 2002, Szeczody et al. 2004). In their reduced state, Fe-bearing clay 

minerals have been shown capable of reductively transforming a wide range of 

hazardous environmental contaminants (e.g. Neumann et al. 2008, 2009, Bishop et al. 

2011, 2019). Unlike many other Fe minerals such as naturally occurring Fe-oxides, clay 

minerals are thought to be more resistant to reductive-dissolution, and could be a 

potentially renewable source of reduction equivalents in the environment (Fialips et al. 

2002). This would mean clay minerals could be a valuable and sustainable tool for 

engineered pollutant transformation, or a solution for long-term natural attenuation of 

contaminated land. However, other work has demonstrated that chemical reduction of 

clay mineral structural Fe can lead to irreversible alterations of the minerals that might 

call into question their supposed longevity and sustainability.  

Dithionite is a common method of chemically reducing clay mineral structural Fe. 

Dithionite has also been shown to be the most effective reductant, and is capable of 

accessing almost 100% of structural Fe in Fe-rich clay minerals (1984b). While the use 

of dithionite as an in-situ reductant has been previously discussed (Nzengung et al. 

2001), it can also serve as a useful proxy for the effects other chemical reductants that 

may occur naturally. Previous research has demonstrated that chemical reduction 

might differ from microbial reduction, and as such produces different effects on the 
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clay mineral (Lee et al. 2006, Ribeiro et al. 2009). Complete reduction of structural Fe 

to Fe(II) by dithionite has been shown to leave irreversible alterations to the clay 

mineral structure, as well as irreversible shifts to the mineral redox potential (Gorski et 

al. 2013). However, research has also indicated that the degree of irreversibility of clay 

mineral alterations scale with increasing reduction extent, and at low reduction extent 

the effects appear indistinguishable from microbial reduction (Ribeiro et al. 2009). Do 

the irreversible alterations of clay minerals due to chemical reduction impact the 

sustainability, and can clay minerals persist through successive cycles of chemical 

reduction and oxidation? 

This chapter aims to investigate how multiple cycles of dithionite-reduction and 

oxidation impact the structure and reactivity of Fe-rich smectite NAu-1. NAu-1 samples 

are subjected to three cycles of dithionite-reduction, and subsequent reoxidation by 

hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). The effects of redox cycling are measured at both a high 

reduction extent (75% structural Fe(II)) and a low extent (20% structural Fe(II)). 

Experiments conducted at a low reduction extent are relevant for comparison with 

other electron transfer pathways such as bioreduction. High reduction extent 

experiments provide an insight to the compounding effects of redox cycling when 

degree of reversibility is lowest, and will be relevant for artificial, in-situ reduction 

techniques. The reactivity of reduced clay minerals for the transformation of kinetic 

probe compound 3-chloronitrobenzene is measured to assess how reactivity is 

affected by multiple successive redox cycles. We also measure the effects of redox 

cycling on clay mineral structure, using variety of spectroscopic analyses including 

Scanning Electron Microscopy, particle size measurements, and Mössbauer 

spectroscopy. Overall, we aim to understand whether the alterations caused by 

chemical reduction will impact the longevity and sustainability of Fe-bearing clay 

minerals as materials for contaminant control.  

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Mineral Preparation 

Nontronite NAu-1 (M+
1.05[Si6.98Al1.02][Al0.29Fe3.68Mg0.04]O20OH4, 21.5 wt% Fe) was 

purchased from the Clay Minerals Society’s Source Clays Repository 

(https://www.clays.org/source-clays/). Mineral preparation followed the lab’s 
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standard operating procedure, published previously (e.g. Neumann et al. 2011). In 

short, the mineral was oven-dried before being crushed to fine powder using a ball 

mill.  The mineral was then suspended in deionised water, size fractionated to a range 

of 0.2-0.5 µm and finally Na+-homo-ionised with 1 M NaCl solution. The mineral 

sample was then purified to remove any remaining admixed minerals including 

kaolinite and Fe-oxides. Mineral purity was confirmed using Fourier-Transform Infrared 

(FT-IR) spectroscopy. The final product was freeze dried, ground with a pestle and 

mortar and then passed through a 150 µm sieve before being stored prior to use. 

3.2.2 Mineral Fe reduction and oxidation 

All mineral reduction was undertaken in an anaerobic chamber (GS Glovebox 

Systemtechnik GmbH, Germany) under a N2 atmosphere (≤1 ppm O2). Deoxygenation 

of all solutions and suspensions was carried out by bubbling N2 for 1 hour. Previous 

research has demonstrated that this deoxygenation method can remove 100% of 

dissolved oxygen (Adamou 2020) All dithionite reductions of clay mineral Fe were 

completed following a modified version (Neumann et al. 2011) of the citrate-

bicarbonate-dithionite methods described by Stucki et al. (1984b). Two batches of 

NAu-1 were subjected to chemical reduction of its structural Fe, one to an intended 

high (75%) Fe reduction extent and another to an intended low (20%) reduction 

extent. This was achieved by adding the stoichiometrically equivalent mass of 

dithionite to reduce 75% and 20% of structural Fe respectively. Samples were left to 

stir overnight, then homo-ionised with deoxygenated 1 M NaCl solution and 

subsequently washed with deoxygenated deionised water to remove any remaining 

dithionite residue. Clay mineral Fe reduction extent was confirmed by both Mössbauer 

spectroscopy, and with a modified method of hydrofluoric acid (HF) mineral digestion 

and phenanthroline assay (see Section 3.2.6 for details). Reduced minerals were then 

suspended in a buffer solution of 10 mM 3-(N-morpholino)propanesulfonic acid 

(MOPS) and 50 mM NaCl, creating, nominally, a 20 g/L stock suspension. The 

suspension pH was adjusted to pH 7.5 using aliquots of 1 M NaOH or HCl. 

For clay mineral Fe re-oxidation, an aliquot of stock suspension was removed from the 

glovebox and 1 M hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) was added in stoichiometric excess to the 

concentration of Fe(II), this was left to stir overnight open to the room atmosphere. 
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The following day, the mineral was washed with 1 M NaCl and deionised water twice in 

the same manner as with the reduction to remove any possible remaining H2O2. Clay 

mineral was then resuspended, deoxygenated, and moved back into the glovebox 

ready for the next cycle of reduction. 

In total, 3 cycles of reduction-oxidation of NAu-1 were conducted for each reduction 

extent (75% and 20%). Samples of mineral suspensions were separated from the bulk 

suspension at each stage of the process before reaction with 3-chloronitro benzene, to 

be used later in the various solid sample analyses conducted.  

Samples and data are categorized by the following naming system, for ease of future 

reference: 

Cycle 1 generally refers to NAu-1 samples that have been reduced once with 

dithionite.  

Cycle 2 generally refers to NAu-1 samples that have been reduced with dithionite, 

reoxidised with H2O2, and subsequently re-reduced with dithionite a second time.  

Cycle 3 generally refers to NAu-1 samples that have been reduced for a third time with 

dithionite, after two preceding reduction-oxidation cycles.  

For Mössbauer analysis, each cycle (1-3) also has it’s respective reoxidised spectrum. 

For example, “Cycle 1 reoxidised” would refer to measurements of the sample 

described in Cycle 1 after reoxidation with H2O2, and all structural Fe(II) has been 

oxidised. 

3.2.3 Nitroaromatic compound transformation experiments 

Transformation experiments involving 3-chloronitrobenzene were only conducted with 

samples in their reduced stage, i.e. after reduction via dithionite. Control experiments 

using native (i.e non-reduced) clay minerals were also conducted, but have not been 

included. There is a significant body of literature previous experiments demonstrating 

that clay minerals absent of Fe(II) do not react with nitroaromatics under these 

conditions, and that volatilisation does not occur in the solution (Schulz and Grundl 

2000, Hofstetter et al. 2003, Hofstetter et al. 2006, Entwistle 2021).  
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All transformation experiments were completed and the batch reactors stored inside 

the anaerobic glovebox, to minimise unintended oxidation. All experiments were 

conducted in triplicate. For each batch reactor, 1.5 mL of the 20 g/L clay mineral stock 

suspension and 13.5 mL of buffer solution containing 10 mM MOPS and 50 mM NaCl 

were added to 20 mL glass vials. The pH of each reactor was adjusted to 7.5 using 

NaOH or HCl. Reactors were sealed with butylene rubber stoppers, crimp capped to 

hermetically seal the contents, wrapped in foil or PTFE tape to prevent any risk of 

unintended photo-oxidation, and then finally placed on an end-over-end rotator.  

Probe compound degradation reactions were initiated by injecting 30 µL of methanolic 

3-chloronitrobenzene stock solution to give an initial concentration of ~50 µM, using a 

Hamilton gas-tight, PTFE luer lock, 0.25 mL glass syringe to achieve a starting 

concentration of ~50 µM in the reactor. A 500 µL sample was taken immediately after 

spiking using a Hamilton gas-tight, PTFE luer lock, 0.5 mL glass pipette and filtered 

using a luer lock, 0.22 µm nylon filter (sourced from Thames Restek Ltd) to remove any 

mineral / solids. The sample was then stored in a clear, 2 mL sealed glass HPLC vial 

(sourced from VWRTM) with conical glass inserts (from Sigma Aldrich) until analysis. For 

each reactor, more samples were taken in the same method at pre-determined time 

steps until the transformation of 3-chloronitrobenzene to 3-chloroanaline had reached 

completion (i.e. all 3-chloronitrobenzene has been transformed to 3-chloroaniline). All 

samples were stored in the fridge at 4 °C prior to HPLC analysis. 

3.2.4 Organic contaminant quantification 

The first sample taken from the reactor immediately after spiking with contaminant 

was used as measurement for initial concentration.  

Samples measured via HPLC were measured against a set of pre-prepared calibration 

standards containing both methylated contaminant and product, and diluted with 

DIW, at 5 specific concentrations (1 µM/L, 12.5 µM/L, 25 µM/L, 37.5 µM/L, and 50 

µM/L) in glass HPLC vials (same as used for reactor samples).  

Analysis of samples and concentrations of model contaminant 3-chloronitrobenzene 

(3CNB) and the degradation product 3-chloroanaline (3CAN) were measured using the 

Agilent 1260 Infinity II HPLC equipped with DAD detector, using an LC-18 column 

(XBridge C18 3.5 µm).  
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Samples were measured with a custom HPLC method, using deionized water and 

methanol in varying proportions as eluent. Figure SI 3.1 demonstrates the precision 

and accuracy of the HPLC method. Figure SI 3.2 shows the custom concentration / time 

eluent gradient used for each sample. 

HPLC method: 10 minute total run time per sample. 1mL / min flow rate, column 

temperature of 30 °C. 20 mL of sample injected. Measured absorption at wavelengths 

214 nm and 252 nm.  

3.2.5 Data evaluation and kinetic modelling 

The transformation of model probe contaminant 3-chloronitrobenzene to product 

compound 3-chloroaniline was measured using the measured concentration values of 

both reactant and product across a time series. The data was modelled applying a 

second order kinetic rate law to account for two implicit reactive Fe sites (with 

distinctive reactivities) in the clay mineral, and rate constants were calculated via 

differential equations as described by Neumann et al. (2008). Equations used to 

calculate the rate constant values are as follows in Equations 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. 

Equation 3.1; second order kinetic rate law: 

𝜕[𝑁𝐴𝐶]

𝜕𝑡
=  −k𝐴 [𝐹𝑒(𝐼𝐼)𝐴][𝑁𝐴𝐶] −  k𝐵  [𝐹𝑒(𝐼𝐼)𝐵] [𝑁𝐴𝐶] 

Where kA and kB describe the intrinsic reactivities of highly reactive site “A”, and less 

reactive site “B”. [NAC] is the measured aqueous concentration of probe contaminant 

compound 3-chloronitrobenzene, and [Fe(II)A] and [Fe(II)B] are the concentration of 

each reactive site (A and B).  

Equation 3.2; boundary condition [Fe(II)Tot], included in mathematical model: 

[𝐹𝑒(𝐼𝐼)𝑇𝑜𝑡] = [𝐹𝑒(𝐼𝐼)𝐴] + [𝐹𝑒(𝐼𝐼)𝐵] 

For comparison, the measured kinetic data was also fit with a pseudo-first order model 

describing a single reactive site, shown in Equation 3.3. This was a simplified version of 

the two-site model described in Equation 3.1. 
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Equation 3.3; boundary condition [Fe(II)Tot], included in mathematical model: 

𝜕[𝑁𝐴𝐶]

𝜕𝑡
=  −k [𝐹𝑒(𝐼𝐼)𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙] [𝑁𝐴𝐶] 

Equations were solved numerically using Matlab routine ODE15s as described by 

Neumann et al. (2008). The statistics underlying the best fit model are produced by the 

following process. The model takes data from 3 replicate reactors and fits all three 

datasets simultaneously to create a single set of parameters (rate constants kA and kB, 

as well as initial concentration of Fe comprising the highly reactive sites “A”). The 

mathematical fitting procedure minimized the sum of the squared differences 

between simulated and measured concentrations based on the Nelder-Mead simplex 

method, resulting in the estimated values for kA, kB and initial [Fe(II)A] produced in the 

model output. Standard deviation values were calculated via linear error propagation. 

This is done by varying parameter values by 10% calculating the resulting error yielded.  

The previously mentioned model included an interconversion between each reactive 

site to account for re-spiking during experiments. However, as the method does not 

include re-spiking the reactors, this interconversion step was omitted from our 

calculations and the model was updated to a state similar to a later study (Neumann et 

al. 2009).  
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3.2.6 Elemental analysis 

Solid phase concentrations of Fe(II) and FeTot were measured following HF mineral 

digestion using a modified 1,10-phenanthroline method (Stucki 1981, Amonette and 

Templeton 1998) as described in Neumann et al. (2011). Absorbance was measured 

using UV-VIS spectrophotometer at a wavelength of 510 nm. This method was used to 

confirm reduction extents of dithionite-reduced minerals, and concentrations of clay 

mineral Fe(II) were incorporated into kinetic calculations described in Section 3.2.5. 

Clay mineral loading was back-calculated from the measured total Fe concentration, 

based on the wt % of Fe in NAu-1, taken to be 22.4% (Neumann et al. 2013). 

Clay mineral suspensions were measured for evidence of mineral dissolution due to 

reduction via dithionite. Samples were taken from supernatant after reduction, filtered 

with 0.2 µm nylon filter, and measured with a Varian Vista-MPX Inductively-Coupled 

Plasma Optical Emission Spectrometer (ICP-OES) for dissolved traces of primary 

smectite elemental components (Si, Al, Mg, Fe). Accuracy is expected to vary within 

10% of concentration reading. Measured concentrations were compared to the 

mineral loading values as a percentage, based on the respective fraction each major 

element in NAu-1. 

Values for wt% of NAu-1 elemental constituents were approximately calculated to be 

Fe = 22.4% (Neumann et al. 2013), and Al = 8.2%, Mg = 4.2%, Si = 51.5% (Keeling et al. 

2000). 

3.2.7 Morphological analysis (particle size and SEM / EDX) 

Particle morphology was examined using a combination of Scanning Electron 

Microscopy (SEM) with Energy Dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX), as well as particle size 

analysis. 

Samples for SEX / EDX analysis were prepared under N2 atmosphere. Samples of 

mineral suspensions were first diluted to 0.2 g/L mineral loading, and then a drop of 

the suspension was placed on some carbon tape on an aluminium SEM stub via pipette 

and allowed to dry overnight. Once all fluid had evaporated, sample stubs were sealed 

in an airtight container for transport to the SEM. Each sample was gold-coated to 

improve resolution and minimise risk of oxidation. Samples were analysed using a 
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Tescan Vega 3LMU scanning electron microscope, fitted with a Bruker XFlash® 6 | 30 

for EDX analysis.  

EDX analysis was conducted using Imagej software. Elemental mapping images were 

filtered to show only Fe, Si, and Al, and the relative intensity of each element was 

measured over representative areas where the mineral was determined to be present. 

3 images were taken of each sample, and a minimum of 3 measurements was taken 

for each image, and mean values were calculated for each sample.  

Particle size analysis was conducted as follows: Samples were taken of clay mineral 

suspensions and diluted to 0.05 g/L using deoxygenated, deionised water. Samples 

were measured in a sealed screw-cap (to prevent any unintended oxidation), 10 mm x 

10 mm (internal width) quartz cuvette sourced from Hellma UK ltd. Sample particle 

size was measured using Malvern Panalytical Zetasizer Nano. 

3.2.8 Mössbauer analysis 

Samples were separated and prepared from the NAu-1 stock suspension before 

contaminants were added. Solids were separated from supernatant with a 13 mm, 0.2 

µM nylon filter under anaerobic atmosphere. The sample solids were sealed in Kapton 

tape to prevent oxidation during transfer to the Mössbauer spectrometer. 

Samples were analysed using and S4 Mössbauer spectrometer (SEE Co., Edina, MN, 

U.S.A.) in transmission mode and calibrated against 7 µm α-Fe(0) foil. Temperature 

during spectra acquisition was controlled with a closed cycle cryostat (SHI-850, Janis 

Research Co., Wilmington, MA, U.S.A.) at either 4 K, 13 K, or 77 K temperature to allow 

for quantifying Fe oxidation state and the Fe speciation of the clay mineral. 

Spectra were analysed using the software Recoil, using Voigt-based fitting routine for 

spectra measured at 77 K and 13 K temperature, and Full-static Hamiltonian fitting 

routine for samples measured at 4 K temperature.  

3.2.9 Contributions 

Dr Jim Entwistle and Dr Katherine Rothwell both assisted with the preparation and 

measurements of HF digestion experiments. Dr Katherine Rothwell and Dr Rachael 

Dack provided advice and assistance for developing the HPLC method. Ross Laws 
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provided operating assistance for SEM imaging. Dr Henriette Christensen conducted 

measurements with ICP-OES 

3.3 Results and discussion 

3.3.1 Dithionite-reduced kinetics 

To assess how reduction-oxidation cycling using dithionite and H2O2 affects the 

reactivity of clay mineral Fe(II), we reacted model contaminant 3-chloronitrobenzene 

with nontronite NAu-1 reduced to low (20%) and high extent (75%) of clay mineral Fe 

reduction (Fe(II):Fe(Tot)). We monitored the concentrations of both the contaminant 

and its transformation product 3-chloroaniline. Figure 3.1 shows the changes in 3-

chloronitrobenzene concentration over the course of the reaction with 20% dithionite-

reduced (left) and 75% dithionite-reduced NAu-1 (right), respectively. Data was 

converted to values relative to initial measured concentration (c0) immediately after 

spiking reactor with contaminant (3CNB) to allow visual comparison.  

 

Figure 3.1: Typical time course concentration measurements (circles) of 3-chloronitrobenzene during reaction with 
NAu-1 that has been reduced with dithionite to (A) 20% Fe(II)/Fe(total) and (B) 75% Fe(II)/Fe(total). Results were 
obtained in the presence of reduced NAu-1 (Cycle 1), reduced-reoxidised-rereduced NAu-1 (Cycle 2) and reduced-
reoxidised-rereduced-rereoxidised-rerereduced NAu-1 (Cycle 3), as described in Section 3.2.2. Coloured lines show 
the fit to the two-site kinetic model (defined in Equation 3.1). 

In all experiments: NAC concentration decreased to below detection over the 

monitoring period; aniline concentrations increased and were equivalent or even 

higher at the end than initial NAC concentration as shown in Figure SI 3.3. This 

demonstrates a complete mass balance and indicates that the transformation reaction 

has reached completion. 
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Figure 3.1 shows a significant difference between Subfigures A and B: For NAu-1 

exhibiting the low Fe reduction extent (20%, blue), the transformation of contaminant 

reached completion after approximately 300 h, whereas NAu-1 of a high Fe reduction 

extent (75%) transformed 3-chloronitrobenzene completely to the corresponding 

aniline after only 24 h. A faster speed of reaction for the high reduction extent (75%) 

NAu-1 relative to the low reduction extent (20%) NAu-1 is expected, as the former 

contains a far greater concentration of reactive structural Fe(II). However, the time 

taken to reach completion for the 75% reduction extent experiments is 10x faster than 

the 20% reduction extent experiments, whilst Fe(II) content has only increased 

approximately 2x. This suggests that the relationship between speed of reaction and 

Fe(II) content is non-linear, and reactivity appears to increase at a rate greater than the 

increase in Fe(II) content. This might indicate that the increase in reduction extent has 

impacted the intrinsic reactivity of the clay mineral, rather than just a quantitative 

increase in reactive material.  

Contaminant degradation by NAu-1 of both high and low Fe reduction extents 

followed a similar overall pattern. There is an initial phase of fast reaction where 

roughly 50% of the contaminant was transformed within the first few hours. Then, the 

reaction slowed, and the remaining contaminant was transformed more slowly over 

the following days (20% reduced NAu-1) or hours (75% reduced NAu-1). This distinct 

biphasic contaminant degradation has been observed previously for Fe-rich clay 

minerals reduced to both high (Neumann et al. 2008, 2009) and low Fe reduction 

extents (Rothwell 2018). It was interpreted to suggest that there are two types of 

reactive sites in the clay mineral structure capable of reducing and transforming the 

contaminant: a highly reactive site and a second less reactive site (Neumann et al. 

2008, Rothwell 2018). Indeed, fitting the data from all experiments to a model that 

includes a single reactive Fe site in the clay mineral, produced poor agreement 

between model fit and the data (Figure SI 3.3). The data was instead fit with a model 

including two reactive Fe sites in the clay mineral, resulting in excellent agreement 

between data and model fit (Figure 3.1). The data indicates a presence of two reactive 

Fe sites, and conforms well with previous research (Hofstetter et al. 2006, Neumann et 

al. 2008, 2009, Rothwell 2018). This differs from some studies such as Luan et al. 

(2015b) which despite observing biphasic kinetics, fitted the transformation of bio-
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reduced NAu-1 with a single-site, second-order rate law. This finding might be 

explained by the fact that bioreduction follows a different electron transfer pathway 

than reduction via dithionite (Rothwell 2018). 

For the experiments reduced to a high reduction extent (75%), the kinetic model 

indicated the rate of contaminant transformation was faster on Cycle 2 than observed 

for Cycle 1, but Cycle 3 was slower to react than both Cycle 1 and 2. For the 

experiments reduced to a low reduction extent (20%), the data suggests that Cycle 1 

and 2 are largely similar but by Cycle 3 the reaction speed had increased. Overall, the 

shape of the reaction curve and the time taken to reach completion was similar for 

each cycle on both experiments. This would indicate that redox cycling does not 

significantly alter the observed redox reactivity.  

The small variation observed between each curve could be due to sample variations 

between cycles. After conducting the kinetics experiments, a HF mineral digestion and 

phenanthroline assay was conducted to confirm the reduction extent of the mineral 

suspension, and measure the mineral loading of each clay mineral suspension (see 

Table 3.2). The results showed that a significant fraction of the mineral had been lost 

during the process, and mineral loading concentration was far below the expected 

value (20 g/L) by Cycle 3. The unexpected loss of mineral meant that the experiments 

were reduced with a greater stoichiometric concentration of dithionite than would be 

required to achieve the desired reduction extents (i.e. 75% and 20%). The cause of the 

decrease in mineral loading was further investigated.  

ICP-OES was used to analyse the supernatant of clay mineral suspensions immediately 

after reduction, to measure for any evidence of reductive dissolution of the mineral. 

ICP-OES data (Table SI 3.1) shows negligible concentrations of NAu-1 elemental 

components immediately after reduction with dithionite, confirming that the loss of 

mineral loading was not due to reductive dissolution. It was concluded in retrospect 

that quantities of clay mineral were being lost unintentionally from suspension during 

the comprehensive washing procedure (details in Section 3.2.2) to remove remnant 

dithionite and hydrogen peroxide from the samples between phases of reduction and 

oxidation. 
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Variations in mineral loading and reduction extent will have impacted the observed 

contaminant transformation. This demonstrates that comparing degradation kinetics 

qualitatively (i.e. using shape of curve and time to completion) maybe insufficient, 

particularly as variables such as Fe(II) content and clay mineral loading might vary 

between sets of reactor. Hence, analysis using a mathematical model will allow a more 

accurate comparison as the model accounts for variation of variables. The kinetic 

model takes into account the measured concentration of Fe(II) present in the system 

provided by the phenanthroline assay, in order to produce rate constant values to 

describe the intrinsic reactivity. 

 

Figure 3.1: Kinetic parameters for 3-chloronitrobenzene transformation obtained from all data to the second 
order rate model (Equation 3.1): second order rate constant k (Subfigure A), and initial concentration of highly 
reactive Fe(II) (Subfigure B). Parameter values are plotted as logarithms, showing values for degradation in the 
presence of both 20% reduction extent (blue) and 75% reduction extent (green), dithionite-reduced NAu-1. Error 
bars are defined by 1 standard devation. All parameter values can be found in Table SI 3.2.   

Figure 3.2A shows the second-order rate constant (k) log values for the transformation 

of 3-chloronitrobenzene in the presence of NAu-1 reduced with dithionite to a high 

reduction extent (75%, green) and a low reduction extent (20%, blue). Includes log k 

values for both highly reactive and less reactive Fe(II) sites. The data indicates that 

NAu-1 reduced with dithionite to a high reduction extent has increased rate constant 

values compared to NAu-1 reduced with dithionite to low reduction extents. The 

measured increase is consistent across three cycles of reduction and oxidation. The 

kinetic model calculates intrinsic reactivity of the clay mineral, and takes account of 

the concentration of Fe(II) in the system (as measured by HF digestion). The greater k 
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values measured for 75% reduced NAu-1 suggest that the clay mineral is intrinsically 

more reactive at high reduction extents compared to low reduction extents. Previous 

work (Rothwell 2018) highlighted the relation between clay mineral Fe reduction 

extent and observed redox reactivity towards contaminants, and found that reactivity 

increases significantly with increasing reduction extent. The study also found that rate 

constants plateaued once the mineral had reached a specific reduction extent of 

around approximately 30-40% Fe(II)/FeTot. The 20% Fe(II) NAu-1 data is typically below 

this threshold, whereas the 75% Fe(II) NAu-1 is above the threshold, so these results 

are consistent with previous work. In addition, the rate constant values for both 

reactive sites are highly comparable to those measured previously for the reaction of 

high reduction extent, Fe-rich clay minerals with 3-chloronitrobenzene (Neumann et al. 

2008).  

Both experiments (75% and 20% reduction extent) do not indicate any significant 

change (i.e. values within ranges of error) in rate constant values across 3 redox cycles, 

for either reactive site. This finding reflects the modelled fit data presented previously 

in Figure 3.1, and suggests that redox cycling with dithionite does not significantly 

impact the reactivity of the mineral.  

There has been little previous research into the effects of dithionite reduction-

oxidation cycling on the reactivity of nontronites. Gorski et al. (2012, 2013) 

investigated the effects of cycling on Ferruginous smectite SWa-1 (12.1 wt% Fe) and 

observed a significant, irreversible shift in redox profile leading to a more positive EH 

after one reduction. A more positive EH could have a detrimental impact on the 

reductive capacity of the mineral towards a contaminant. However, the effect was 

observed after the first reduction but did not accumulate with further cycling. If similar 

shift in redox profile has occurred in this case with NAu-1, any effects on reactivity 

would be in place before reaction with 3-chloronitrobenzene. In this respect the 

results from Gorski et al. may confer well as we do not see any changes past the first 

reduction. 

The kinetic model can also be used to calculate the initial concentration of highly 

reactive sites. The calculated concentrations suggest that highly reactive sites comprise 

0.85-1.5%, and 0.2-0.5% of the total structural Fe(II) in 20% and 75% reduced NAu-1 
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samples respectively. It has been previously demonstrated that although the highly 

reactive sites comprise of only a minute fraction of the total Fe(II), they are responsible 

for a significant volume of contaminant transformation (Neumann et al. 2008). The 

data presents no significant change over three reduction-oxidation cycles to the 

concentration of initial highly reactive sites for either high or low reduction extent. This 

further confirms that reactivity of the clay mineral is not significantly affected by 

reduction-oxidation cycling with dithionite. Most interestingly, the data suggests that 

there is no difference in the initial concentration of the highly reactive Fe sites 

between the high Fe reduction extent and low Fe reduction extent samples. This would 

imply that despite more than twice the relative percentage of Fe(II) in the structure, 

increased reduction extent did not lead to the formation of significantly more highly 

reactive sites. Previous research (Rothwell 2018) observed the relation between Fe(II) 

content and concentration of highly reactive sites (CA0), and found that CA0 increased 

with increasing reduction extent up to a maximum at around 48% Fe(II)/FeTot before 

decreasing as reduction extent increased further. Rothwells data suggest that NAu-1 

reduced to ~20% and ~75% reduction extent should have largely equivalent 

concentration of highly reactive sites, which would subsequently mean that the results 

align well with previous studies.  

3.3.2 Effects of redox cycling on clay mineral morphology and size  

Repeated reduction and oxidation of clay mineral structural Fe is thought to incur a 

wide range of effects on the morphology and structure of clay minerals (Stucki et al. 

2011). Research so far has largely focused on the effects of microbial reduction-

oxidation cycling. Studies have discussed how redox cycling with microbes can cause 

dissolution of fine particles, aggregation, dissolution pits, mineral transformation, and 

various other effects that significantly alter the shape or size of the clay mineral 

particles (Dong et al. 2003, Kim et al. 2004, Dong et al. 2005, Jaisi et al. 2007b, Yang et 

al. 2012, Shi et al. 2016). There has however been less work examining the 

morphological impacts of chemical cycling. To understand the extent to which 

reduction-oxidation cycling with dithionite impacts the morphology of the clay 

minerals, a series of structural analyses were conducted using particle size 

measurements, and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) combined with energy-

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy.  
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Figure 3.2: Particle size analysis of NAu-1 dithionite-reduced to a high (75 %, green) and low (20 %, blue) 
reduction extent, measured in a reduced state over 3 reduction-re-oxidation cycles. Limits of the range are 
marked by “+” and the bars define the mean value and 1 standard deviation above and below. 

Figure 3.3 shows collated particle size measurements for dithionite-reduced NAu-1 at 

both high and low reduction extent, showing change in reduced clay mineral particle 

size over 3 cycles of reduction and oxidation. The mean particle size of NAu-1 with 

structural Fe reduced to 20% (blue) ranged from 0.424 µm – 0.705 µm, which is well 

within the size fraction isolated during the mineral preparation (Section 3.2.1). 

Samples retrieved after each reduction-oxidation cycle and exhibiting 75% Fe 

reduction extents varied more in mean particle size (0.458 µm – 1.177 µm), yet all 

particle size distributions had significant overlap in standard deviations. A preliminary 

inspection of the data shows that there is some variation between each cycle, with the 

greatest differences apparent in the high reduction extent samples. There does not 

appear to be any prevailing trend of direction over the three cycles. Interestingly, the 

high reduction extent and the low reduction extent samples do not follow the same 

pattern of size change.  
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A statistical single-factor ANOVA was conducted on both the 20%, and 75% dithionite-

reduced NAu-1 particle size distribution sets to determine whether variation between 

reduction cycles are statistically significant. The analysis for the values for NAu-1 

reduced to 20% reduction extent produced a p-value of 0.386, and the 75% dithionite-

reduced samples returned a p-value of 0.183. The P-values for both experiments were 

greater than a significance level of 0.05. Similarly, 20% dithionite reduced distribution 

sets returned an F-value of 0.955, while 75% dithionite-reduced sets returned an F-

value of 1.714. Both F-values were below the F-critical value of 3.039. The results from 

the ANOVA analysis confirm that for both experiments, variation in particle size across 

reduction cycles is not statistically significant.  

This finding contradicts previous studies (e.g.. Yang et al. 2012) which state that 

reduction-oxidation cycling causes the dissolution of smaller less-crystalline mineral 

particles, and the preservation and recrystallisation of larger more crystalline particles. 

However, the Yang et al (2012) study used bioreduction with living microbes present in 

the system which may have caused the observed dissolution. If dissolution was 

occurring in our experiments, one would expect a significant increase in particle size, 

which was absent. Similarly, clay mineral dissolution would be accompanied by the 

release of structural cations (Al, Mg, Fe, Si) into solution. As discussed, (Section 3.3.1, 

and Table SI 3.1) the concentrations of relevant atoms were measured in the 

supernatant during the reduction via ICP-OES, and the analysis did not measure any 

significant concentrations that would indicate any notable dissolution. Our combined 

results suggest that dithionite reduction of clay mineral Fe, irrespective of Fe reduction 

extent and repeated cycles of reduction and reoxidation, caused minimal mineral 

dissolution and align well with previous studies (Stucki et al 1984, Rothwell 2018, 

Entwistle 2021).  

However, particle size analysis alone is insufficient to determine whether morphology 

of the clay mineral is impacted in other ways. Some papers have cited morphological 

effects due to redox cycling such as dissolution pits that are visible with SEM (Yang et 

al. 2012, Zhao et al. 2015), and the preferential dissolution of Fe from the structure 

(Russel et al. 1979). To examine the samples for any visible traces of dissolution, SEM 

analysis was conducted, and to measure whether Fe is preferentially dissolved by 
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reduction EDX was employed to measure the relative intensity of relevant structural 

atoms (Fe, Si, Al). 

A collection of SEM images was taken of NAu-1 samples reduced to both high (75%) 

and low (20%) reduction extent with dithionite (Figure SI 3.4). Due to the sub-micron 

scale of the clay minerals, the SEM microscope was incapable of capturing images of 

individual clay mineral particles at sufficient resolution. In addition, it was difficult to 

determine exactly which visible features were representative of clay mineral. EDX 

scans were utilised in tandem with SEM images to highlight clay mineral structures 

based on their elemental emission (Figure SI 3.6). The pink features in Figure SI 3.6B 

and E demonstrate how some structures visible in the SEM image could be categorized 

as NaCl crystals formed during sample drying based on their colour in the EDX scan. 

When EDX scans were filtered (Figure SI 3.6 C and F) to show only Fe, Si, and Al 

(primary elemental constituents of NAu-1), it became apparent that clay minerals 

formed a largely homogenous film across the carbon tape of the SEM stub. The images 

taken show little distinguishable features that could be indicate distinct variation 

between samples due to cycling or Fe(II) content. The SEM analysis did not provide 

sufficient evidence to indicate that the clay mineral is affected morphologically by 

reduction-oxidation cycling. The issue of insufficient resolution to appropriately image 

clay mineral particles is inherent to SEM imagery. For this reason, previous claims (e.g. 

Yang et al. 2012) of visible evidence of dissolution pitting may be inaccurate. 

Microscopy techniques with greater resolution such as atomic force microscopy should 

be considered in future studies for adequate morphological imaging.  
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Figure 3.3: EDX elemental intensity data of key smectite structural elements (Fe, Si, Al) for dithionite-reduced 
NAu-1 samples, taken as average over multiple scans. Figure A shows the % elemental intensity for 20% 
dithionite-reduced NAu-1 over three reduction cycles, and Figure B shows the % elemental intensity of 75% 
dithionite-reduced NAu-1 over 3 reduction cycles. Red = Fe, Blue = Si, Green = Al. Error bars determined by 1 
standard deviation.  

Figure 3.4 presents the average elemental % intensity measured with EDX of Si, Fe, and 

Al for NAu-1 samples reduced with dithionite to a high (75%) and low (20%) reduction 

extent. The ratio of Fe : Si intensity remains at a ratio of approximately 1 : 2.5, a ratio 

that matches natural NAu-1 elemental composition perfectly. The intensity of Al is 

greater than would be expected (when considering the compositional percentage it 

encompasses in NAu-1) (Keeling et al. 2000), this may be an unintended effect 

produced by the aluminium SEM stubs used for the analysis. The values indicate that 

there is the same relative proportion of each of the three structural elements at both 

reduction extents (75% and 20%), and across all three reduction cycles. The ratio 

between the elements does not significantly change (within error). This data is further 

evidence that composition is not significantly affected by redox cycling with dithionite. 

Furthermore, the values would indicate that if any dissolution occurred, it was 

congruent. The results of this study however show no evidence for congruent 

dissolution either with ICP-OES (Table SI 3.1). The EDX data also further demonstrates 

that there was no preferential dissolution, or loss, of Fe from the mineral. These 

findings do not align with previous studies (e.g. Russell et al., 1979, Kostka et al. 1999, 

Jaisi et al. 2008b) which indicated incongruent Fe dissolution from clay minerals upon 

reduction. Russell et al. (1979) found that the degree of Fe loss increased with 
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increasing extent of tetrahedral Fe in the nontronite sample, and it was this 

tetrahedral species of structural Fe that was preferentially dissolved. Considering for 

this study that NAu-1 nontronite was chosen, tetrahedral Fe content should be 

minimal to none. This might offer an explanation as to why the samples show little 

evidence of preferential Fe dissolution.   

The analysis with SEM and EDX does not suggest any significant alterations to the clay 

mineral, but these analyses are limited to structural effects at a microscopic scale. It is 

possible that Fe redox cycling is causing structural rearrangements within the clay 

mineral at an atomic scale. Previous research has discussed how reduction of 

structural Fe can cause octahedral rearrangement, resulting in the transition of Fe 

configuration from dioctahedral to trioctahedral (e.g. Manceau et al. 2000a and 2000b, 

Ribeiro et al. 2009). To further probe the structural impacts of dithionite reduction, a 

comprehensive Mössbauer analysis was conducted.  

3.3.3 Effects of redox cycling on clay mineral structure and Fe speciation 

 

For a more accurate understanding of the effects of redox cycling on the clay mineral 

Fe binding environment, a comprehensive Mössbauer analysis was conducted on 

dithionite-reduced NAu-1 samples. Figure 3.5 shows the Mössbauer spectra of samples 

measured at a temperature of 77 K. Within Figure 3.5, Subfigures A, C, and E, show the 

spectra of samples reduced to a high extent (75% Fe(II)/Fe(total)) for reduction cycles 

1, 2, and 3 respectively. Subfigures B, D, F, show the spectra of samples reduced to a 

low extent (20% Fe(II)/Fe(total)), for cycles 1, 2, and 3 respectively. The spectra 

confirm successful electron transfer from the reducing agent (dithionite) to the clay 

mineral structural Fe as indicated by the presence of an Fe(II) doublet species (blue), 

which is absent in native NAu-1 (Figure 3.7A). Consistent with the presence of only 

Fe(III) in native NAu-1, the central doublet (orange) represents clay mineral Fe(III) in all 

spectra. Table 3.1 shows the measured hyperfine parameters and relative areas of 

each Fe species. The different spectra are largely similar across all three cycles.  

One observation is the presence of the poorly resolved species (shown in purple) 

creating a wide base in Figure 3.5A. This feature is only present in this spectrum and 

has a high centre shift (CS) value of 1.204 mm/s. This value is within the range 
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expected for Fe(II) species (Murad and Cashion 2004), and aligns well with that of the 

Fe(II) doublet species (1.202 – 1.206 mm/s). This feature could thus be an indication 

for the presence of an additional Fe(II) or Fe(II)-containing species. Previous research 

also observed a poorly resolved feature at the base of the Mössbauer spectra of NAu-1 

dithionite-reduced to > 30 % Fe(II)/FeTot (Rothwell et al. 2018) which were interpreted 

as Fe(II) material in the onset of magnetic ordering. However, the feature was 

observed at a lower temperature (13 K), and many Fe speciations will begin to 

magnetically order at lower temperatures (Murad and Cashion 2004). The presence of 

this purple species in the first reduction cycle combined with its absence after 

subsequent reoxidation-reduction cycles could be the result of structural 

rearrangements in the clay mineral. When roughly one third of structural Fe was 

reduced, the nontronite octahedral sheet has been seen to begin transitioning from 

dioctahedral to trioctahedral (Manceau et al. 2000). More recent studies have further 

shown that Fe-bearing clay minerals reduced to a high extent underwent significant 

structural alterations during the first reduction process and remained largely 

unchanged in subsequent re-oxidation and reduction (Gorski et al. 2013).  
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Figure 3.3.4: Mössbauer spectra measured at 77 K of dithionite-reduced NAu-1 over 3 cycles of reduction-
oxidation. Left side shows NAu-1 reduced to a high reduction extent (75 %) and right side shows NAu-1 reduced to 
a lower reduction extent (20 %). Spectra were fitted with Voigt-based fitting technique 
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Based on our evidence, the poorly resolved feature is an Fe(II) species, and hence the 

reduction extents indicated by the Mössbauer spectra for the “75%” dithionite-

reduced NAu-1 samples are 83%, 79% and 81% Fe(II) for Cycle 1, 2, and 3 respectively. 

The reduction extents measured for the “20%” dithionite-reduced NAu-1 samples to 

were equal to 15%, 36%, and 35% Fe(II) for cycles 1, 2, and 3 respectively. These 

Fe(II)/Fe(total) values measured by Mössbauer align well with those measured after 

mineral digestion (see Table 3.2).  

For the high reduction extent samples dithionite achieved largely consistent reduction 

extent after each cycle around the intended extent (75%). The low reduction extent 

samples were less consistent with each cycle, and displayed a marked increase in 

reduction extent after the first cycle. This is due to the unintended loss of mineral 

during the washing process between each reduction cycle. This was confirmed by the 

mineral loading data presented in Table 3.2, and the lack of evidence for reductive 

dissolution as shown by ICP-OES data in Table SI 3.1. As previously discussed in Section 

3.3.1 (in tandem with the HF mineral digestion data presented in Table 3.2), the 

unintended loss of mineral caused a stoichiometric imbalance where more dithionite 

was added than necessary to achieve the desired reduction extent, leading to an over-

reduction of the mineral. For the low reduction extent (20%) experiment, this led to a 

doubling of reduction extent on Cycle 2, coinciding with a loss of half the mineral 

loading concentration (Table 3.2). The high reduction extent experiment was 

conducted after, and while stoichiometry was controlled for during the reduction 

process, mineral loss during washes still occurred (most evidently in Cycle 3).  

Although the reduction extent achieved differs from the intended concentrations (i.e. 

20% and 75%), the reduction extents achieved in both experiments do not suggest that 

the reduceability or achievable reduction extent is impacted by cycling. Similarly, the 

hyperfine parameters (i.e. centre shift and quadrupole splitting) values remain 

unchanged for both the Fe(II) doublet and Fe(III) doublet species (Table 3.1) across 

both high and low reduction extent samples, and across 3 cycles of reduction and 

oxidation. This does not indicate any compounding structural effects caused by 

successive reductions. Previous papers have suggested chemical redox cycling can lead 

to irreversible changes, including a shift in redox profile of clay minerals (Gorski et al. 
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2012) which might impact the thermodynamics of electron transfer into and out of the 

structural Fe. The Gorski study found that the shift of redox profile occurred in the first 

redox cycle, and subsequent cycles were largely identical. This is similar to the trend 

observed in the Mössbauer data (Figure 3.5) where cycles 2 and 3 are almost 

indistinguishable but differ from Cycle 1. The Gorski study however focused on 

ferruginous smectite SWa-1 with 12.6 wt% Fe, which makes direct comparisons 

difficult due to differences in mineralogy. A later study (Gorski et al. 2013) found that 

there was less notable a shift of redox profile when NAu-1 was reduced. The presence 

of the poorly resolved base feature in the high reduction extent Cycle 1 spectrum 

(Figure 3.5A) might be evidence of irreversible structural changes occurring at high 

reduction extents, however this is yet to be confirmed.  

In comparison, other research has observed a decrease in reduction extent of clay 

minerals after multiple redox cycles (e.g. Zhao et al., Yang et al 2012). Unlike this 

experiment, the papers employed live microbes as reductants and biological reduction 

has been well documented to enact different effects on the clay mineral structure than 

those observed with chemical reduction (e.g. Ribeiro et al. 2009).  

Table 3.1: Hypefine parameters derived from spectra fitting of Mössbauer spectra of dithionite-reduced NAu-1 
exibiting high and low Fe reduction extents. Spectra were measured at 77 K. Centre shift (CS) relative to α-Fe(0). 
Voigt-based fitting was used to establish the Mössbauer parameters. (*) ± % error based on uncertainty
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Table 3.2: Data taken from HF mineral digestion and phenanthroline assay (Section 3.2.6) showing measured 
reduction extent as Fe(II)/FeTot and calculated mineral-loading of initial stock suspension.    
( ) ± standard deviation 

 

The hyperfine parameters of the Fe components are similar across the three 

reduction-re-oxidation cycles, with the exception of one parameter. The results show a 

visible, gradual increase in asymmetry of the Fe(II) doublet peaks across the three 

reduction-oxidation cycles from A = 1.278 to A = 1.681 for NAu-1 samples reduced to a 

high extent, and from A = 1.000 to A = 1.337 for NAu-1 samples reduced to a low 

reduction extent (20%). Without implementing an asymmetry (A-/A+ ≠ 1) for the Fe(II) 

doublet, the spectra could not be reasonably fit (Figure SI 3.5A). There are several 

possible effects that can cause a doublet to display variations in line symmetry such as 

the Goldanskii-Karyagin effect, and effects caused by sampled orientation and 

texturing. The Goldanskii-Karyagin effect is a caused by lattice vibrational anisotropy, 

where the vibrational amplitude of atoms is different in different directions (Murad 

and Cashion 2004). The effect is very rarely observed in 57Fe spectra. However, while 

often mistaken for the rare Goldanskii-Karyagin effect (Murad and Cashion 2003), 

asymmetry in the Fe(II) doublet is most commonly due to the texturing effect often 

seen with fine needle or thin plate-shaped minerals. The thin plate shape of the clay 

minerals have might lead to a preferred orientation once settled out of suspension. 

This might be partially evidenced by the SEM results which indicated the minerals tend 

to settle out of suspension to form a film over the sample stub. Similary, multiple 

washes of the suspension with 1 M NaCL solution will lead to continued delamination 

of the clay mineral particles, this combined with centrifugation could lead to a 

preferred orientation of minerals once solids are separated from solution (as described 

for sample preparation processes in Sections 3.2.1, and 3.2.2). Over time, the sample 

orientation might become increasingly less random. This causes an anisotropic effect 

on gamma absorption leading to asymmetry in line intensities.  Pfannes and Gonser 
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(1972) demonstrated that small deviations from mineral particle orientation 

randomness can lead to exaggerated asymmetry in line intensities, whereas the 

occurrence of the Goldanskii-Karyagin effect would require largely unrealistic levels of 

lattice vibrational anisotropy. The extent of asymmetry in the dithionite reduced 

samples further suggests the effect is more likely due to texturing rather than the 

aforementioned Goldanskii-Karyagin effect. Texturing effects are best accounted for in 

sample preparation by assuring irregular and heterogeneous orientation of sample 

before analysis (Murad and Cashion 2004), sometimes with additives such as activated 

charcoal to prevent settling or by adjusting the angle of the gamma beam. However, 

the addition of supplementary additives to the suspension to improve the orientation 

poses a large risk of introducing species that might lead to unintentional oxidation or 

solutes that may coat the mineral and leave them unsatisfactory for analysis (Stucki et 

al. 1984). In this instance it was opted that no external additions to the system was 

preferrable to any risk of sample oxidation.  

The Mössbauer spectral data acquired at 77 K temperature provide important insight 

into the redox state of the clay mineral Fe, however a more comprehensive analysis of 

the structure requires Mössbauer spectra measurement at a lower temperature. 

Reducing the temperature to 4 K causes many Fe species to magnetically order (Murad 

and Cashion 2004) and allows us to examine the binding environment and speciation 

of Fe within the clay mineral structure. A further analysis was conducted at 4 K 

temperature to probe how Fe speciation is altered by multiple cycles of dithionite-

reduction and oxidation with H2O2. The analysis focused on NAu-1 samples dithionite-

reduced to high reduction extents (i.e. 75%). This is because many previous papers 

have highlighted how the degree of irreversibility increases with reduction extent 

(Kostka et al. 1999, Fialips et al. 2002, Neumann et al. 2011, Gorski et al. 2012,2013), 

and reduction to high extents is therefore most likely to cause significant alterations 

that might impact the longevity and sustainability of Fe-rich clay minerals.  
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Figure 3.5: Mössbauer spectra of NAu-1 dithionite-reduced to a high extent (75 %), and measured a 4 K 
temperature. Subfigures A, B and C show the spectra for reduction cycles 1, 2, and 3 respectively. Spectra were fit 
using a variable line width fitting technique (Full-static Hamiltonian). Figure D shows the change in relative area 
of each Fe speciation over the 3 reduction-oxidation cycles.  

Figure 3.6A, B, and C shows the Mössbauer spectra of the NAu-1 dithionite-reduced to 

a high reduction extent over three cycles of reduction. Figure 3.6D shows the change in 

relative area of Fe species over the 3 cycles. Strikingly, all three spectra look very 

similar and thus all spectra can be fit with the same five Fe species: a large ordered 

octet (dark blue), a sextet species (green), a broad collapsed feature (purple), and 2 

doublets (orange and light blue). The parameters defining each species are listed in 
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Table 3.3. The light blue doublet component has a high CS value (1.21-1.22 mm/s) and 

a wide quadrupole split (QS) value of 3.58-3.75 mm/s. This species characterised as 

Fe(II) as these parameters are higher than would be considered possible for Fe(III) 

(Murad and Cashion, 2003). The lack of magnetic ordering suggests the doublet 

represents Fe(II) atoms with limited interaction with neighbouring Fe, and therefore 

likely represents Fe such as sorbed / surface bound Fe(II) or Fe(II) bound to other 

octahedral cations such as Al and Mg. The dark blue octet species with a CS value of 

~1.418 – 1.466 mm/s and QS values ranging from 2.990-3.151 mm/s and suggests the 

presence of magnetically ordered Fe(II). This component holds the largest fraction of 

reduced structural Fe and this species has been observed before in previous research 

(Rothwell 2018, Entwistle 2021) with equivalent parameters. The ability for this species 

to magnetically order suggests it is material with high Fe-Fe interactions, this is 

possible with clay minerals with very high Fe content such as nontronites due to 

multiple neighbouring octahedral Fe atoms. The orange doublet has a CS of 0.5 mm/s 

and a QS of 1 mm/s, values which indicate this is non-ordered Fe(III) (Murad and 

Cashion 2004). The green species also has a CS of 0.5, and formation of a sextet also 

indicates this is Fe(III) but with increased Fe-Fe interactions. The purple phase is a 

collapsed octet with a relatively high CS (~0.8 mm/s), but lower than that of the other 

Fe(II) components. This species is potentially a mixed valence, magnetically 

incompletely ordered Fe component. Examining the relative area of each species in 

comparison with the HF digestion data (Table 3.2) suggests that the combined total 

area of both the blue doublet and blue octet (total area is ~67%) is less than the 

measured reduction extent (~82%). The difference between these two values indicates 

that this species should be largely Fe(II). When combining both the confirmed Fe(II) 

species and the collapsed purple species, the total area is equivalent to the expected 

reduction extent (~82%). Therefore, this species is potentially a mixed valence (due to 

the relatively low CS value), magnetically incompletely ordered Fe component. 
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Table 3.3: Mössbauer hyperfine parameters for NAu-1 reduced to high reduction extent by dithionite, measured 
at 4 K temperature using a variable line width fitting method (Full Static Hamiltonian). Fe species are colour-
coded to match the species present in the spectra of Figure 3.6 

 

The Hyperfine parameters (Table 3.3) show little change with clay mineral Fe redox 

cycling. The Mössbauer fittings for NAu-1 dithionite-reduced to a high extent all show 

species with similar parameters, and in somewhat consistently similar proportions. The 

most notable impact of successive reduction cycles appears to be a visible decrease 

(shown in Figure 3.6D) in the relative area the magnetically ordered Fe species (dark 

blue octet, and green sextet), coinciding with an increase in the more poorly ordered 

Fe(II) species (purple and light blue species). This could suggest redox cycling is causing 

structural alteration that leads towards more Fe binding environments with less 

and/or weaker Fe-Fe interactions.  Previous studies have shown how different Fe(II) 

speciations in relation to clay minerals can have vastly differing intrinsic reactivities 

(Hofstetter et al. 2003). Hofstetter found that some poorly-ordered species such as 

surface-bound or sorbed Fe(II) had significantly greater reactivity than some structural 

Fe species. Whilst this study did not observe a significant effect on clay mineral 

reaction kinetics over three reduction-oxidation cycles (Section 3.3.1), if the observed 

structural effects are leaving irreversible alterations this could affect the sustainability 

of redox cycling clay minerals over greater time scales. 

To examine whether the successive reduction and oxidation of NAu-1 leads to 

significant alterations to the clay mineral Fe structure, a comparison was conducted of 

the spectrum of unaltered, native NAu-1 with those of reoxidised samples after each 

cycle or reduction and re-oxidation (Figure 3.7). It has been shown that the extent of 

irreversibility of alterations caused by structural Fe reduction increases with reduction 
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extent, and that at low reduction extents effects on the structure are largely reversible 

(Russel et al. 1979, Neumann et al. 2011, Gorski et al. 2012 and 2013, Zhao et al. 

2015). For this reason, this experiment focused on the high reduction extent (>75%) 

samples as these could offer improved insight into the sustainability of redox cycling 

clay minerals at greater scales. 
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Figure 3.6: Figure shows spectrum for native sample (Subfigures A and B), and Mössbauer spectra of NAu-1 
dithionite-reduced to high reduction extent (>75%) and subsequently reoxidised with H2O2 after 3 cycles of 
reduction and oxidation. Subfigures C, E, and G show the spectra of the reoxidised samples for cycles 1, 2, and 3 
(respectively) when measured at 13 K, fitted using Voigt-based fitting technique. Subfigures D, F, and H show the 
spectra of reoxidised samples for cycles 1, 2, and 3 (respectively) when measured at 4 K temperature, fitted using 
variable line width fitting technique (Full-static Hamiltonian).   
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Figure 3.7 shows the Mössbauer spectra measured at 4 K and 13 K temperature for 

both the unaltered native sample, as well as the spectra for NAu-1 dithionite-reduced 

to a high reduction extent and subsequently reoxidised with H2O2 over 3 redox cycles. 

All hyperfine fitting parameters can be found in Table SI 3.3. The Mössbauer spectra of 

the native mineral at both temperatures (Subfigures A and B) is dominated by an Fe(III) 

doublet. The central doublet (orange) of the native sample spectra at 13 K has a CS of 

0.48 mm/s and a QS of 0.44 mm/s, the doublet at 4 K has a CS of 0.50 mm/s and a QS 

of 0.45 mm/s. These are values typically expected for native nontronites (Murad and 

Cashion 2004). A visual comparison of the native spectra with the reoxidised sample 

spectra after the following reduction cycling would suggest that cycling caused 

changes to the binding environment of Fe in NAu-1. For the 13 K data (Figure 3.7 left 

column), after the first reduction and oxidation (Figure 3.7 C) the spectrum presents a 

larger QS value of 0.85 mm/s. Increased quadrupole split values upon reoxidation have 

been observed previously (e.g. Ribeiro et al. 2009, Zhao et al. 2015). Ribeiro et al. 

(2009) described this as a distortion of the electric field environment caused by the 

reduction, perhaps dues to the structural rearrangement from cis- to trans-octahedral 

Fe sites. The distortion of the electric environment suggests that the structural Fe is in 

a more distorted environment after reoxidation (Stucki 2011), this is strong evidence 

to suggest that the first reduction causes an irreversible alteration to the structure. 

Irreversible changes upon the initial reduction cycle are not unexpected at such high 

reduction extents. Gorski et al. (2012, 2013) similarly observed increased quadrupole 

splitting after reoxidation when compared with the native sample, this structural 

rearrangement occurred in tandem with a shift in the minerals redox profile.  

The Gorski et al. (2012,2013) study found no significant changes on the second cycle 

which was interpreted to indicate that the irreversible changes occurred after only the 

initial cycle. Similarly, our results indicate little difference between the reoxidised 

spectra of the 1st and 2nd redox cycle (Figure 3.7 C and E). The Gorski et al. (2012, 2013) 

studies however did not investigate beyond 2 cycles of reduction-oxidation. In the 3rd 

cycle of this experiment, the there is a clear visible difference in the spectrum 

measured at 13 K compared to the spectra of cycles 1 and 2. Unlike the spectra for 
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cycles 1 and 2 at 13 K, Cycle 3 shows the appearance of a broad, but poorly resolved 

feature at the base. This could indicate that there has been a change in speciation after 

3 cycles. While a poorly resolved species can be difficult to interpret, measuring the 

sample at a lower temperature can provide a greater insight into the speciation of 

structural Fe. 

The right column of Figure 3.7 shows the spectra of both native and reoxidised NAu-1 

samples over 3 cycles of reduction and oxidation when measured at 4 K temperature. 

Analysis of the sample spectra measured at 4 K provides more detailed insights into 

the structural transitions taking place, and the speciations of structural Fe. The spectra 

of reoxidised NAu-1 after both 1 and 2 redox cycles (Figure 3.7 D and F) look similar at 

4 K to the spectrum of the native, but with some key differences. As with the native, 

the reoxidised samples present a prominent Fe(III) doublet (orange) with a centre shift 

of ~ 0.5 mm/s, but once again show an increased QS value at 0.7 mm/s. However, the 

reoxidised sample spectra for cycles 1 and 2 (Figure 3.7 D and F) spectra display an 

exaggerated base, which requires the inclusion of a poorly resolved species. The 

spectral area of this base feature remains similar from Cycle 1 to Cycle 2 (Table SI 3.3). 

The sample after a third cycle of reduction-oxidation however produced an entirely 

different spectrum, with almost all Fe(III) showing magnetic ordering. The spectrum for 

NAu-1 after 3 cycles includes 3 magnetically ordered sextet species, the largest with a 

CS of 0.48 mm/s, a hyperfine field width of 47.44 T. The smallest sextet has a CS of 

0.57 mm/s and a hyperfine field width of 27.0 mm/s. The spectra of reoxidised NAu-1 

after 3 redox cycles indicates that reduction-oxidation cycling indeed caused significant 

irreversible alterations, as repeated cycling led to a Mössbauer spectrum significantly 

dissimilar to the original native.  

For comparison, Figure SI 3.5B shows a Mössbauer spectrum measured at 4 K of NAu-1 

after 3 reduction-oxidation cycles when the sample is dithionite-reduced to a low 

reduction extent (20%). The spectrum appears essentially unchanged from the native 

spectrum, with a single Fe(III) doublet. This finding aligns well with previous data that 

found the reversibility of structural Fe reduction impacts is decreased with increasing 

reduction extent (e.g. Fialips et al. 2002, Neumann et al. 2011), however this also 

demonstrates that the effect is consistent across multiple redox cycles.  
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The Mössbauer data shows without doubt that repeated clay mineral Fe reduction to a 

high extent, followed immediately by complete and rapid reoxidation caused 

rearrangement of the structural Fe. In the reduced samples a gradual shift from 

magnetically ordered material towards more poorly ordered Fe can be observed. This 

may represent a shift of Fe atoms within the octahedral sheet from a well-ordered 

lattice to more labile configuration. The spectra of NAu-1 samples after reoxidation 

showed a trend towards increased magnetic ordering. This observation implies that 

during the reduction structural Fe is re-ordered within the octahedral sheet, and upon 

reoxidation the Fe then transitions towards binding environments with high Fe-Fe 

interactions that allow for magnetic ordering. Studies have discussed structural 

rearrangement caused by clay mineral Fe reduction, and effects such as 

dehydroxylation and the transition from dioctahedral to trioctahedral configuration 

have been well documented (Manceau et al. 2000, Stucki et al. 2011, Neumann et al. 

2011). Structural alterations of the clay mineral occur to compensate for the excess 

negative charge caused by the change in Fe oxidation state (Tratnyek et al. 2011). It is 

possible that further structural movement could be possible. Ribeiro et al. (2009) 

investigated dithionite reduction and reoxidation of Garfield nontronite. After 

complete (i.e. 100%) reduction with dithionite and reoxidation, the spectrum of the 

reoxidised samples showed significant magnetic ordering in the form of large sextet 

species (which were not present at lower reduction extents). The sextet species had a 

mean hyperfine field of 44 T, similar to the results seen here in cycles 3 (Figure 3.7H). 

The Ribeiro study later confirmed that the magnetically ordered Fe material was 

internal to the clay mineral, and was not a secondary Fe-oxide mineral, indicating a 

major irreversible structural rearrangement. It is possible that while the reduction was 

leaving measurable impacts on the Fe speciation (such as increased QS, and the broad 

base feature), the quantity of structural Fe impacted by reduction did not breach a 

negative charge threshold that was structurally unstable. The spectrum of Cycle 3 

(Figure 3.7H) could be evidence that a sufficient quantity of octahedral Fe was affected 

by reduction to require a major structural shift beyond reversibility to maintain 

structural integrity. It is possible that the rearrangement of Fe speciation seen in Cycle 

3 may be connected to the shift in redox profile after complete (100%) structural Fe 

reduction described by Gorski et al. (2012,2013). This is because this research finds no 
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evidence that the intrinsic reactivity of the structural Fe is affected by multiple cycles 

before the change occurs that could indicate a change in redox properties. 

Simultaneously, all previous cycles (i.e. Cycle 1 and 2) reoxidation reverts the 

Mössbauer spectrum to a state reminiscent of the native without magnetic ordering, 

and a prominent central doublet. 

3.3.4 Connecting structural changes and observable clay mineral Fe redox 
reactivity towards contaminants (Environmental Impact/Conclusions) 

The data collected from both the kinetic experiments and structural mineral analysis 

indicate that redox cycling of NAu-1 with dithionite can be conducted sustainably. 

Multiple cycles of dithionite-reduction and oxidation with H2O2 were shown to have 

little impact on the reactivity of the clay minerals, even when reduced to a very high 

reduction extent. At a low reduction extent, results show no discernible impact on 

intrinsic reactivity, particle size, morphology, or Fe speciation that was not reversible 

upon reoxidation. At a high reduction extent however, some irreversible changes occur 

to the speciation of structural Fe, but the changes did not relate to a change in 

reaction kinetics during the experiment. The most notable impact (i.e. the transition of 

the Mössbauer spectrum after Cycle 3 reoxidation – Figure 3.7H) only occurred after 3 

complete cycles of reduction and oxidation, and therefore it’s impact on mineral 

reactivity was not measured. Future work should investigate whether this major 

speciation transition does indeed impact the reaction kinetics.  

The results of this study have important implications for natural systems as they 

demonstrate that chemically altering the oxidation state of clay minerals could provide 

a renewable and sustainable source of reduction equivalents towards environmental 

contaminants. Although there were some irreversible mineral alterations, these were 

only present at exceptionally high reduction extents. While there are multiple 

pathways that can reduce clay mineral structural Fe (e.g. Rozenson and Heller-Kallai 

1976a and 1976b, Stucki et al. 1984a, Stucki and Kostka 2006, Schaeffer et al. 2011), to 

the best of the author’s knowledge there are no naturally occurring reductants that 

can successfully achieve nontronite reduction extents equivalent to those of dithionite. 

This would imply that the reduction extents required to cause irreversible or 

unsustainable alterations are difficult to reproduce in natural systems. The data from 

the experiments involving clay minerals reduced to low reduction extent could be 
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considered more environmentally relevant, and the results in that experiment 

demonstrate that chemical reduction cycling is sustainable. Although dithionite would 

not be expected to occur naturally in high concentrations, previous studies have 

proposed that it could be injected in-situ to promote abiotic mineral reduction and 

improve land remediation (Amonette et al. 1998, Istok et al. 1999 Fruchter et al. 2000). 

Even in these circumstances where dithionite is employed to artificially achieve 

unnaturally high reduction extents of minerals, this research has also shown that the 

minerals would be renewable for consistent contaminant transformation over at least 

three reduction-oxidation cycles. 

3.4 Supporting information 

 

Figure SI 3.1: Graph plotting the absorption values of 7 sets of reference standards at 5 concentrations (1, 12.5, 
25, 37.5, 50 μM) as measured using the described HPLC method (see Section 3.2.4). Dotted lines show the linear 
regressions of each standard series. Table shows the R2 value for each series of standards, the slope of each 
regression, and the standard deviations of both. Figure demonstrates a high level of precision and accuracy for 
the HPLC method. 
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Figure SI 3.2: Diagram shows the composition of the eluent used in the HPLC method for each sample as described 
in Section 3.2.4. Total run time 10 minutes per sample. Red line represents % Methanol, and Blue line represents 
% deionised water. 
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Figure SI 3.3: Complete kinetic data across 3 reduction cycles for both NAu-1 dithionite reduced to 20% and 75% 
Fe(II). Figures include measured concentrationvalues for 3-chloronitrobenzene and corresponding aniline product, 
and both 1-site and 2-site modelled fittings. 
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Figure SI 3.4: Collection of SEM images captured of dithionite-reduced NAu-1 samples across 3 cycles of reduction-
oxidation. Left column shows 75% dithionite-reduced NAu-1 images, and right column shows 20% dithionite-
reduced NAu-1 images.  
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Figure SI 3.5: Figure A shows Mössbauer spectrum measured at 77 K temperature of dithionite-reduced NAu-1 in 
the third reduction cycle (i.e. re-re-reduced) to a high reduction extent (>75%). Spectrum was fitted without any 
change to the asymmetry parameter (A+/A- = 1). Demonstrates how the spectrum cannot be appropriately fit 
without altering the asymmetry of the Fe(II) doublet. Figure B shows the spectrum of NAu-1 reduced with 
dithionite to a low reduction extent (20%) for 3 succeessive redox cycles and oxidised with H2O2, measured at 4 K 

temperature. Both spectra A and B were fitted with Voigt-based fitting technique. 
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Figure SI 3.6: Comparison of SEM images with EDX scan images. Image A shows an SEM image of 75% dithionite-reduced NAu-1, Image B shows the same image partially overlain by EDX scan 
with full suit of relevant elements (O, Al, Si, Fe, Cl), Image C shows the EDX scan when filtered to show only nontronite structural elements (Fe = red, Al = green, Si = blue). Image D shows an SEM 
image of 20% dithionite-reduced NAu-1, Image E shows the same image partially overlain by EDX scan with full suit of relevant elements (O, Al, Si, Fe, Cl), Image F shows the EDX scan when 
filtered to show only nontronite structural elements (Fe = red, Al = green, Si = blue). Note that for images B and E, pink colours represent Na and Cl. 
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Table SI 3.1: ICP-OES measurements for Fe, Al, Si, and Mg, for supernatant samples taken from NAu-1 suspensions after reaction with dithionite to achieve 20% and 75% Fe(II)/FeTot, over 3 cycles 
of reduction-oxidation. Data shows measured concentration of each respective element, and how much as a percentage that concentration relates to the content of NAu-1 present in the 
suspension.  
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Table SI 3.2: All kinetic parameters for 20% and 75% dithionite-reduced NAu-1 over 3 cycles of reduction and oxidation, parameters are displayed in Figure 3.2. Data includes the log k rate 
constant values for both highly reactive sites (log k A) and less reactive sites (log k B), as well as initial log concentration of highly reactive sites (CA0). Standard deviation for each parameter (δ) in 
included. 
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Table SI 3.3: Mössbauer hyperfine parameters for both native, unaltered NAu-1, as well as NAu-1 reduced to high reduction extent by dithionite and subsequently reoxidised by H2O2 over 3 

reduction-oxidation cycles. Top table shows fitting parameters for NAu-1 samples measured at 13 K temperature, fitted using Voigt-based fitting technique. Bottom table shows fitting parameters 
for NAu-1 samples measured at 4 K temperature using a variable line width fitting method (Full Static Hamiltonian). Fe species are colour-coded to match the species present in the spectra of 
Figure 3.7 
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Chapter 4:  Effects of Fe redox cycling by electron shuttles 
on the reactivity and structure of clay minerals 

4.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter (Chapter 3), the impact of chemical reduction-oxidation cycling 

on the structure and reactivity of Fe-rich smectites was assessed. The results 

demonstrated that redox cycling was sustainable over at least three reduction cycles. 

We compared results at a high reduction extent, as well as the effects at a low 

reduction extent. The low reduction extent data was conducted to be comparatively 

relevant to the effects of other reduction pathways, such as microbial reduction.  

In natural sediments, the primary natural influence on fluctuating redox states is the 

activity of microbes (Stucki et al. 1987). Microbes have been shown capable of 

reducing structural Fe in clay minerals (e.g.. Kostka et al. 1996, Dong et al. 2003). 

Unlike dithionite reduction, microbial reduction cannot achieve 100% extent Fe(II) in 

Fe-rich clay minerals (Lee et al. 2006). Although microbes reduce a much smaller 

extent of structural Fe reduction than dithionite, studies have observed a wide range 

of irreversible impacts supposedly caused by microbial reduction. The structural 

effects of microbial reduction can range from dissolution (e.g.. Dong et al. 2003, Yang 

et al. 2012, Shi et al. 2021), to complete mineral transformation / illitization of 

smectitic minerals (e.g. Kim et al. 2004, Zhang et al. 2007). Research into the impact of 

microbial redox cycling on the reactivity of clay minerals has also produced mixed 

results. Some studies have suggested that microbial redox cycling can increase initial 

rates of reaction (e.g.. Yang et al. 2012), while other papers have cited no significant 

change to reactivity (e.g. Zhao et al. 2015).  

The use of microbes as reductants for Fe-bearing clay minerals introduces additional 

levels of complexity to experiments. Firstly, living microbes require additives and 

solutes such as trace metals and nutrients to encourage metabolism (e.g. Kostka et al. 

1996) which may complicate system chemistry. Additionally, microbial metabolism 

results in the production of a multitude of poorly-categorised organic byproducts such 

as extracellular polymeric substances and electron shuttling compounds (Gao et al. 

2019). The impact of these substances on the clay mineral is unclear. In natural 
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systems, extracellular organic compounds such as humic acids and microbial exudates 

are used by bacteria as a means of increasing accessibility of Fe for respiration (Lovely 

et al. 1996, Melton et al. 2014). Electron transfer via shuttling compounds accounts for 

a high percentage of microbial reduction, and electron shuttles such as anthraquinone-

2,6-disulfonate (AQDS) are often added in laboratory conditions to improve mineral 

reduction (e.g. Dong et al. 2003, Jaisi et al. 2005). Using reduced electron shuttles as 

reductant, it might be possible to simulate microbial reduction without the presence of 

living microbes. This will allow the measurement of redox cycling effects, without the 

ambiguity inherent with microbial metabolic processes.  

In this experiment we subject Fe-rich clay mineral NAu-1 to multiple cycles of 

reduction and oxidation, using a reduced electron-shuttle as the reductant. Electron-

shuttling compound anthraquinone-2,6-disulfonate (AQDS) is electrochemically 

reduced, and then reacted with NAu-1 smectite for three successive cycles of 

reduction, and oxidation by hydrogen peroxide. We measure the effects of redox 

cycling on the reactivity of the minerals towards transformation of 3-

chloronitrobenzene, as well as monitor structural alterations using particle size 

analysis and Mössbauer spectroscopy. The chapter will investigate whether redox 

cycling with reduced electron shuttles produces effects more similar to pure microbial 

reduction, or more similar to chemical reduction by dithionite. Ultimately, the aim is to 

determine whether electron shuttles alone can act as appropriate abiotic surrogates 

for microbial reduction, in the absence of Fe-reducing bacteria.  

4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 Mineral preparation 

Nontronite NAu-1 (M+
1.05[Si6.98Al1.02][Al0.29Fe3.68Mg0.04]O20OH4, 21.5 wt% Fe) was 

purchased from the Clay Mineral Repository. The samples were suspended in 

deionised water, size fractionated via centrifuge to a range of 0.2 µm – 0.5 µm and 

then Na+-homo-ionised with 1 M NaCl solution. The mineral sample was then purified 

to remove any additional unwanted minerals including kaolinite and Fe-oxides. Mineral 

purity was confirmed using Fourier-Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR). The final 

product was freeze dried, ground with a pestle and mortar and then passed through a 

150 µm sieve before being stored prior to use. 
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4.2.2 Electrochemical reduction of anthraquinone-2,6-disulfonate 

Anthraquinone-2,6-disulfonate (AQDS) was used as a representative electron shuttling 

compound (Curtis and Reinhard 1994, Lovley et al. 1996) and electrochemically 

reduced to Anthrahydroquinone-2,6-disulfonate (AH2DS) to act as reducing agent. 

AQDS was sourced from Santa Cruz Biotech as a dry powder. The reduction of AQDS to 

AH2DS was achieved within the anaerobic glovebox (GS Glovebox Systemtechnik 

GS040113)) using an electrochemical cell with the following set-up described in Figure 

4.1. A photograph of the experimental setup is also available in the SI (Figure SI 4.1). 

 

Figure 4.1: Diagram describing the experimental setup of electrochemical cell used to reduce AQDS to 
AH2DS 

An electrochemical cell was created using a burex H-cell consisting of two identical 

half-cells clamped together, connected by a central tube. Each side was filled with 200 

mL of 7.16 mM AQDS (calculated to be stoichiometrically capable of reducing 200% of 

NAu-1 structural Fe), dissolved in buffer solution (10 mM MOPS, 50 mM NaCl in 

deoxygenated deionized water). The two half-cells were separated along the 

connected tube by a fabric-reinforced, Nafion cation exchange membrane, this was to 

prevent unintended oxidation of AH2DS by the anode during electrolysis. Each side of 

the cell was connected to a partially submerged graphite electrode, both of which 

were connected to a powerpack supplying 15 V to the system to drive the 

electrochemical reduction. pH was monitored using a pH meter with glass electrode 

from Thermofisher Ltd submerged in the half cell containing the cathode. Aliquots of 1 

M HCl and NaOH were added to the cathode half-cell when necessary to maintain a 
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constant pH of 7.0  0.05. 14 µL samples were taken at regular intervals, diluted with 

DIW, and analysed with ultraviolet-visible spectrophotometry (UV-VIS) to monitor the 

transformation from AQDS to AH2DS and establish the time required to reach 

complete reduction. UV-VIS samples were analysed in a sealed screw-cap (to prevent 

any unintended oxidation), 10 mm x 10 mm (internal width) quartz cuvette sourced 

from Hellma UK ltd.  

 

Figure 4.2: The absorption spectra for AQDS and AH2DS measured with UV-VIS spectrophotometer. 
Purple represents AQDS and pink represents the reduced form AH2DS 

The changes in concentration of AQDS and AH2DS were calculated by measuring 

absorbance at wavelengths of 326 and 386 nm, using the following equations 

(Equation 4.1, and 4.2) derived version of Beer’s law as described in Jaisi et al. (2007a). 
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Equation 4.1; Concentration of AQDS (M): 

=  
(MA326

AH2DS × 𝐴386 ×  𝑡) − (MA386
AH2DS ×  𝐴326 ×  𝑡) 

𝑡2  × [(MA326
AH2DS × MA386

AQDS) − (MA386
AH2DS × MA326

AQDS)
 

Equation 4.2; Concentration of AH2DS (M): 

=
𝐴326 − (MA326

AQDS × AQDS × 𝑡)

MA326
AH2DS  × 𝑡

 

Where MA is the molar absorptivity (molar extinction coefficient), Ax is the measured 

absorbance at the corresponding wavelength and t is the path length used in the 

spectrometer. The value for MA of AH2DS is 650 and 6700 at wavelengths 326 and 386 

respectively. The value for MA of AQDS is 5200 and 270 at 326 and 386 nm, 

respectively (Jaisi et al. 2007a). The transformation was gradual and reached 

completion (100% reduction of AQDS) after 10 hours (see Figure SI 4.2 showing the 

transformation of the spectrum). Figure 4.3 (and Figure SI 4.2) demonstrates that 

AQDS was successfully reduced from AQDS to AH2DS, as it aligns well with UV spectra 

observed in previous studies (Shi et al. 2012). 

4.2.3 Reduction-oxidation cycling of NAu-1 

Once the reduction of AQDS was complete, and the UV-VIS spectra showed a complete 

transformation from AQDS to AH2DS (see Figure SI 4.2) the reduced solution was 

added to powdered NAu-1 and left overnight to stir. The following morning the 

solution was centrifuged to separate solids from solution, and a sample of the 

supernatant was taken to measure the change in concentration of both AH2DS and 

AQDS. By measuring the concentration of AQDS/AH2DS using the method described in 

Section 4.2.2, it is possible to calculate the concentration of electrons transferred from 

reductant to the clay mineral. The supernatant was added once again to the 

electrochemical cell, and the solution was recycled and re-reduced. The reduced NAu-1 

was washed with deoxygenated 1 M NaCl solution, and then DIW to assure that all 

AQDS solution was removed from the mineral. Finally, reduced NAu-1 was 

resuspended in 10 mM MOPS, 50 mM NaCl buffer solution at a concentration of 20 

g/L, and pH was adjusted to 7.5  0.02 using 1 M NaOH. Reactors were made using 1.5 
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mL of NAu-1 stock suspension diluted to 15 mL with buffer solution to create a 

concentration of 2 g/L.  

The remaining stock suspension was re-oxidised with 1 M hydrogen peroxide in 

stoichiometric excess, and left stirring overnight to aerate in the room atmosphere, as 

described in Section 4.2.2. 

For re-reduction, clay mineral suspensions were again centrifuged to separate solids 

from supernatant. Solid material was then brought into the anaerobic N2 chamber and 

washed with deoxygenated 1 M NaCl solution and DIW before restarting the reduction 

process. The process was repeated for 3 cycles of reduction with AH2DS and oxidation 

with H2O2. 

4.2.4 Kinetic batch experiments  

All kinetic experiments were completed and stored overnight inside an N2 atmosphere 

(<1 ppm O2) anaerobic glovebox, to minimise all unintended oxidation. All experiments 

were conducted in triplicate. For each batch reactor, 1.5 mL of the 20 g/L clay mineral 

stock suspension and 13.5 mL of 10 mM MOPS 50 mM NaCl buffer solution were 

added to 20 mL glass vials. The pH of each reactor was adjusted to 7.5 using small 

increments of NaOH or HCl. Reactors were sealed with butylene rubber stopper, crimp 

capped to hermetically seal the contents, and then placed on a rotator.  

Kinetic reactions were initiated by injecting 30 uL of methanolic 3-chloronitrobenzene 

stock solution using a gas-tight glass syringe to achieve a concentration of ~50 µM in 

the reactor. A 500 uL sample was taken immediately after spiking and filtered via a 

0.22 µm nylon filter to remove any excess mineral. The sample was then stored in a 

sealed glass HPLC vial ready for analysis. This initial sample was taken as measurement 

for initial concentration. For each reactor, more samples were taken in the same 

method at incremental time steps until the reaction had reached completion. All 

samples were stored in the fridge at 4 ◦C prior to HPLC analysis. 

Analysis of samples and concentrations of model contaminant 3-chloronitrobenzene 

(3CNB) and the degradation product 3-chloroanaline (3CAN) were measured using the 

Agilent 1260 Infinity II HPLC equipped with DAD detector, using an LC-18 column 
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(XBridge C18 3.5 µm). Analysis used same technique as described in Section 3.2.2. 

Figure SI 3.2 shows the eluent compositional gradient / method. 

Contaminant transformation experiments were conducted, measured, and modelled 

following the same methodology as described previously in Sections 3.2.3, 3.2.4, and 

3.2.5. 

4.2.5 Particle size analysis 

Samples were taken of clay mineral suspensions and diluted to 0.05 g/L using 

deoxygenated, deionised water. Samples were measured in a sealed screw-cap (to 

prevent any unintended oxidation), 10 mm x 10 mm (internal width) quartz cuvette 

sourced from Hellma UK ltd. Sample particle size was measured using Malvern 

Panalytical Zetasizer Nano. 

4.2.6 Mössbauer Spectrometry 

Samples were separated and prepared from the NAu-1 stock suspension before 

contaminants were added. Solids were separated from supernatant with a 13 µm 

nylon filter under anaerobic atmosphere. The sample solids were sealed in Kapton 

tape to prevent oxidation during transfer to the Mössbauer spectrometer. 

Samples were analysed using and S4 Mössbauer spectrometer (SEE Co., Edina, MN, 

U.S.A.) in transmission mode and calibrated against 7 µm α-Fe(0) foil. Temperature 

during spectra acquisition was controlled with a closed cycle cryostat (SHI-850, Janis 

Research Co., Wilmington, MA, U.S.A.) at either 4 K or 77 K to allow for quantifying the 

Fe speciation of the clay mineral. 

Spectra were analysed using the software Recoil, using Voigt-based fitting routine for 

spectra measured at 77 K, and Full-static Hamiltonian fitting routine for samples 

measured at 4 K.  

4.2.7 Fe analysis 

Aqueous Fe(II) and Fe(total) concentrations were measured using the 1,10-

phenanthroline method (Schilt 1969). Solid phase Fe concentrations were measured 

following HF digestion using a modified 1,10-phenanthroline method (Stucki 1981, 

Amonette and Templeton 1998), as described previously (Neumann et al. 2011). 
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4.2.8 Contributions 

MSc student Shaikha Almesbah helped with the development of the AQDS reduction 

process. Maggie White assisted with the preparation and measurements of HF 

digestion experiments 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 Clay mineral Fe reduction with AH2DS 

Examining the UV-VIS spectra of the AQDS solution before and after reaction with 

NAu-1 shows a change from reduced state (AH2DS) to oxidised state (AQDS) as shown 

in Figure 4.3. The figure demonstrates that the peak at 386 nm representative of 

AH2DS has decreased and the peak at 326 nm representative of AQDS has increased 

(Jaisi et al. 2007a, Shi et al. 2012). This indicates that AH2DS was oxidised after reaction 

with the clay mineral and suggests electron transfer has occurred into the clay mineral. 

It was also noted a change in colour of the NAu-1 from light green / orange to a dark 

green / blue. The change of colour from light green to dark green / blue in NAu-1 (see 

Figure SI 4.3.) has been widely described as evidence of reduction of octahedral Fe(III) 

to Fe(II) (e.g. Komadel et al. 1990). Using the equations 4.1 and 4.2, it was calculated 

that the oxidation of AH2DS was the electron molar equivalent of 9.7 %, 10.8 %, and 

10.6% reduction (see Table SI 4.1) of the clay mineral structural Fe present for cycles 1, 

2, and 3 respectively. A separate phenanthroline assay measured the reduction extent 

of NAu-1 to be 7.2 %, 8.5 %, and 9.8 % for cycles 1, 2, and 3 respectively (also see Table 

SI 4.1 for comparison). The calculated values for both reduction extent and electrons 

transferred align very well. Other research investigating reduction of NAu-1 with 

AH2DS achieved a similar result in the first 24 hours (Jaisi et al. 2005, Shi et al. 2021), 

but achieved a greater reduction extent when left to react for much longer time 

periods (Jaisi et al. 2007a). It is possible that over longer time periods a higher 

reduction extent would be achievable, however it is unclear whether the study (Jaisi et 

al. 2007a) replenished the reductant over that time with newly produced AH2DS which 

could have impacted the reductive capacity of the solution. 

To investigate whether the reaction had reached equilibrium at the point of 

measurement, it is possible to calculate the overall, non-standard reduction potential 

(EH).The EH for the reduction of NAu-1 with AH2DS was calculated using Equation 4.3, 

consisting of two reaction half-cell equations. The reduction potential of NAu-1 
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structural Fe was calculated using a modified version of the Nernst equation (Equation 

4.4) taken from Gorski et al. (2013). This is used to account for the broadening of E0
H 

values unique for each smectite, which lead to wider range than expected for a typical 

Fe(II)/Fe(III) redox couple (Luan et al. 2014). The oxidation potential of AH2DS to AQDS 

was calculated using the Nernst equation (Equation 4.5). 

Equation 4.3; calculating the overall, non-standard EH: 

𝐸𝐻 =  𝐸𝐻 𝑁𝐴𝑢1 −  𝐸𝐻 𝐴𝐻2𝐷𝑆 

Equation 4.4; Modified Nernst Equation to calculate NAu-1 reduction half equation: 

𝐸𝐻 𝑁𝐴𝑢1 = 𝐸𝐻 𝑁𝐴𝑢1
0 − (

1

𝛽
) ×  

𝑅𝑇

𝑧𝐹
ln

[𝐹𝑒(𝐼𝐼)]

[𝐹𝑒(𝐼𝐼𝐼)]
 

Equation 4.5; Nernst Equation used to calculate reduction potential of AH2DS half-cell 

reaction: 

𝐸𝐻 𝐴𝐻2𝐷𝑆 = 𝐸𝐻 𝐴𝐻2𝐷𝑆
0 − 

𝑅𝑇

𝑧𝐹
ln  

1

(
[𝐴𝑄𝐷𝑆][𝐻+]2

[𝐴𝐻2𝐷𝑆]
)

 

Where E0
H is the standard reduction potential and values for both the NAu-1 

Fe(II)/Fe(III), and the AH2DS/AQDS redox couples were taken from published literature. 

The E0
H for the oxidation reaction of AH2DS to AQDS was taken to be -0.18 V (Luan et 

al. 2014). The E0
H value for NAu-1 Fe reduction was taken to be -0.45 V (Gorski et al. 

2013). β is the dimensionless factor used to describe the broadening effect of smectite 

E0
H values, and for NAu-1 is 0.56 (Gorski et al. 2013). R is the universal gas constant 

(8.314 J⋅K−1⋅mol−1), T is the temperature in Kelvin (298 K, z is the ion charge / moles of 

electrons transferred per unit (2 electrons per mole of AH2DS oxidised, 1 electron per 

mole of Fe(III) reduced), F is the Faraday constant (96,485.3365 C mol-1). The 

equations use the Molar concentrations of both redox couples after reaction, and [H+] 

is included for the AQDS/AH2DS redox pair. 

The overall, non-standard EH values for the reaction of AH2DS with NAu-1 are 0.011 V, 

0.016 V, and 0.019 V for cycles 1, 2 and 3 respectively. These values are sufficiently 

close to 0 suggesting that the reaction did indeed reach equilibrium.  
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Figure 4.3: UV-VIS spectrum of the reduced AQDS solution (AH2DS) before (pink) and after reaction with NAu-1 
(purple) for Cycle 1. 

The results from the spectrophotometrically determined AQDS / AH2DS 

concentrations show that the reduction extent achieved remained constant across the 

three cycles of reduction and re-oxidation. In each reaction, the reductant was not 

fully oxidised and there was adequate AH2DS remaining in solution for further 

reduction. This would suggest that unlike dithionite, AH2DS is incapable of completely 

reducing the structural Fe of the clay mineral.  

Luan et al. (2014) used AH2DS to reduce Nontronite NAu-2, and also found that the 

achievable reduction extent was consistently capped regardless of initial concentration 

of AH2DS. The study determined that AH2DS alone was insufficient to completely 

reduce the available structural Fe due to thermodynamic limitations.  

4.3.2 Contaminant transformation kinetics of AQDS-reduced NAu-1 

AH2DS-reduced NAu-1 was reacted with 3-chloronitrobenzene and its transformation 

to the corresponding aniline was measured using HPLC. The 3-chloronitrobenzene 

concentration data for all three cycles (Figure 4.4) shows that contaminant 

transformation occurred in two distinct phases. First, an initial rapid decrease in 
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concentration occurred, resulting in approximately 50% of the 3-chloronitrobenzene 

being transformed in less than 3 hours. After, the remaining contaminant was more 

slowly transformed, with the reaction reaching completion at approximately 900 hours 

after the initial spiking. Figure SI4.4 shows the complete kinetic data set including the 

corresponding aniline product concentration. The same biphasic contaminant 

transformation behaviour was observed previously for dithionite-reduced NAu-1 

(section 3.3.1), however the time required to reach complete contaminant 

transformation is much longer for the AH2DS-reduced NAu-1. This is likely due to the 

lower reduction extent, meaning there is half as much reactive Fe(II) accessible for 

contaminant transformation. There is little difference between the 3 cycles, however 

the reaction was quickened slightly after Cycle 1, but Cycle 2 and Cycle 3 show very 

similar results. First examination of the reaction kinetics suggests that reduction-

oxidation cycling using AH2DS as reductant did not cause any significant changes to the 

clay mineral Fe(II) reactivity, similar to what was previously observed when dithionite 

was used as the reductant (see Figure 3.1).  

 

Figure 4.4: Typical concentration data of 3-chloronitrobenzene in the presence of NAu-1 that was subjected to one 
(pink circles), two (purple circles), or three (dark purple circles) cycles of reduction with AH2DS and re-oxidation 
with H2O2. Lines show the fit obtained using the two-site kinetic model (eq ). 
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To better understand the effects of multiple cycles of reduction and oxidation on 

reactivity, the transformation kinetics were fit with both a single-site and a two-site 

model as described in Chapter 3.2.5. As previously observed with the dithionite-

reduced NAu-1, the one-site model was not able to correctly fit the data (Figure SI 4.4) 

whereas the two-site model more accurately described the measured values (Figure 

4.4). The conformity with the two-site model would indicate the presence of two 

distinct reactive sites, as has been described for Fe-rich minerals in various papers (e.g. 

Hofstetter et al. 2006, Neumann et al. 2008, Rothwell 2018). Biphasic kinetics have 

also been observed in bio-reduced nontronite samples (Yang et al. 2012), who 

suggested the rapid transformation phase was due to highly reactive clay mineral Fe 

edge-sites. This however, differs from one study that modelled kinetics using a single 

reactive site, second order rate law for nitroaromatic reduction by bio-reduced NAu-2 

(Luan et al. 2015b). The differing results proposed in Luan et al. (2015b) could indicate 

that AH2DS- reduction and bio-reduction follow different reduction pathways 

(Rothwell 2018). From the kinetic model fits, rate constant values and the initial 

concentration of highly reactive sites were obtained (Figure 4.5).   

Figure 4.5(A) shows that the rate of reaction does not change significantly over 3 cycles 

of reduction and oxidation. The log k values for Cycle 1 are 2.9 and -0.4 for the highly 

reactive sites and the less reactive sites respectively. There is a small, but statistically 

significant increase in Cycle 2 for the log k value of the highly reactive sites to 3.3. This 

might be due to the slight increase in reduction extent measured in multiple analyses 

(possibly as great an increase as ~7-10% depending on which analysis of Fe(II)/FeTot is 

referenced (see Section 4.3.1). It has been demonstrated that even small increases in 

Fe(II) content can reflect significant increases in reactivity in NAu-1 when the reduction 

extent is below 30 % Fe(II):FeTot (Rothwell 2018), which might have caused this 

increase in rate constant values. 

There is no statistically significant difference between the measured log k values of 

Cycle 2 and 3. The calculated rate constant values of AH2DS-reduced NAu-1 align well 

with the observations made on the kinetic model (Figure 4.4); there is a small increase 

in the speed of reaction on Cycle 2, followed by largely equivalent reaction for Cycle 3.  
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Figure 4.5: Log of rate constants of 3-chloronitrobenzene transformation by AH2DS-reduced NAu-1 shown in purple versus 20% dithionite-reduced NAu-1 shown in grey. Figure shows for both 
highly reactive sites (square), and less reactive sites (marked with diamonds) of the clay mineral (left). Right figure (B) shows log of initial concentration of highly reactive sites, and compares both 
AQDS-reduced (purple) and dithionite-reduced (grey) – values as calculated by the two-site kinetic model. Error bars show 1 standard deviation.
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Figure 4.5 also shows the values achieved using dithionite as reductant to achieve a 

low reduction extent (taken from previous chapter, Section 3.3.1) for comparison. The 

AH2DS-reduced log k values are similar to those of the dithionite-reduced NAu-1, but 

marginally (but statistically significant) smaller. This difference most likely due to the 

lower Fe reduction extent obtained with AH2DS (~9%) compared to dithionite (~15-

36%, refer to Section 3.3 for exact dithionite-reduction extent values). 

Previous work by Rothwell (2018) measured the effects of dithionite reduction on 

NAu-1 on rate constants over a range of reduction extents. The study demonstrated 

that rate constants for NAu-1 increased with increasing reduction extent, until 

reaching approximately 30% Fe(II)/FeTot where rate constants began to plateau. The 

results by Rothwell show that dithionite-reduced minerals produce log k values that 

are highly comparable to the AH2DS-reduced mineral log k values produced in this 

study, when reduced to equivalent reduction extents. However, the AH2DS-reduced 

mineral log k values for less reactive sites are lower than those for dithionite-reduced 

minerals. It is possible that AH2DS-reduced NAu-1 is less reactive than dithionite-

reduced NAu-1. AH2DS is intended to act as a suitable abiotic proxy for microbial 

reduction, and it has been suggested that microbially-reduced clay minerals react less 

quickly than dithionite-reduced clay minerals (Luan et al. 2015b). Another factor to 

take into account is that the Rothwell study used a different probe compound (2-

acetylnitrobenzene), which makes direct comparison of rate constant values non-

viable. The study (Rothwell 2018) did not investigate the effects of multiple redox 

cycles. There has currently been no previous research investigating the effects of 

multiple reduction cycles using electron shuttling compounds as the sole reducing 

agent.  

The model also yields, as one of its fit parameters, the initial concentration of highly 

reactive sites within the clay mineral structure. The data in Figure 4.5(B) highlights that 

the initial concentration of highly reactive sites did not demonstrate any significant 

change over 3 cycles of reduction oxidation (i.e. values within range of error). The 

Figure also presents data from the dithionite-reduced samples, and the values are 

generally equivalent with no statistically significant difference (based on calculated 

error) in initial concentration of highly reactive sites.  
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Overall, it appears that reduction-oxidation cycling with AH2DS does not cause 

significant changes to the reactivity. It is unknown whether reduction-oxidation cycling 

of NAu-1 using AH2DS as reductant should more closely emulate the effects biological 

or chemical reduction. AH2DS is intended in this experiment to act as an abiotic proxy 

for microbial / biological reduction. Biological reduction cycling of NAu-2 has shown 

mixed results, from dissolution and significantly increased kinetics (i.e. Yang et al. 

2012), to largely sustainable and reversible effects with negligible impact on reaction 

kinetics (Zhao et al. 2015). Our kinetics results so far more closely align with the latter 

study, but the study has not yet measured how the structure and morphology is 

affected. Zhao et al. (2015) however also suggested that the presence of AQDS during 

bioreduction (used as an electron mediator) allows the reduction of interior structural 

Fe, which was inaccessible to bioreduction when AQDS is absent. This would indicate 

that using AH2DS as the sole electron donor could follow a pseudo-random pattern of 

electron transfer into the clay mineral octahedral sheet, more typically associated with 

chemical (dithionite) reduction (Ribeiro et al. 2009). Indeed, the measured kinetics 

results of this experiment indicate little discernible difference between the results 

achieved using dithionite versus AH2DS.  

Overall, it appears that reduction-oxidation cycling with AQDS and H2O2 does not cause 

significant changes to the reactivity. The results do not however highlight whether 

reduction with AH2DS impacts the structure / morphology of the clay mineral, or 

whether AH2DS is an appropriate substitute for microbial reduction. A comprehensive 

assessment of the physicochemical effects on the clay mineral was conducted to 

further understand how the electron transfer from electron shuttling compounds 

interact with structural Fe.  

4.3.3 Impacts of reduction-oxidation cycling with AH2DS and H2O2 on clay 
mineral structure 

 

To better understand whether reduction-oxidation cycling with reduced AQDS leads to 

structural changes or alterations of the clay mineral particles, a number of analyses 

were conducted. An assessment of electron transfer and Fe speciation using 

Mössbauer spectroscopy, and particle size analysis was used to measure 

morphological changes.  
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Figure 4.6 presents particle-size measurements for AH2DS-reduced NAu-1 suspensions 

over 3 cycles of reduction. The distribution of particles is spread over a wider range 

than initially size-fractionated for via centrifugation (i.e. 0.2 µm – 0.5 µm). However 

the mean particle size is well within the expected range. There appears to be almost 

no change in particle size between each cycle for AH2DS-reduced NAu-1. A statistical 

ANOVA was conducted on the AH2DS-reduced NAu-1 particle size distribution sets. The 

analysis produced a p-value of 0.778 above a significance level of 0.05, and an F-value 

of 0.251 below the F-critical value of 3.039. These statistical parameters confirm that 

the variation between the three reduction cycles is not statistically significant. This 

indicates that redox cycling with AH2DS does not significantly impact particle size.  

A consistent particle size distribution across 3 cycles of reduction and oxidation is also 

strong evidence that smaller particles are not dissolved preferentially in favour of 

larger more crystalline particles during the process. This finding is contrary to what has 

been suggested by some research to occur during biological reduction-oxidation 

cycling (Yang et al. 2012). However, Yang et al. (2012) achieved bioreduction of 

structural Fe with live microbes present in the system, which may have had a more 

intrusive impact on the minerals than the electron transfer process alone. The study 

also used nontronite NAu-2 rather than NAu-1, and a previous paper (Jaisi et al. 2005) 

found that biological reduction led to a change in particle thickness for NAu-2 but not 

for NAu-1. 

Figure 4.6 also shows the measured particle size distribution of NAu-1 chemically 

reduced with dithionite to a low reduction extent. The particle size distribution of 

dithionite-reduced NAu-1 is very similar to the AH2DS-reduced values, and the 

difference is also not considered statistically significant. This would indicate that both 

reduction pathways produce similar (i.e. negligible) effect on particle size.  
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Figure 4.6: Graph shows the changes in particle sizes measured for AH2DS-reduced NAu-1 over 3 cycles (shown in 
purple), data are also compared with dithionite-reduced NAu-1 to low reduction extent (blue). Figure shows the 
range of sizes, marked with +, the mean, and 1 standard deviation above and below (marked by the coloured 
column).  

However, although results suggest that reduction-oxidation cycling is not significantly 

impacting the morphology / size of the clay mineral suspension, this does not provide 

insight into alterations to the mineral structure. A comprehensive analysis was 

conducted using Mössbauer spectroscopy to probe the binding environments of 

structural Fe at atomic resolution. Figure 4.7 shows the Mössbauer spectra of AH2DS-

reduced NAu-1 over 3 redox cycles. Samples were measured at both 77 K to examine 

the reduction extent, and at 4 K to understand how cycling impacts Fe speciation.  
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Figure 4.7: Mössbauer spectra for NAu-1 reduced with AH2DS, measured at both 77 K temperature (Figures A, C, 
E) and 4 K temperature (Figures B, D, F) for cycles 1, 2, and 3 (respectively). Spectra measured at 77 K were fitted 
with Voigt-based fitting technique. Spectra measured at 4 K were fitted using variable line-width (Full Static 
Hamiltonian) fitting technique.  
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The left side of Figure 4.7 (Sub-figures A, C, E) shows the spectra for AH2DS-reduced 

NAu-1 over 3 reduction cycles, measured at 77 K temperature (all fitting parameters 

are shown in Table 4.1). The spectra measured at 77 K of the AH2DS-reduced NAu-1 for 

all 3 cycles look very similar, and all three spectra display 2 doublets. The first doublet 

present in each spectrum has a CS of 0.48 mm/s and a QS of 0.47, values typical for 

Fe(II) and rep. The blue doublets have CS values between 1.20-1.23 mm/s and QS 

values of 2.75-2.81 mm/s, which are within ranges typical for Fe(II) (Murad and 

Cashion 2004). For comparison the spectrum of the native, unaltered NAu-1 can be 

viewed in Figure 4.8, and does not contain this blue doublet species. The blue Fe(II) 

doublets comprise 9.1%, 9.3%, and 10.1% of total absorption for cycles 1, 2, and 3 

respectively (see Table SI 4.1). These values align very closely with the reduction extent 

values measured in both the HF digestion (7.2%-9.8%, Table SI 4.1), and those 

calculated by the oxidised AH2DS concentrations (9.7%-10.8% Table SI 4.1). The 

Mössbauer spectra for AH2DS-reduced NAu-1 measured at 77 K temperature are 

further evidence that electron transfer has occurred from the AH2DS, and that 

reduction extent remained stable over 3 cycles of reduction and oxidation.  

The parameters measured for the Fe(II) doublet are very similar to those measured 

previously for the dithionite-reduced NAu-1 (CS = 1.20 - 1.26 mm/s, QS = 2.90 – 2.95 

mm/s, see Table 3.1) albeit with a marginally smaller QS value, and are within the 

range for dithionite-reduced NAu-1 as measured in previous work (Rothwell 2018). The 

values also align well with the values measured for clay mineral Fe after microbial 

reduction in the presence of live organisms. Previous studies investigating biological 

reduction of nontronite by Shewanella measured highly comparable parameters for 

the achieved Fe(II) doublet. Ribeiro et al. (2009) measured a doublet species with CS 

and QS values of CS = 1.26 mm/s, QS = 2.69 mm/s whereas Yang et al. (2012) observed 

an Fe(II) doublet with parameters CS = 1.22 mm/s, QS = 2.69 mm/s using VBF fitting. 

These results are distinctly similar to the parameters achieved in this experiment, 

however both studies used NAu-2 rather than NAu-1 which could complicate 

comparison.  

The spectra measured at 77 K temperature indicate that the Fe(II) content is similar to 

both dithionite and biologically reduced samples of previous studies. Mössbauer 
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measurements at 77 K alone are insufficient to appropriately determine whether 

reduction via AH2DS more closely resembles biological or chemical reduction. Spectra 

collected at 4 K can offer a more accurate insight into how reduction via this pathway 

impacts the binding environment of Fe within the mineral structure. Previous studies 

have shown that Mössbauer spectra collected at 4 K present different patterns, 

depending on whether biological reduction or reduction with dithionite was applied 

(Ribeiro et al. 2009).  

Figure 4.7 (right side) also shows the spectra collected for AH2DS-reduced NAu-1 

provides insight into the speciation of Fe within the system. Again, all three cycles 

produced spectra that are virtually indistinguishable from each other. The spectra 

comprise 4 species, including the central doublet (yellow) typical of Fe(III) within NAu-

1, a small Fe(II) doublet (blue), a large collapsed feature at the base (purple), and a 

small sextet species (red).  

The sextet phase is unexpected as a sextet of this width has not been observed in 

comparable samples of dithionite-reduced or biologically-reduced NAu-1 at similar 

reduction extents (e.g. Ribeiro et al. 2009). After re-analysing the batch of native NAu-

1 used for this experiment, the Mössbauer spectrum of the unaltered NAu-1 sample 

used in this batch of experiments (Figure 4.8), it was found that the native sample also 

contains this sextet species with equivalent parameters (Table 4.1). The relative 

spectral area of the sextet is 4% in the spectrum of native NAu-1 and all three spectra 

of reduced NAu-1. It is most likely that this sextet species represents an Fe-oxide 

impurity that were not removed during the size-fractionation and extensive clean-up 

procedure (see Section 4.2.1) filtered out during the precipitation stage. As the sextet 

area and Mössbauer parameters are unaffected by the reaction with AH2DS, this 

component is most likely not redox active and will be disregarded for the remainder of 

the analysis.  
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Table 4.1: Mössbauer spectra parameters for AH2DS-reduced NAu-1, over 3 cycles of reduction and oxidation. Top table shows fit parameters for spectra measured at 4 K temperature using full-
static hamiltonian technique. Bottom table shows fit parameters for spectra measured at 77 K temperature using from Voigt-based fitting technique. Fe species are colour coded as displayed in 
Figure 4.7. CS = Centre shift, H = magnetic hyperfine field, QS = quadrupole splitting 
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For a more accurate comparison, a sample of the native NAu-1 was reduced with 

dithionite to 9 % reduction extent using the methods described in section 3.1.2. Once 

again, the Mössbauer spectrum measured at 4 K (see Figure SI 4.5) shows a sextet with 

a hyperfine field of 50 T is present in the spectrum and exhibits a similar spectral area 

as in native NAu-1 and NAu-1 after reduction with AH2DS. It appears that this species is 

not dissolved by dithionite reduction as might be expected for most Fe-oxide species, 

however this may be due to the relatively low concentration of dithionite used to 

achieve this low reduction extent (9%). While we cannot characterise or determine the 

nature of this sextet species, it does not appear to be influenced by reduction or play a 

significant role in the cycling process.  

Aside from the sextet, the remaining species observed in the AH2DS-reduced NAu-1 at 

4 K temperature align very closely with the NAu-1 spectrum reduced to an equivalent 

reduction extent with dithionite at 4 K (Figure SI 4.5). Both dithionite-reduced and 

AQDS-reduced NAu-1 produce almost identical spectra and all show the same species 

with equivalent parameters. Ultimately this indicates that the effects of reduction by 

these two pathways lead to similar effects on Fe speciation within the clay mineral.  

To determine whether the effects of AH2DS-reduction on NAu-1 are reversible requires 

examination of the sample after reoxidation. After reoxidation with H2O2, samples 

were again measured with Mössbauer at 4 K temperature to examine whether the 

effects of reduction alter the mineral to a state different from the native.  

Figure 4.8 demonstrates the differences between the native, unaltered sample of NAu-

1 and a sample of NAu-1 that had been reduced with AH2DS and then reoxidised with 

hydrogen peroxide. The left column of spectra in the figure compares the native, 

unaltered NAu-1 (Figure 4.8 A and B) with the AH2DS-reduced-reoxidised NAu-1 

samples over 3 reduction-oxidation cycles (Figure 4.8 C,E,G) at 77 K temperature. 
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Figure 4.8: Figure shows the Mössbauer spectra of native NAu-1 (unaltered) vs AH2DS-reduced, reoxidised NAu-1. 
The top row (figures A and B) shows the native sample, and below are the re-oxidised samples over 3 cycles. Left 
column shows samples measured at 77 K temperature, and right shows samples measured at 4 K temperature 
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Both spectra (native and reoxidised) have equal parameters, and were fit with a CS of 

0.48 mm/s and a QS of 0.44 mm/s. The right side of Figure 4.8 compares the native 

(Figure 4.8 B) and the reoxidised samples over 3 reduction-oxidation cycles (Figure 4.8 

D,F,H) measured at 4 K temperature. Again, there is little difference between the 

native and the subsequent reoxidised cycles, with each spectrum showing a central 

doublet with a CS of 0.49 mm/s and a QS of 0.43 mm/s. The reoxidised spectra do 

however have a wider base, which has been fitted with an additional poorly resolved 

feature (brown). Ribeiro et al. (2009) also noted a wider, flared base of the central 

Fe(III) doublet after both biological and abiotic reduction of Fe in a structurally similar 

nontronite (Garfield). The spectrum for the reoxidised NAu-1 sample highly resembles 

the spectrum produced previously by NAu-1 reduced with dithionite to a low reduction 

extent (Figure 4.9).  

 

Figure 4.9: Mössbauer spectra taken at 77 K temperature - comparison of 20% dithionite-reduced, reoxidised 
NAu-1 (left) versus NAu-1 AH2DS-reduced, reoxidised NAu-1 (right) 

When overlayed, the two spectra of Figure 4.9 are virtually identical. Both have a CS 

value of 0.49 mm/s, however the dithionite reduced spectrum has a slightly higher QS 

value of 0.52 mm/s. It is likely that the greater QS is caused by the greater extent of 

reduction achieved. Results from Chapter 3 (see Section 3.3.3) also indicated more 

significant structural impacts at higher reduction extents. This also aligns well with 

previous research which has demonstrated how the extent of irreversible alterations 
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to the structure increases with increasing reduction extent (e.g. Neumann et al. 2011, 

Gorski et al. 2012, 2013).  

The Mössbauer spectra for the second and third cycles of AH2DS-reduced, reoxidised 

NAu-1 were almost identical to first cycle, and did not show any changes at either 

temperature measured (77 k or 4 k). This means that the impacts to the structure were 

caused by the first reduction, and did not increase with multiple cycles. This result is 

not unexpected, as the reduction extent was low and remained constant across all 

three cycles. As stated, the impacts to structure caused by reduction grow with 

increasing reduction extent, and at low reduction extents the effects are largely 

reversible (Fialips et al. 2002, Neumann et al. 2011). Previous research has also 

described how large structural transitions from a dioctahedral to trioctahedral 

configuration occur once reduction extent reaches a threshold of roughly 1/3 of the 

clay mineral octahedral Fe(III) being reduced to Fe(II) (Manceau et al. 2000). The 

reduction extent achieved with AH2DS in this experiment was too low to reach this 

threshold, meaning the reduction is not extensive enough to cause significant 

structural rearrangements.  

4.3.4 Is AH2DS a feasible and appropriate surrogate for biological reduction 
of clay mineral Fe? 

How similar are the results produced using AH2DS as reductant to those observed 

when live microbes are present? The achievable reduction extent appears limited to 

roughly 10% Fe(II)/FeTot, which is similar to the limits observed when using biological 

reduction with NAu-1 (Jaisi et al. 2005, Shi et al. 2016). The inability to achieve a 

reduction extent above 10% despite stoichiometric excess could be evidence for the 

limited fraction (10%) of bio-accessible structural Fe as suggested by Shi et al. (2016). If 

this were confirmed it might indicate that electron transfer from AH2DS occurs from 

the edge inwards as is the case with biological reduction (Ribeiro et al. 2009).  

Other studies (Zhao et al. 2015) have suggested that AH2DS can transfer electrons 

across the clay mineral basal plane in a pseudo-random manner to reduce interior 

structural Fe. This would potentially produce an effect on the clay mineral more closely 

resembling dithionite reduction, which has been well-documented to be capable of 

reducing >99% structural Fe (e.g. Manceau 2000b, Lee et al. 2006, Ribeiro et al. 2009). 

The study has demonstrated in our EH calculations (see section 4.3.1) that the reaction 
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of AH2DS and NAu-1 did reach an equilibrium state confirming that the reaction 

reached completion. This would indicate that reduction by AH2DS is 

thermodynamically incapable of reaching 100% reduction of the NAu-1, rather than 

being limited by a limited accessible pool of structural Fe(II). However, this finding 

alone does not confirm the electron transfer mechanism of AH2DS. 

Previous research has suggested that multiple reduction-oxidation cycles with live 

microbes leads to a progressively smaller achievable clay mineral reduction (Yang et al. 

2012, Shi et al. 2021). In contrast, this study found that achievable reduction extent 

was unaffected by multiple cycles of AH2DS-reduction and oxidation. Previous studies 

also suggest that redox cycling can lead to the preferential reductive dissolution of 

smaller, less crystalline clay mineral particles; an effect which may contribute to the 

changes in achievable reduction extent (Dong et al. 2003, Yang et al. 2012, Zhao et al. 

2015, Shi et al. 2021). We observed no evidence of preferential dissolution, as particle 

size was demonstrated to show no significant change (Figure 4.6). In this instance, 

there are few similarities between the effects of redox cycling with AH2DS, and the 

effects described for microbial redox cycling.  

When examining the structural effects of reduction-oxidation cycling with AH2DS, 

Mössbauer analysis indicated there was little observable difference between the 

spectra produced by AH2DS-reduced NAu-1 and dithionite-reduced NAu-1 at either 77 

K or 4 K temperature. Results showed that Cycle 1 lead to a widening of the base of the 

Fe(III) doublet upon reoxidation, an effect which has been documented for both 

biological and chemical reduction (e.g. Ribeiro et al. 2009). Similarly, other research 

(Lee et al. 2006) has demonstrated that biological reduction produces effects on 

smectite structure that are largely indistinguishable from dithionite-reduced smectites 

at comparable extents of Fe(II). We also observed that successive cycles of reduction 

and oxidation did not cause any further changes to speciation after Cycle 1. This aligns 

well with previous research (e.g. Gorski et al. 2012) which found that structural effects 

of chemical reduction-oxidation cycling on smectites were most pronounced on the 

first cycle and negligible on subsequent cycles. The Mössbauer data suggests that 

redox cycling with AH2DS is has minimal impact on structure, and is largely reversible 

after the 1st cycles. A review by Stucki (2011) concluded that reduction-oxidation 
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cycling with bacteria led to the greatest degree of reversibility which reflects the 

results presented here. The review also found that reduction with dithionite to the 

high reduction extents led to the greatest degree of irreversible changes. We postulate 

that the reversibility of biological-reduction as quoted by Stucki (2011), might be an 

effect of the limited achievable reduction extent, and not the reduction pathway. 

Although, our Mössbauer spectra of AH2DS-reduced NAu-1 resemble those of 

dithionite-reduced-NAu-1, this does not imply that they are dissimilar to biologically-

reduced NAu-1 reduced.  

The biphasic kinetics observed align well with previous studies using microbes for 

bioreduction of nontronite (e.g. Yang et al. 2012, Luan et al. 2015b). However, our data 

also aligns well with a model depicting two reactive Fe sites as has been demonstrated 

in multiple studies using dithionite as reductant (e.g. Hofstetter et al. 2006, Neumann 

et al. 2008, 2009, Rothwell 2018). In contrast, Luan et al. (2015b) fitted the kinetics of 

nitroaromatic transformation by bioreduced clay minerals using a single-site, second-

order rate law, in contrast to our two-site model. The inference of a single reactive site 

has been suggested to possibly reflect the difference in electron transfer pathway 

(Rothwell 2018) between bioreduction and dithionite-reduction. Bioreduction has 

been suggested to follow an edge-inwards migration of electron transfer (Ribeiro et al. 

2009), but other papers have suggested that AH2DS-reduction is capable of pseudo-

random transfer across the clay mineral basal plane (Zhao et al. 2015). This might 

mean that more reactive Fe sites are accessible using electron shuttling compounds. 

However, the term “bioreduction” encompasses a number of electron transfer 

pathways including transfer via direct contact, nano-wires, biofilms, chelating agents 

and electron-shuttling compounds (Melton et al. 2014, Reguera et al. 2020). In the 

absence of living organisms, differences between the effects of a single pathway of 

electron transfer (in this case electron shuttling) versus the multiple electron transfer 

mechanisms available to microbes do not necessarily indicate that AH2DS is an 

inappropriate surrogate. This is especially true when considering the significant degree 

of increased reduction extent achieved when using AQDS in combination with bacteria 

(e.g. Jaisi et al. 2005, Bishop et al. 2011, Yang et al. 2012), and the prevalence / 

abundance of shuttling compounds that are used and produced by microbes (Lovley et 

al. 1996, Melton et al. 2014).  
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In summary, our results demonstrate that reduction-oxidation cycling with AH2DS is 

sustainable and does not cause significant irreversible alterations to the structure or 

kinetic reactivity of NAu-1. The results of this experiment differ from studies which 

have employed live microbes present in the system, as results show no dissolution, 

mineral transformation, or change in reduction extent (Dong et al. 2003, Kim et al. 

2004, Zhang et al. 2007, Yang et al. 2012, Shi et al. 2021), but simultaneously there is 

little to categorically distinguish the effects of AH2DS-reduction from either biological 

or chemical reduction. Previous studies have demonstrated that biological reduction of 

Fe-rich clay minerals is limited to low reduction extents (Kostka et al. 1999, Dong et al. 

2003, Yang et al. 2012), that effects of a low reduction extent on the mineral are 

largely reversible (Fialips et al. 2002, Neumann et al. 2011), and that at low reduction 

extents both biological and chemical reduction lead to similar effects on the mineral 

(Lee et al. 2006, Ribeiro et al. 2009). It is proposed that many of the more notable 

results (e.g. mineral transformation, dissolution) described in previous studies, are a 

product of the complex range of reactions and organic waste products associated with 

microbial metabolism, but are not effects of electron transfer to the mineral. Mineral 

dissolution and transformation may occur in tandem with anaerobic respiration (i.e. 

mineral reduction), but the former is not a product of the latter. By this reasoning, 

AH2DS-reduction is an appropriate surrogate for bacterial reduction, but not an 

appropriate substitute for the presence of bacteria. AH2DS is limited in that it cannot 

emulate the effects of all biochemical processes associated with living organisms.  
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4.4 Supporting information 

 

Figure SI 4.1: Image taken showing the electrochemical cell set-up, used in the reduction of AQDS to AH2DS.  
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Figure SI 4.2: The transformation of AQDS to AH2DS over time. Samples were taken at various stages during the 
reduction process, and measured with UV-VIS spectrometry. Colours change from light pink to dark red as time 

progresses, showing the measured UV-VIS spectrum of AQDS solution as it is reduced to AH2DS. 
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Figure SI 4.3: Images demonstrating the change in colour of NAu-1 in suspension after reaction with AH2DS. Left 
image shows unaltered, native sample of NAu-1 in suspension of DIW, right image shows AH2DS-reduced NAu-1 
suspended in DIW.  
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Figure SI 4.4: All kinetic data collected for reaction of AH2DS-reduced NAu-1 with 3-chloronitrobenzene over 3 
cycles of reduction. Measured data is large rings, 2-site modeled fit is unbroken line, 1-site modeled fit is dashed 
line, measured values for 3-chloroaniline product are small coloured dots. 
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Figure SI 4.5: Mössbauer spectrum of Nau-1 dithionite-reduced to 9% Fe(II)/FeTot, measured at 4k temperature, 
fitted with full-static Hamiltonian technique. Orange is Fe(III) doublet, Blue is Fe(II) doublet, purple is poorly-
resolved feature, red is Fe(III) sextet species 
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Table SI 4.1: Electron balance to calculate electron transfer during oxidation of AH2DS and reduction of NAu-1. 
Includes calculated reduction extent expected based off electron balance, and includes measured NAu-1 reduction 
extent values from HF mineral digestion and Mössbauer spectroscopy. 
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Chapter 5:  Effects of redox cycling via biologically-
mediated, abiotic reduction – impact on clay 
mineral structure and secondary precipitates 

5.1 Introduction 

In the preceding chapter (Chapter 4) experiments demonstrated that redox cycling clay 

minerals using electron shuttle AQDS (electrochemically reduced to AH2DS) as 

reductant was sustainable. The results indicated that reduction by the electron shuttle 

had little effect on either structure or reactivity, and any changes were reversible upon 

reoxidation. The reversibility of electron-shuttle reduction could suggest that it is not 

microbial reduction that causes irreversible transformations of clay minerals, but 

perhaps instead the various other biogenic processes and products resulting from 

microbial metabolism. Microbes have a substantial impact on the chemistry of natural 

systems, and there are a plethora of ways in which microbial activity can impact clay 

minerals.  

The value of clay minerals with regards to redox reactions is that clay minerals are 

believed to be more resistant to reductive dissolution than other Fe minerals. Naturally 

occurring Fe-oxide and -oxyhydroxide minerals such as goethite, lepidocrocite, and 

hematite are readily dissolved by microbial reduction (Arnold et al. 1988, Bonneville et 

al. 2004). The dissolution of Fe minerals by microbial reduction leads to increased 

concentrations of aqueous Fe(II) within sediments and porewaters (Zachara et al. 

2002). Aqueous Fe(II) atoms can interact with clay mineral surfaces. Studies have 

demonstrated interfacial electron transfer from Fe(II) atoms sorbed to clay mineral 

surfaces (Schaefer et al. 2011, Neumann et al. 2013). In the environment, the 

reduction by aqueous Fe(II) is an indirect result of microbial activity (i.e. mineral 

dissolution) within the system, and as such is described as biologically-mediated, 

abiotic reduction. A study by Latta et al. (2017) demonstrated that electron transfer 

from Fe(II) can occur by either edge-sites or via the basal plane. Additionally, further 

work has demonstrated that electron transfer from sorbed Fe(II) can cause significant 

atom exchange between the aqueous and mineral phase (Neumann et al. 2015). 

Research has not yet understood how this reduction pathway might impact the 

sustainability of clay minerals over multiple reduction-oxidation cycles. 
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Furthermore, the oxidation of aqueous Fe(II) by electron transfer to structural Fe(III) 

also results in the formation of secondary precipitate minerals including Fe-

oxyhdroxides, and mixed valent minerals similar to green rusts (Schaefer et al. 2011, 

Tsarev et al. 2016, Jones et al. 2017). Previous work has indicated that the formation of 

these secondary minerals can influence the reactivity of system towards contaminants 

(Rothwell 2018, Entwistle et al. 2019).  

This chapter investigates how subjecting Fe-rich clay minerals to multiple cycles of 

reduction by Fe(II) and reoxidation with hydrogen peroxide impacts both the structure 

and reactivity of the clay mineral. Fe(II)-reduced clay minerals are reacted with probe 

contaminant 3-chloronitrobenzene to measure the effects of redox cycling on 

transformation kinetics. Solid sample analyses are conducted using X-ray Diffraction 

(XRD) and Mössbauer spectroscopy to study changes in structure and Fe speciation 

caused by Fe(II) redox cycling. Additionally, we attempt to characterise the secondary 

Fe minerals formed during the process. Isotope specific Mössbauer allows the 

precision measurement of both clay mineral structural Fe, and the secondary minerals 

separately. This chapter aims to answer the following questions: 

Do multiple cycles of reduction by Fe(II) impact the sustainability of the clay mineral? 

What secondary Fe minerals form, and how do they impact the system reactivity? 

How are the secondary minerals altered during the redox cycling process? 

 

5.2 Methods 

5.2.1 Reduction-oxidation cycling of NAu-1 with aqueous Fe(II) 

All reduction-oxidation, and contaminant transformation experiments were conducted 

in an anaerobic chamber (GS Glovebox Systemtechnik GmbH, Germany) under a N2 

atmosphere (≤1 ppm O2) unless stated otherwise. Deoxygenation of all solutions and 

suspensions was carried out by bubbling N2 for 1 hour. 

5.2.1.1 Mineral preparation 

Native NAu-1 clay mineral samples were prepared for experiments following the 

procedures described in Chapter 3 (Section 3.2.1.) 
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5.2.1.2 Stock solution preparation 

A 100 mM stock solution of Fe(II)aq was prepared to be used as reductant for the NAu-

1 in contaminant transformation experiments. Metal Fe(0) powder at natural isotopic 

abundance was dissolved in 1 M HCl by mixing with magnetic stirrer for 3 hours at 60 

°C. The solution was then diluted with deoxygenated, deionized water (DIW) to a final 

concentration of 100 mM, and finally, filtered using a luer lock, 0.22 µm nylon filter 

(sourced from Thames Restek Ltd) to remove any remaining solids.  

Additional Fe(II) stock solutions were also prepared via the same method, but instead 

using Fe(0) metallic powder that has been isotopically enriched in the 56Fe (sourced 

from Trace Sciences International Inc., Purity = 99.92 % 56Fe) or the 57Fe isotope 

(Isoflex, San Francisco. Purity = 95.02 % 57Fe). These isotopically enriched stock 

solutions were used in later experiments for Mössbauer analysis. 

A pH and ionic strength buffer solution was prepared in excess consisting of 10 mM 3-

(N-morpholino)propanesulfonic acid (MOPS) and 50 mM NaCl, dissolved in 

deoxygenated DIW. 

5.2.2 Transformation of contaminant 3-chlornitrobenzene and 
reaction kinetics experiments 

This experiment investigated how redox cycling nontronite NAu-1 using Fe(II)aq as the 

reductant impacted the reaction kinetics towards the reductive transformation of 

model nitroaromatic contaminant, and kinetic probe compound 3-chloronitrobenzene. 

NAu-1 clay mineral samples were subjected to three successive cycles of reduction, 

using Fe(II)aq as reducing agent, and oxidation via H2O2. 

Samples and data are categorized by the following naming system, for ease of future 

reference: 

Cycle 1 generally refers to NAu-1 samples that have been reduced once with Fe(II)aq.  

Cycle 2 generally refers to NAu-1 samples that have been reduced with Fe(II)aq, 

reoxidised with H2O2, and subsequently re-reduced with Fe(II)aq a second time.  

Cycle 3 generally refers to NAu-1 samples that have been reduced for a third time with 

Fe(II)aq, after two preceding reduction-oxidation cycles. 
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For some experiments such as solid sample analyses, “Cycle 1 reoxidised” would refer 

to measurements of the sample described in Cycle 1 after reoxidation with H2O2, and 

all structural Fe(II) has been oxidised to Fe(III). 

 

5.2.2.1 Reduction-oxidation cycling of NAu-1, using Fe(II)aq as reductant and H2O2 
as oxidant 

Initial reduction (Cycle 1) of NAu-1 with Fe(II)aq was conducted by the following 

procedure: 

Fe stock solution with natural isotopic abundance (Section 5.2.1.2) was added to the 

deoxygenated buffer solution to achieve a desired concentration of 3.5 mM Fe. 10 µL 

samples of buffer + stock solution were taken aside to measure initial concentrations 

of Fe(II)aq and FeTot via colourimetric 1,10-phenanthroline assay (following method 

described in Schilt (1969)). Powdered NAu-1 nontronite was added to the buffer + Fe-

stock solution to achieve a desired mineral loading concentration of 2 g/L. The pH was 

then adjusted to 7.5 with aliquots of 1 M HCl or NaCl, and the mixture was left 

overnight to stir via a magnetic stirrer. The following morning, batch reactors were 

produced from the stock suspension by removing 3 x 15 mL samples and adding to 3 

separate 20 mL glass vials. Each batch reactor (15 mL of 2 g/L clay mineral suspension 

in 20 mL glass vial) was pH-adjusted to 7.5 with 10 µL aliquots of 1 M NaOH or HCl (as 

necessary). Reactors were sealed with a butylene rubber stopper, crimp-capped to 

hermetically seal the contents, then wrapped in aluminium foil to prevent any risk of 

photo-oxidation. Batch reactors were set aside for contaminant transformation 

(described later in Section 5.2.2.2), and stored in the anaerobic chamber on an end-

over-end rotator. The remaining clay mineral stock suspension was then centrifuged to 

separate solid material from supernatant and remaining Fe(II)aq. Centrifugation was 

carried out in centrifuge tubes, sealed and wrapped with PTFE tape to prevent any risk 

of oxidation. Once solids were separated from supernatant, 10 µL samples were taken 

of the supernatant for 1,10-phenanthroline analysis (Schilt 1969) to measure the 

change in concentration of Fe(II)aq and FeTot of solution after reaction with NAu-1. The 

separated solids were then washed to remove remnant Fe(II)aq and re-suspended in 

buffer solution at 2 g/L mineral concentration using a magnetic stirrer and left until 

adequately mixed. Once solid material was adequately resuspended and mixed, the 
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suspension was removed from the anaerobic chamber. H2O2 was added in molar 

excess in order to assure all Fe(II) present in the suspension was able to be oxidised to 

Fe(III). The suspension was left exposed to the natural atmosphere overnight, mixing 

with magnetic stirrer to allow for complete oxidation. 

The following day, the oxidised material was washed carefully multiple times with DIW 

to remove any remnant H2O2, and solids were resuspended in DIW at an equivalent 

mineral loading concentration (2 g/L). A 20 mL sample was taken from the suspension 

and set aside for later solid sample analyses.  

The bulk, oxidised clay mineral suspension was deoxygenated for 1 hour by bubbling 

with N2, and the solution was brought back into the anoxic, N2 atmosphere anaerobic 

chamber. The solution was then centrifuged to separate solid material from 

supernatant, and the reduction process would be restarted (with some adjustments to 

concentrations) to initiate Cycle 2.  

Using the data collected by 1,10-phenanthroline assay in Cycle 1 for samples of 

supernatant taken before and after NAu-1 reduction, the difference between the 

values can be used to calculate the concentration of Fe(II)aq that was removed from 

the solution after reaction with NAu-1 to become solid-associated. The concentration 

of solid-associated Fe(II) was combined with the total clay mineral present in 

suspension, to give a molar concentration of total solid Fe present after the Cycle 1 

reoxidation.  

For the second reduction (Cycle 2), Fe stock solution was added to the deoxygenated 

buffer solution to achieve a desired concentration of 3.5 mM Fe. 10 µL samples of 

buffer + stock solution were taken aside to measure initial concentrations of Fe(II)aq 

and FeTot via colourimetric 1,10-phenanthroline assay. Solid material from Cycle 1 was 

added to the buffer + Fe-stock solution and mixed to achieve a suspension with a 

desired mineral loading concentration of 2 g/L. The pH was then adjusted to 7.5 with 

aliquots of 1 M HCl or NaCl and the mixture was left overnight to stir via a magnetic 

stirrer. The following morning, the suspension was then diluted with buffer solution to 

achieve a total Fe molar concentration (combined solid, structural, and aqueous) 

equivalent to that of the reactors of Cycle 1. Three 15 mL batch reactors were 

produced (as described above) from the stock suspension and set aside for 
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contaminant transformation experiments. The remaining suspension was centrifuged 

to separate solids from supernatant, and supernatant was analysed via 1,10-

phenanthroline assay to measure the change in Fe(II) and FeTot. Solids were 

resuspended at 2 g/L in buffer solution and removed from anaerobic chamber for 

oxidation via H2O2 (as described for Cycle 1). After 24 hours of oxidation, solids were 

washed to remove remnant H2O2, resuspended in DIW, and a 20 mL sample was taken 

for later solid sample analyses. 

The clay mineral suspension was deoxygenated for 1 hour by bubbling with N2, and the 

solution was brought back into the anaerobic chamber. The solution was then 

centrifuged to separate solid material from supernatant, and the reduction process 

would be prepared for Cycle 3. Again, the concentration of total solid Fe present was 

calculated using the values measured before and after reaction of Fe(II) with NAu-1 by 

1,10-phenanthroline assay. 

Cycle 3 followed the same reduction procedure as described for Cycle 2, and again the 

suspension was diluted after reaction with the aqueous phase to achieve an equivalent 

total Fe molar concentration as present in Cycle 1 reactors. Three 15 mL batch reactors 

were prepared as described above and set aside for contaminant transformation. 

Remaining solid material was separated from supernatant and reoxidised as described 

in Cycle 2. A 20 mL sample of the reoxidised suspension was set aside for solid sample 

analyses.  

5.2.2.2 Nitroaromatic compound transformation experiments 

Probe compound degradation reactions were initiated by injecting 30 µL of methanolic 

3-chloronitrobenzene stock solution to give an initial concentration of ~50 µM, using a 

Hamilton gas-tight, PTFE luer lock, 0.25 mL glass syringe to achieve a starting 

concentration of ~50 µM in the reactor. A 500 µL sample was taken immediately after 

spiking using a Hamilton gas-tight, PTFE luer lock, 0.5 mL glass pipette and filtered 

using a luer lock, 0.22 µm nylon filter (sourced from Thames Restek Ltd) to remove any 

mineral / solids. The sample was then stored in a clear, 2 mL sealed glass HPLC vial 

(sourced from VWRTM) with conical glass inserts (from Sigma Aldrich) until analysis. For 

each reactor, more samples were taken in the same method at pre-determined time 

steps until the transformation of 3-chloronitrobenzene to 3-chloroanaline had reached 
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completion (i.e. all 3-chloronitrobenzene has been transformed to 3-chloroaniline). All 

samples were stored in the fridge at 4 °C prior to HPLC analysis. 

5.2.2.3 Organic contaminant quantification 

The first sample taken from the reactor immediately after spiking with contaminant 

was used as measurement for initial concentration. Samples measured via HPLC were 

measured against a set of pre-prepared calibration standards containing both 

methylated contaminant and product, and diluted with DIW, at 5 specific 

concentrations (1 µM/L, 12.5 µM/L, 25 µM/L, 37.5 µM/L, and 50 µM/L) in glass HPLC 

vials (same as used for reactor samples).  

Analysis of samples and concentrations of model contaminant 3-chloronitrobenzene 

(3CNB) and the degradation product 3-chloroanaline (3CAN) were measured using the 

Agilent 1260 Infinity II HPLC equipped with DAD detector, using an LC-18 column 

(XBridge C18 3.5 µm).  

Samples were measured with a custom HPLC method, using deionized water and 

methanol in varying proportions as eluent. Figure SI 3.2 shows the custom 

concentration / time eluent gradient used for each sample. 

The HPLC method was conducted as follows: 10 minute total run time per sample. 

Flow rate was 1 mL / min, and column temperature was kept at 30 °C. 20 mL of sample 

was injected per analysis. Absorption was measured at wavelengths 214 nm and 252 

nm.  

5.2.2.4 Data evaluation and kinetic modelling 

All measured contaminant transformation were fitted with kinetic models to calculate 

the intrinsic reactivity of the system. Kinetic modelling followed the methods and 

equations described previously in Chapter 3 (Section 3.2.5) 

5.2.2.5 Solid sample analyses with X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

Mineral samples were analysed for characterisation via XRD. Reoxidised XRD samples 

were produced by centrifuging reoxidised mineral suspensions to separate solid 

material from the supernatant. The solids were then freeze-dried overnight to remove 

excess moisture, leaving a solid powder. The dry mineral powders were placed on a 

zero-background sample holder, and smoothed over with a silicon slide.  
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The dry mineral samples were measured with a PANalytical X’Pert with X’Celerator 

detector using the following setup: 

 

Optics: Soller slit = 0.04 rad, Divergence slit = 0.5 °, Beam mask = 20 mm, Anti-scatter 

slit = 1 ° 

2theta range: 5–100 °, step size = 0.0334 °, 1 s step-1 

5.2.3 Mössbauer analysis with Fe isotopes 

As well as understanding the effects of Fe(II)aq redox cycling on the reactivity of the 

system, a secondary experiment was conducted in tandem. This experiment applied 

isotope-specific Mössbauer analysis to measure how Fe(II)aq redox cycling impacts the 

structural Fe coordination within the clay minerals, and to quantify the reduction 

extent (i.e. % Fe(II) content) of clay mineral structural Fe, as well as the Fe(II):FeTot ratio 

of the whole reactor system. The experiment also investigated whether secondary Fe 

minerals are formed during the process, how these are altered by successive cycles, 

and what role these might play in the transformation of nitroaromatics. 

Using isotopically enriched Fe(II)aq solutions allows isolated measurement and 

characterisation of different pools of Fe present in the system. Using Mössbauer-

visible (57Fe), or Mössbauer-invisible 56Fe allows the measurement of either clay 

mineral structural Fe, or of the added Fe(II) reductant separately. A more in-depth 

explanation, and labelling regime is available later in Section 5.3.3.1.  

For the Mössbauer analysis, only 2 reduction oxidation cycles were examined. Samples 

and data are categorized by the following naming system, for ease of future reference: 

Cycle 1 generally refers to NAu-1 samples that have been reduced once with Fe(II)aq.  

Cycle 2 generally refers to NAu-1 samples that have been reduced with Fe(II)aq, 

reoxidised with H2O2, and subsequently re-reduced with Fe(II)aq a second time.  

For note: each cycle also has it’s respective reoxidised spectrum. For example, “Cycle 1 

reoxidised” would refer to measurements of the sample described in Cycle 1 after 

reoxidation with H2O2, and all structural Fe(II) has been oxidised. 
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5.2.3.1 Redox cycling process used to create samples for Mössbauer analysis 

The following section describes the redox cycling process for NAu-1 samples to be used 

for Mössbauer analysis. Unlike the kinetic experiments (Section 5.2.2), samples 

measured by Mössbauer were not sub-samples separated from a bulk suspension. 

Instead, new samples were processed each time, and redox cycling was ceased at the 

desired stage of examination. For instance, for a Mössbauer spectrum of "Cycle 2 

reoxidised NAu-1”, a new sample would be prepared and cycled, with the process 

stopped after the second reoxidation. The sample would then be analysed by 

Mössbauer.  

The redox cycling process is as follows: 30 mg of powdered, native NAu-1 was added to 

a 20 ml glass vial (wrapped in foil to prevent any later unintentional photo-oxidation) 

and brought into the N2 atmosphere anaerobic chamber. 100 mM Fe(II)aq stock 

solution enriched with required isotope (56Fe or 57Fe) was added to deoxygenated 

buffer stock solution (Section 5.2.1.2) in a separate 50 mL glass beaker to achieve a 

concentration of 3.5 mM Fe(II)aq. The stock solution mixture was adjusted to pH 7.5 by 

adding minute increments of 1 M NaOH or HCl as required, and a 10 µL sample was 

taken and stored for a later 1,10-phenanthroline assay (Schilt 1969) to measure the 

initial concentration of Fe(II) and FeTot. The stock solution buffer mixture was then 

added into the aluminium foil-wrapped glass vial containing the 30 mg of powdered 

NAu-1, to a mineral loading concentration of 2 g/L. The vial was then sealed with a 

butylene rubber stopper, crimp-capped to hermetically seal the contents, mixed using 

a vortex mixer for 10 seconds to allow particle dispersal, and left to stir overnight on 

an end-over-end rotator. The following day, the reactor vial was decrimped and the 

contents were added to centrifuge tubes, sealed with PTFE tape and centrifuged at 

11000 rpm for 15 minutes to separate solid minerals from supernatant. The 

centrifuged tubes were then returned to the anaerobic chamber and the supernatant 

poured into a separate vessel; a sample of supernatant was taken for a later 1,10-

phenanthroline assay.   

Samples to undergo further second and third reductions were resuspended in DIW and 

removed from the anaerobic chamber for subsequent oxidation via H2O2 oxidation. 

Oxidation followed the same procedure as described in Section 5.2.2.1, but no sub-
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samples were separated for solid analysis. After washing with DIW and deoxygenation 

solid samples were transferred back to the anaerobic chamber, and Cycle 2 would 

repeat the process to the oxidised solid mineral material. 

Mössbauer spectra were fitted using the commercial software Recoil (Ottawa, Canada) 

using Full Static Hamiltonian site analysis for samples displaying magnetic ordering and 

Voigt based fittings for samples where magnetic ordering was not visible. Reduction 

extent was the principal analysis objective. 

5.2.3.2 Mössbauer analysis 

Solids were separated from supernatant via either prolonged centrifugation or with a 

0.2 µm nylon filter under anaerobic atmosphere. The sample solids were sealed in 

Kapton tape to prevent oxidation during transfer to the Mössbauer spectrometer. 

Samples were analysed using an S4 Mössbauer spectrometer (SEE Co., Edina, MN, 

U.S.A.) in transmission mode and calibrated against 7 µm α-Fe(0) foil. Temperature 

during spectra acquisition was controlled with a closed cycle cryostat (SHI-850, Janis 

Research Co., Wilmington, MA, U.S.A.) at either 77 K or 4 K temperature to allow for 

quantifying Fe oxidation state and the Fe speciation of the clay mineral. 

Spectra were analysed using the software Recoil, using Voigt-based fitting routine for 

spectra measured at 77 K temperature, and Full-static Hamiltonian fitting routine for 

samples measured at 4 K temperature. 

5.2.4 Contributions 

Dr Jamie Gould provided technical guidance and operational assistance for XRD 

measurements.  

5.3 Results and Discussion 

5.3.1 Contaminant transformation with Fe(II)-reduced NAu-1 

To understand how multiple cycles of reduction via Fe(II)aq and reoxidation (with 

hydrogen peroxide) impacts the reactivity of the minerals, reduced NAu-1 was used to 

reductively degrade a probe compound. Fe(II)-reduced NAu-1 was reacted with 3-

chloronitrobenzene and the concentration of both the model contaminant and 

product (3-chloroaniline) were measured in time course experiments. The 

concentrations of these reactants and products were measured with HPLC, and 
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transformation curves were fitted using the kinetic model defined by the equations 

described in Chapter 3 (Section 3.2.5). 

 

Figure 5.1: Typical time course concentration measurements (circles) of 3-chloronitrobenzene during reaction with 
NAu-1 that has been reduced with Fe(II)aq. Results were obtained in the presence of reduced NAu-1 (Cycle 1), 
reduced-reoxidised-rereduced NAu-1 (Cycle 2) and reduced-reoxidised-rereduced-rereoxidised-rerereduced NAu-1 
(Cycle 3), as described in Section 5.2.2. Coloured lines show the fit to the two-site kinetic model (defined in 
Equation 3.1).  

Figure 5.1 shows the measured concentrations of 3-chloronitrobenzene (3CNB) during 

reaction with NAu-1 reduced by 3.5 mM aqueous Fe(II) over 3 successive reduction 

cycles, and the corresponding modelled fits of kinetic degradation. In Cycle 1 the 

concentration of 3CNB decreases gradually over time, and the reaction reaches 

completion after roughly 200 hours. The degradation profile is confirmed to reach 

completion in the measured accumulation of the product compound 3-chloroaniline 

(as shown in Figure SI 5.1), where there is an increase until the concentration of the 

product equals that of the initial spike of 3CNB.  
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The measured concentration data was initially fitted with a one-site reactive model to 

conform to a first order rate law (see Figure SI 5.1). However, it is evident that the 

measured values and the one-site model do not agree, and that the first order rate 

model was insufficient to appropriately describe the data. 

When examining the first reduction cycle, the 3CNB transformation appears to follow 

two distinct phases. First, an initial stage of rapid transformation where around 50% of 

the contaminant was transformed in the first 12 hours of reaction. Then, the reaction 

changed to a more gradual change with the concentration declining over the following 

few days. The measured data was then fitted with a kinetic model comprising two 

reactive sites for contaminant degradation, which was developed previously for highly 

reduced Fe-rich clay minerals (Neumann et al. 2008). This model is the same as used 

previously in both of the previous Chapters 3 and 4, and was described in detail 

previously (see Section 3.2.5). It is evident from visual inspection of the modelled 

curves that this two-site model produces a far more accurate description of the 

measured data. The good agreement between experimental data and model fit implies 

the existence of two distinct reactive Fe(II) sites present in the system that determine 

the transformation rate and curve shape. A first highly reactive site that dominates 

transformation during the initial stages, and a second less reactive site which gradually 

becomes the prevailing influence over time. The adherence to a two-site reactive 

model is typical for reduced, Fe-rich clay minerals (e.g. Neumann et al. 2008, Neumann 

et al. 2009).  

When compared with other experiments, the contaminant transformation of Cycle 1 

observed in isolation produces results comparable to those of other reduction 

pathways. For instance, the first cycle degradation fitting looks similar to the fittings 

produced in the dithionite-reduced and AQDS-reduced NAu-1 of Chapters 3 and 4 (see 

Section 3.3.1, Section 4.3.2).  This fitting pattern has also been demonstrated in 

previous research. Rothwell (2018) investigated the transformation of 2-

acetylnitrobenzene in the presence of Fe(II)-reduced NAu-1, and observed a similar 

rate and profile of degradation. This study also demonstrated that the two-site model 

is applicable to Fe(II)-reduced, Fe-rich clay minerals, and that rates are comparable 

with those of dithionite-reduced minerals. The study however did not investigate 
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beyond the initial reduction for any potential effects of multiple cycles. Previous 

experiments demonstrated that three successive reduction-oxidation cycles using 

either dithionite or AQDS as reductants did not lead to any significant changes to the 

rate of reaction (Figures 3.1, 3.2, and Figures 4.4, 4.5). In contrast, Figure 5.1 shows 

that for Fe(II)-reduced NAu-1 the rate of reaction rapidly increased after the first cycle, 

and in Cycle 2 the reaction reached completion in under 24 hours. This rapid 

degradation is also reflected in the corresponding aniline concentrations (see Figure SI 

5.1). Both Cycle 2 and 3 were also tested with a one-site model, and as with the first 

cycle in both cases the one-site model was insufficient to appropriately describe the 

measured data values (see Figure SI 5.1). Cycles 2 and 3 both also show the same 

biphasic pattern of the initial rapid decrease in concentration followed by a more 

gradual decline afterwards, although the reaction takes place on a much shorter time 

scale. Cycle 3 appears similar to Cycle 2, and there is no increase to the speed of 

transformation to the extent seen in the previous cycle. The transformation curves 

displayed in Figure 5.1 appear to indicate that reactivity is dramatically improved after 

Cycle 1, but then remains consistent after Cycle 2. 

Assessing the impact of redox cycling to the rate of contaminant transformation 

qualitatively is limiting. However, the kinetic model can also provide quantitative 

analysis of the observed changes to reactivity seen after Cycle 1.  

5.3.2 Analysis of contaminant degradation kinetics 

The kinetic model takes into account the concentration of Fe(II) present in the system, 

and this can be used to quantitively assess the intrinsic reactivity of the system. The 

kinetic fit can yield the rate constant values for the contaminant transformation, as 

well as calculate the concentrations of both highly reactive and less reactive sites on 

the clay surface, implicit in the adherence to the two-site model. The two reactive sites 

will be referred to hereafter as site A (highly reactive), and site B (less reactive). 
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Figure 5.2: Figure A shows the logarithm of rate constants (k) for 3CNB degradation with 3.5 mM Fe(II)-reduced 
NAu-1 (red markers) and low (20 %) extent dithionite-reduced NAu-1 (grey markers, data from chapter 3) 
resulting from each of the 3 reduction-oxidation cycles. Squares mark highly reactive site log k values, and 
diamonds represent less reactive site log k values. Figure B shows the logarithms of the initial concentrations of 
highly reactive sites (A) in 3.5 mM Fe(II)-reduced NAu-1 (red) and dithionite-reduced NAu-1 to high (75 % - dark 
grey) and low (20 % light grey) extent. Error bars are defined by 1 standard deviation. 

Figure 5.2 shows the calculated kinetic parameters for Fe(II)-reduced NAu-1 over 3 

reduction-oxidation cycles. In Figure 5.2 (A) the changes in the log of the kinetic rate 

constant (k) are visible. The kinetic rate constant in this instance is described as the 

intrinsic reactivity of a defined electron donor species. For Cycle 1 it is evident that the 

rate constant values for site A (highly reactive) are two orders of magnitude greater 

than those of site B (less reactive). Rate constant values for both reactive sites 

significantly increase over an order of magnitude on Cycle 2, with the log k value for 

site A rising from 3.8 to 4.9, and the log k value for site B rising from 1.8 to 3.1. This 

increase in reactivity reflects the modelled fittings where there was a clear increase in 

the rate of reaction between Cycle 1 and 2. The rate constant values of Cycle 3 

decrease slightly in comparison to Cycle 2, however the change is not significantly 

different after accounting for error (based on 1 standard deviation). This result also 

aligns with the modelled fitting where Cycle 2 and 3 are largely similar. The difference 

between the rate constant values for site A versus site B remains similar across all 

three cycles (a difference of roughly 2 orders of magnitude), which suggests cycling 

does not impact one reactive site to a greater extent than the other. 

Figure 5.2 also features kinetic parameters calculated for 20 % dithionite-reduced NAu-

1 (taken from Figure 3.2) for comparison. The site A rate constant for both Fe(II)-
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reduced and dithionite-reduced NAu-1 are almost identical, with a log k of 3.8 and 3.4 

respectively. However, the rate constant value of site B for the Fe(II)-reduced sample is 

1.5 orders of magnitude greater than the value for the dithionite-reduced sample. This 

result aligns well with previous research. Rothwell (2018) investigated the effect of one 

reduction with Fe(II) on the reactivity of NAu-1 towards the transformation of 2-

acetylnitrobenzene. The study compared the results with NAu-1 reduced with 

dithionite to equivalent reduction extents and observed that the rate constant values 

for the highly reactive sites did not differ significantly, whereas the less reactive sites 

were significantly increased. The different choice of probe compounds (2-

acetylnitrobenzene vs 3-chloronitrobenzene) in each study means the log k values 

determined are not directly comparable, because different nitroaromatic 

contaminants have different one-electron reduction potentials (Eh
1’) values and 

therefore will react with the minerals at different rates (Klausen et al. 1995). However, 

it is reasonable to expect similar trends of transformation. The log k values measured 

by Rothwell were lower than those achieved in this study despite equal conditions (pH, 

mineral loading, and concentrations of contaminant and Fe). This result might be due 

to 3-chloronitrobenzene having a more positive Eh
1’. This could mean that it possesses 

a greater tendency to be reduced than 2-acetylnitrobenzene. Indeed, Klausen et al. 

(1995) also measured increased rate constant values for 3-chloronitrobenzene 

reduction by Fe-minerals, compared to 2-acetylnitrobenzene.  

While the specific rate constant values may differ between the two studies, the 

findings and conclusions proposed by Rothwell are consistent with the data of this 

experiment. The increased log k values in the less reactive site B were determined by 

Rothwell as evidence for the formation of new reactive Fe(II) sites in the system. The 

differing reaction kinetics between dithionite-reduced and Fe(II)-reduced nontronite 

(at equal structural Fe(II):FeTot) is likely to be due to the differing total Fe(II) content 

within the system. While it has been shown that aqueous Fe(II) alone cannot reduce 

nitroaromatics (e.g. Klausen et al. 1995), the Rothwell study proposed a number of 

possible explanations to the effects of Fe(II) reduction on the kinetics. Firstly, the 

increased Fe(II) may have allowed a recharging effect of the NAu-1 structural Fe, 

providing improved reactivity for site B. Secondly, the study noted a significant fraction 

of aqueous Fe(II) was removed from solution and became solid-associated. This effect 
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was also observed in this study (see table 5.1), where in Cycle 1 85% of aqueous Fe(II) 

was removed from solution after contact with NAu-1. It is possible that the solid-

associated Fe formed additional reactive Fe sites in secondary solid phases.  

Table 5.1: Concentration values for the added Fe stock solution before and after reaction with NAu-1, describing 
the volume of Fe removed from solution to become solid associated, and as a percentage of the initial aqueous 
Fe(II) added. Table also displays the as the Fe(II)/FeTot ratio of the reactor at the moment before kinetic 

experiments commence. 

 

The study by Rothwell however only measured the first cycle, and did not measure the 

effects of subsequent re-oxidation and re-reduction of the mineral with Fe(II). Our 

modelled fitting data shows that the second cycle of reduction has a severe impact on 

the rate of reaction, an effect previously unseen by prior research. As with the 

modelled fit (Figure 5.1), reduction Cycle 2 shows notably increased reactivity with 

significant rise in K values when compared with Cycle 1 and with dithionite-reduced 

values. Both reactive sites increased by over an order of magnitude, with the log k 

values for the highly reactive sites changing from 3.83 to 4.94, while the less reactive 

sites increased from 1.76 to 3.12. The cause of this increase on the second cycle must 

be investigated. 

In the second reduction, samples were reduced with the same concentration of Fe(II) 

(3.5 mM) and Table 5.1 shows that a greater percentage (94%) of aqueous Fe(II) 

concentration was removed from solution into the solid phase than Cycle 1 (85%). 

However, in Cycle 2 the concentration of reduction equivalents in the system (i.e. 

concentration of Fe(II)) cannot explain the observed effects on kinetics for the 

following reasons. After the clay mineral reduction with aqueous Fe, Cycle 2 and Cycle 

3 reactors were diluted to ensure an equal concentration of total Fe to the Cycle 1 

reaction, before contaminant transformation occurred. Table 5.1 shows the Fe(II)/FeTot 

ratio within the reactor for each cycle, and shows that the ratio remains relatively 

unchanged albeit with a minor decreasing trend due to the increased Fe(III) from the 

reoxidation. This means that Cycle 2 achieved over an order of magnitude greater 
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reactivity towards the probe compound than Cycle 1 despite an equal concentration of 

total Fe, and an equal or smaller Fe(II):Fe(III) ratio in the system.  

For Cycle 3, rate constant values are similar to those of Cycle 2 but both reactive sites 

show a minor decrease. The decrease in rate constants is within error and therefore is 

not considered significant. This result is comparable to the modelled fittings of Figure 

5.1, where there were very similar results between cycles 2 and 3, with a slight 

decrease in speed of reaction on the latter. This result indicates that the most 

significant effect on the reactivity of the system occurs after the first cycle has been 

oxidized. Additionally, after Cycle 2 has been re-oxidized, any further redox cycling 

causes negligible impact on the system reactivity. 

The kinetic model can also be used to calculate the initial concentration of highly 

reactive sites (CA0 hereafter) present in the clay mineral. Interestingly, the results 

(Figure 5.2B) suggest that reduction-oxidation cycling causes no measured changes to 

the initial concentration of initial highly reactive sites over 3 cycles. In addition, the 

concentration values calculated for Fe(II)-reduced nontronite are equivalent to the 

values resulting from the analysis of the kinetics of 3CNB degradation by dithionite-

reduced NAu-1. The Rothwell study (2018) also found Fe(II)-reduced NAu-1 produced 

highly comparable CA0 values to dithionite-reduced experiments.  

Rothwell (2018) also investigated the nature of the intrinsic reactive sites described by 

the fitting in NAu-1 reduced with aqueous Fe(II). The study concluded that when 

reduction extent of the mineral is below 30%, the highly reactive sites (i.e. site A) are 

most likely to be a dioctahedral Fe(II) atom bound to an Fe(III). At greater reduction 

extents, increased Fe(II)-Fe(II) interaction led to a trioctahedral configuration, however 

the study did not achieve such reduction extents when using Fe(II) as the reducing 

agent. The study also found that the highly reactive sites showed similarities, and were 

highly comparable in nature for both dithionite and Fe(II)-reduced NAu-1.  The less 

reactive sites (i.e. site B) did not show the same similarities between the two reduction 

pathways and were very different in nature. The study suggested that the less reactive 

Fe sites were comprised of different species for both dithionite and Fe(II)-reduced 

NAu-1, and that in the latter case the sites were new Fe(II) species associated with 

phases formed by the electron transfer reaction between aqueous and structural Fe. 
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The observed rise in rate constant values for Cycle 2, but negligible difference in initial 

concentration of highly reactive sites suggests that reactivity is increased despite no 

change in relative abundance of highly reactive sites. One explanation for this effect is 

that cycling with Fe(II) causes impacts to the clay mineral structure that make 

octahedral Fe substantially more reactive than when reduced with dithionite. 

However, there are many arguments as to why this is unlikely. Firstly, if this were the 

case it would be expected that these alterations would be observed in Cycle 1, or that 

one might see an additive effect with each subsequent cycle. We would expect to see 

the changes begin on the first reduction cycle, with similar or cumulative effects on the 

second. When exactly repeating the same reduction process there is no logical reason 

why this would cause significant changes on the second cycle but not the first. 

Similarly, if the changes to reactivity measured are intrinsic to the clay mineral it does 

not follow that Cycle 1 and Cycle 2 would each cause different effects. Rothwell (2018) 

has shown that reduction with either Fe(II) or dithionite produces the same species of 

highly reactive sites on the first reduction cycle. As the electron transfer mechanism 

produces the same reactive sites for Cycle 1, it does not follow that a different 

mechanism would occur on the second cycle under the same conditions.  

Secondly, previous research has shown that reducing Fe-bearing clay minerals to a low 

% of structural Fe(II)/ FeTot (reduction extent) tends to produce results that are largely 

indistinguishable, regardless of reduction pathway (Ribeiro et al. 2009). In addition, 

previous studies have shown that electron transfer from Fe(II)aq to Fe-rich clay 

minerals only tends to achieve low reduction extents (e.g. Schaefer et al. 2011, 

Neumann et al. 2013, Rothwell 2018, Entwistle 2021). The experiments of the previous 

chapters similarly demonstrated that at low reduction extents there was little 

difference between the kinetic effects of reduction via dithionite versus electron 

shuttles such as AQDS (i.e. Section 4.3.4). There is therefore little evidence to suggest 

that changing the source of the electron donated should impact the kinetics to the 

extent observed with Fe(II).  

Another explanation for the rise in reactivity after Cycle 2 is that rather than an 

increase in the intrinsic activity of the reactive sites, the results instead reflect the 

formation of new reactive species. The kinetic model was designed to describe the 
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kinetics of the reactive Fe within the system, and initially it was assumed that this 

reactive Fe was within the clay mineral. The model takes into account the total 

concentration of Fe(II) and allocates this reactive Fe into two pools, one with high rate 

constant values and one with a low rate constant value. While it was designed for 

discriminating the presence of variability in clay mineral structural Fe, the model itself 

cannot determine exactly what Fe species the two pools represent. It is clear that the 

model works well to describe this system, which has been demonstrated to possess 

increased solid-associated Fe(II). It is therefore possible that the model is describing 

new reactive sites external to the clay mineral.  

There are multiple points of evidence that could suggest the formation of new reactive 

Fe species. Firstly, previous research (Rothwell 2018) concluded that the increased 

reactivity of the less reactive sites observed in Fe(II)-reduced NAu-1 was caused by 

formation of additional reactive sites. It was determined that these additional reactive 

sites were formed by the electron transfer reaction between the aqueous Fe ion and 

the structural Fe on the initial reduction, but the exact nature of the sites was largely 

undefined.  

Secondly, it has been well documented that the oxidation of aqueous Fe by solid 

minerals can lead to the formation of secondary minerals such as magnetite, surface-

sorbed / complexed Fe(II), or green rust species (e.g. Misawa et al. 1974, Genin et al. 

2005, Tsarev et al. 2016, Jones et al. 2017). It is possible that the secondary minerals 

are also reactive towards nitroaromatics (e.g. Klausen et al. 1995, Hostetter et al. 

2006) which might explain the newly formed reactive sites described by Rothwell 

(2018). Concomitant to this, the complete reoxidation of the system after Cycle 1 

means that Cycle 2 reactors contained a new previously absent pool of solid Fe formed 

by the oxidation of the added Fe from Cycle 1. Previous studies have shown that the 

reaction of aqueous Fe(II) with Fe-oxides and -oxyhydroxides can promote 

transformation to reactive mixed valent species (e.g. Tamaura et al. 1984, Pedersen et 

al. 2005, Colón et al. 2006, Gorski et al. 2009). The interaction between the residual 

oxidized Fe from Cycle 1, and the new aqueous Fe of Cycle 2 may lead to the further 

transformation and formation of new highly reactive Fe sites absent in Cycle 1.  
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Considering the changes in reactivity are possibly due to the formation of secondary Fe 

species, a further spectroscopic analysis was conducted to characterize the solid-

associated Fe present within the system.  

5.3.3 Characterisation of Fe species, and impacts of Fe(II) redox 
cycling on mineralogy 

To understand the cause of the observed increase in reactivity towards nitroaromatic 

contaminants, the study analysed the effects of reduction oxidation cycling on the Fe 

speciation of the system. The experiment involved a combination of wet-chemical 

analyses, isotope-specific 57Fe-Mössbauer spectroscopy and XRD analysis to identify 

and monitor different solid-associated pools of Fe in our system, specifically: (1) Fe 

bound in the structure of clay minerals and; (2) solid-associated Fe that resulted from 

the removal from solution / precipitation of aqueous Fe(II) in the presence of added 

solids (Cycle 1: NAu-1/ cycles 2+3: NAu-1 plus Fe oxidation product). 

5.3.3.1 Characterisation of clay-associated Fe species and mineralogy with 
Mössbauer spectroscopy 

Mössbauer spectroscopy allows ultra-high-resolution analysis of the binding 

environment of Fe atoms, allowing a deeper insight into how solid-bound Fe is 

organised within the system.  

A combination of Mössbauer-visible and Mössbauer-invisible Fe isotopes were used to 

allow targeted measurement of each specific pool of Fe (i.e. clay mineral structural Fe, 

and added Fe(II) ). Solutions enriched with 56Fe are Mössbauer-invisible, meaning using 

this isotope as the reductant allows us to study the impacts of Fe(II) reduction on the 

clay mineral structural Fe alone. Alternatively, 57Fe isotope is highly Mössbauer-visible. 

Clay minerals naturally have a very low abundance of 57Fe, which means using 

solutions enriched with 57Fe as the reducing agent can produce a Mössbauer reading 

for the aqueous phase orders of magnitude greater than the clay mineral structural Fe 

content. This produces a spectrum where the reading of the enriched 57Fe(II) reductant 

masks the absorption of the structural Fe, making the reading of the structural Fe 

essentially invisible. Isotope-specific Mössbauer allows the precision observation of 

specific pools of Fe within the system, allowing us to examine how both the clay 

mineral and the added Fe(II) are altered by the reaction.   
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To simplify the description of the analysis conducted, a visual symbol system was 

produced to help label each spectrum. Figure 5.3 describes the labelling process that 

has been applied to our Mössbauer analysis.  

 

Figure 5.3: diagram describing the process of redox cycling with Fe(II) (left), where the hexagon represents the 
clay mineral structural Fe, and the cluster shapes represent the added Fe(II) reductant. Blue symbolises that the 
Fe pool is in a reduced state (i.e. contains Fe2+) and Mössbauer visible, orange indicates an oxidised state and 
Mössbauer visible, grey indicates the Fe pool is Mössbauer invisible. (right) demonstrates which Fe pools are 
visible / invisible per experiment.  

To begin, 56Fe (i.e. Mössbauer-invisible) was used as reductant in order to examine the 

effects of redox cycling on the clay mineral structural Fe. This experiment was 

conducted to provide an insight into whether interaction of NAu-1 with Fe(II)aq causes 

any alterations to the clay mineral structure that might be responsible for the 

observed kinetics. Preliminary Mössbauer measurements were conducted at 77 K 

temperature, allowing a quantitative assessment of sample oxidation state. As the 

most significant kinetic alterations occurred between Cycle 1 and Cycle 2, the 

Mössbauer analysis focused primarily on only 2 cycles of reduction and oxidation.  
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Figure 5.4: Mössbauer data measured at 77 K temperature showing effect of Fe(II) reduction on clay mineral 
‘structural Fe’ over 2 cycles of reduction-oxidation. A) Native Spectra, B) 56Fe-reduced NAu-1, C) 56Fe-reduced-
reoxidised NAu-1 at 77 K, D) 56Fe-reduced-reoxidised-reduced NAu-1, E) 56Fe-reduced-reoxidised-reduced-
reoxidised NAu-1. Fit using Voigt-based fitting technique. 

Figure 5.4 shows the Mössbauer spectra of NAu-1 reduced by aqueous 56Fe(II) 77 K. A 

complete set of Mössbauer parameters can be found in Table 5.2. Figure 5.4 A shows 

the spectrum for native, untreated NAu-1 produces a single doublet (shown in yellow) 

with a center shift (CS) parameter of 0.48 mm/s, and quadrupole splitting (QS) value of 
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0.44 mm/s. These are expected parameters for untreated NAu-1 typical for many 

nontronite samples, as have been previously documented (e.g. Neumann et al. 2013, 

Murad and Cashion 2003). A single peak with a low CS and QS suggests that the native 

mineral contains no Fe(II).  A single species also suggests that there are no admixtures 

or mineral contaminants such as Fe-oxides present. In comparison, Figures B and D 

represent the spectra for the samples after the addition of 56Fe(II)aq.  Both show the 

presence of a doublet (shown in light blue) with high CS and a high QS values (~ 1.23 

mm/s and 2.85 mm/s respectively) indicative of structural Fe(II). The presence of the 

doublet in these figures confirms that Fe(II) is now present, and since the added Fe(II)aq 

is 56Fe and Mössbauer-invisible, the source of this doublet must be clay mineral Fe that 

has become reduced within the clay structure due to electron transfer from the 

aqueous Fe(II). The parameters of the Fe(II) doublet agree with those measured in 

previous studies investigating electron transfer between Fe(II)aq and clay mineral Fe 

(i.e. Neumann et al. 2013).  

Table 5.2: Table describing the fitting parameters used for the 56Fe(II)-reduced NAu-1 77 K, over 2 cycles of 
reduction and oxidation. Table also includes the parameters used to fit the native, unaltered NAu-1 sample.  

 

In the first cycle, the doublet occupied a relative spectral area of 7 %, indicating a clay 

mineral Fe reduction extent (Fe(II)/FeTot) of 7 %. The achieved reduction extent agrees 

well with previous research where reduction of NAu-1 with aqueous Fe at pH 7.5 

typically achieved a Fe(II)/FeTot between 5-10% (Neumann et al. 2013). Previous work 

by Rothwell achieved a marginally higher reduction extent of 8 % Fe(II)/FeTot at the 

same concentration of aqueous Fe(II). The difference between these two values is 
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negligible and within error, which is 3-5% of spectral area in Mössbauer spectroscopy. 

Interestingly, the Fe(II) doublet area in spectrum D indicates a Fe reduction extent of 

16%, suggesting that twice as much structural Fe in the clay mineral was susceptible to 

reduction after reoxidation (i.e.. in Cycle 2). Although the increase in electron transfer 

in the second cycle results in higher clay mineral Fe(II) concentration, we suggest that 

this cannot explain the measured differences in reactivity, as observed as reduction 

kinetics of the probe compound (Figure 5.2). Comparison with the dithionite-reduced 

data (see Figure 5.2) shows that the second cycle Fe(II)-reduced kinetics achieved 1.5 

orders of magnitude greater than dithionite-reduced samples even with a lower 

reduction extent. For this reason, the kinetic changes observed in Cycle 2 cannot 

simply be explained by increased structural Fe(II) content, and instead must imply 

there has been a qualitative change to the intrinsic reactivity of the system.  

Both spectra of reoxidised NAu-1 (Figure 5.4 C and E) revert to a form similar to the 

native, showing a large central Fe(II) doublet with largely equivalent parameters. The 

Fe(II) doublets of spectra B and D are no longer present in the spectra after reoxidation 

which suggests that all the structural Fe(II) has been re-oxidised by hydrogen peroxide. 

Previous research into reduction-oxidation cycling via dithionite and microbes to low 

reduction extents has found similar effects, with re-oxidation of the mineral reverting 

the Mössbauer spectrum to resemble the native (Ribeiro et al. 2009, Stucki 2011). 

Various studies have shown that the effects of reduction on nontronite are largely 

reversible, and the degree of reversibility decreases with increasing reduction extent 

(Lee et al. 2006). In both Cycle 1 and Cycle 2, the extent of reduction is relatively low 

meaning that any effects on structure due to are reduction would be largely reversible 

after re-oxidation. Research has not yet investigated the structural impacts of 

reoxidation after reduction with Fe(II).  

The 77 K Mössbauer data indicates that there is electron transfer from the aqueous Fe 

to the Fe originating in the clay mineral. It appears that the fraction of reducible Fe 

originating in the clay mineral is increased on the second cycle. Although there is a 

greater degree of electron transfer in the second cycle, the increase in Fe(II) is 

relatively small and cannot alone explain the measured effects on reactivity. The 

questions that need to be addressed are: how is reactive Fe(II) allocated within the  
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Figure 5.5: Mössbauer spectra collected at 4 K of clay mineral structural Fe over 2 cycles of reduction using 
Mössbauer-invisible aqueous 56Fe(II) (3.5 mM) and oxidation with hydrogen peroxide. Figure includes: a Native 
sample spectra (A), a Reduced sample (B), a Reduced, re-oxidized sample (C), a Reduced, re-oxidized, re-reduced 
sample (D), and a Reduced, re-oxidised, re-reduced, reoxidized sample (E). Spectra fitted using variable line-width 
(full static Hamiltonian) fitting technique 
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system and; how does redox cycling impact the speciation of reactive species? A 

further analysis was conducted on the samples at 4 K temperature to further probe the 

nature of the clay mineral Fe. 

To better understand the binding environments of the clay mineral Fe, Mössbauer 

analysis of the system at 4 K temperature was conducted, and the spectra are shown 

in Figure 5.5. Lowering the temperature of measurement from 77 K to 4 K produces a 

different spectrum, and magnetic interactions between structural Fe atoms begin to 

occur. The magnetic interactions provide insight into the speciation of Fe within the 

clay mineral, allowing a more detailed observation of the atomic conditions of 

structural Fe, and the nature of Fe binding environments. 

To allow effective comparison, a spectrum of the unaltered sample was taken (Figure 

5.5 A) at 4 K temperature. Like the spectrum taken at 77 K temperature (Figure 5.4 A) 

it primarily shows only one large doublet. The doublet was fitted with a CS value of 

0.50 mm/s and a QS of 0.43 mm/s. NAu-1 absorption spectra typically only shows the 

presence of Fe(III) doublets (e.g. Murad and Cashion 2004) with low quadrupole 

splitting values (0.4-0.5 mm/s). The spectrum also features a sextet species with a CS 

value of 0.48 mm/s, and a hyperfine field of 50 T comprising 5.4 %. This sextet was also 

seen in the previous chapter (e.g. see Section 4.3.3) and is likely an Fe-oxide 

contaminant that was not removed during purification.  

There are a number of visible differences between the native NAu-1 spectrum (Fig. 5.5 

A), and the spectrum of 56Fe(II)aq reacted with NAu-1 (Fig. 5.5 B), suggesting that 

reaction with aqueous Fe(II) has affected the structural Fe binding environment. As 

with the data measured at 77 K temperature (Figure 5.4), the spectrum of NAu-1 

reacted with Fe(II)aq features an additional doublet (blue) with a high CS and QS 

parameters (1.2 mm/s and 3 mm/s respectively), indicative of Fe(II). The presence of 

Fe(II) in spectrum B is further confirmation that electron transfer has occurred from 

the aqueous phase. The blue doublet has an area of 5.7 %, similar but slightly less than 

the Fe (II) doublet area from the spectrum collected at 77 K. This would suggest that 

the majority of the clay mineral Fe(II) in the system is present as this Fe(II) doublet 

species.  
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In spectrum B, the base of the spectrum is even broader and has been fitted with a 

large collapsed feature (shown in purple) with a relative spectral area around 30 %. 

This collapsed feature has a centre shift (CS) of 0.56 mm/s, which would be typically 

considered too low to be Fe(II) (Murad and Cashion 2004). This feature has slightly 

higher CS value than other Fe(III) species measured, however the value still fits within 

the expected range for Fe(III). It is possible that this is the culmination of multiple 

species that when overlain are not highlighted individually by the fitting. The increased 

presence of this species in the reduced state (relative to the native and oxidised state) 

implies that this may be related to or contain some fraction of Fe(II). By these 

observations it is reasonable to suggest that this species represents structural Fe(III) 

that has been influenced by the presence of nearby Fe(II).  

There remains a small sextet displayed (shown in red), comprising 6% of the spectral 

area. The sextet parameters obtained were CS of 0.48 mm/s (indicating ferric iron), 

and a hyperfine field value of 50 T. This implies that the reduction has had little effect 

on the Fe-oxide contaminant species. 

Upon re-oxidation, the Mössbauer absorption spectrum (Figure 5.5 C) largely 

resembles that of the native mineral. The central Fe(III) doublet remains and has 

essentially equivalent parameters to the native spectrum (CS = 0.49 mm/s, QS = 0.44 

mm/s). The base of the doublet is however notably wider than in the native spectrum, 

and has been fitted with an additional poorly resolved feature (brown). The sextet has 

the same CS and hyperfine field values as those seen in the reduced spectrum and 

occupies the same relative percentage area. The re-oxidised spectrum suggests that 

some changes have occurred due to the first Fe(II)-reduction (notably the poorly 

resolved feature), however the changes appear to be negligible and the spectrum 

looks largely very similar to the native state. The low reduction extent achieved after 

the reaction with Fe(II)aq means that this result is largely expected as studies have 

shown that low reduction extent tends to produce largely reversible impacts on the 

clay mineral structure (e.g. Gorski et al. 2012). The Fe(II)-reduced, reoxidised spectrum 

looks similar to the reoxidised spectra produced after reduction by both AQDS and 

dithionite (see Section 3.3.3, and Section 4.3.3).  
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In the second reduction cycle with Fe(II)aq (Figure 5.5 D), the structural impacts of 

reduction appear far more pronounced. Results show a growth in relative area of all Fe 

species (relative to the central Fe(III) doublet) during the re-reduced phase. The 

spectrum shows the re-appearance of the blue doublet, purple collapsed feature and 

sextet species except each represents a larger relative % area. The spectrum has also 

been fitted with an additional poorly resolved feature (brown) with an H value of 

around 8 T. The low CS value (0.48 mm/s) suggests this species is largely Fe(III). This 

species could represent Fe material in the onset of magnetic ordering. The Fe(II) 

doublet maintains a relative area of 6 %, which is equivalent to the first cycle but lower 

than what was observed in the 77 K spectrum which showed 16 % Fe(II). This indicates 

that the doublet is only a fraction of the total Fe(II) in the 2nd cycle. The peak of the 

sextet area (shown in red) has equivalent parameters to the sextet of the re-oxidized 

Cycle 1 (e.g. CS = 0.5 mm/s, QS = 0.1 mm/s and hyperfine field = 50 T). The spectrum 

has also been fitted with other sextet species, including one with a H value of 45.5 

mm/s. The total % area of Fe that is organized as a sextet has increased from ~6 to ~21 

%. The increasing area of sextets with each reduction suggests that structural Fe is 

being rearranged to form new species with high Fe-Fe interactions allowing the 

material to magnetically order.  

The second cycle spectrum of the Fe(II)-reacted NAu-1 again presents a wide collapsed 

feature (purple) with a relative area of 40 % of the total Fe. Interestingly, the collapsed 

species now has a higher CS value (0.87 mm/s) than that of the 1st cycle. The high CS 

value indicates this species is more associated with Fe(II) than previously in Cycle 1. As 

the Fe(II) doublet (blue) consists of less % area than the doublet of the 77 K spectrum, 

some Fe(II) is unaccounted for and the collapsed feature is the most likely Fe species to 

contain these additional electrons based on the high CS value. The collapsed feature 

has very similar parameters to the purple collapsed feature observed previously in 

dithionite-reduced NAu-1 (see Section 3.3.3). In the previous experiments the 

collapsed feature was described as a mixed-valent species, and it was also seen to 

increase with multiple cycles as appears to be the case in this experiment. The 

collapsed feature occupies 40 % of the spectrum, and mathematically must contain the 

remaining 10 % of the Fe(II) (implicit in the 77 K spectrum). This means that although 

containing Fe(II) the species will be largely Fe(III), and therefore like the collapsed 
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feature from Cycle 1, likely highlights that structural Fe(II) is impacting neighbouring 

Fe(III). Another possible explanation is that the collapsed feature is the culmination of 

multiple Fe species, formed from material that has been dissolved from the clay 

mineral and mixed external secondary minerals. If clay mineral Fe has been dissolved 

and redistributed into secondary minerals, this might lead to a mixed-valent 

Mössbauer reading with poor resolution. This dissolution and redistribution might also 

explain why the reducible Fe is increased on the second cycle, as structural Fe has 

been redistributed to secondary minerals which are more accessible to reduction. 

Previous research has investigated the extent of atom exchange between aqueous 

Fe(II) and NAu-1 at pH 7.5 (Neumann et al. 2015) and noted that less than 5 % was 

exchanged within the first 24 hours. If the sextet species alone are evidence for 

preferential Fe dissolution and re-precipitation, the potential extent of atom exchange 

could be much greater than 5 %.  However, this previous study only examined the 

initial reaction of NAu-1 with Fe(II)aq (i.e. Cycle 1), and did not account for a system 

where other Fe-minerals were present as may well be the case in this sample. Overall, 

the second reduction of NAu-1 with Fe(II)aq appears to produce more exaggerated 

effects on the structure of the clay mineral than the first reduction, and it is possible 

this might relate to the increased kinetics.  

The Cycle 2 reoxidized spectrum (Figure 5.5 E) looks highly similar to the Cycle 1 

spectrum (Figure 5.5 C), and all Fe(II) species such as the blue doublet have 

disappeared which indicates that all Fe(II) has been successfully oxidized. The central 

Fe(III) doublet is fit with similar parameters to those of both the native and the Cycle 1 

re-oxidized spectra, but there is a significant increase in relative area for the 

magnetically ordered sextet species. The sextet component present after reaction of 

NAu-1 with aqueous 56Fe(II) was preserved into oxidation (21% total spectral area), 

and the additional distinct sextet is confirmed in the spectrum (orange). The red sextet 

(50 T) has an area of 10% (almost double the area of the sextet in Cycle 1), and the 

additional sextet (orange) composes an area of 11 %. The orange sextet has been fitted 

with hyperfine parameters typically indicative of lepidocrocite (specifically, H of 46 T). 

This is significant as any species visible to Mössbauer must be produced with Fe 

originally within the clay mineral. This result is strong evidence to suggest that 
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structural Fe has been dissolved out of the clay mineral, and has been incorporated 

into the external secondary Fe-oxide minerals.  

Both the wide collapsed feature, and the narrow poorly resolved species have 

disappeared, which suggests that these alterations were largely reversible. The 

disappearance of the large collapsed feature of the reduced state (purple) upon 

reoxidation strengthens the hypothesis that this feature is an effect of reduction the 

clay mineral octahedra, rather than the formation of a separate mineral phase.  

 

Figure 5.6: Relative areas of Fe components resulting from Full-static Hamiltonian fits of Mössbauer spectra of 

samples across cycles 1 and 2, . Mössbauer spectra were collected at 4 K. 

Figure 5.6 shows how the relative proportions of each Fe binding environment change 

over the two cycles of reduction with Fe(II)aq and reoxidation. The figure demonstrates 

the gradual transformation of the native spectrum from a single (orange) doublet to a 

mixture of speciations, over the 2 cycles. 

The combined evidence from Mössbauer analysis of the clay mineral Fe indicates that 

reduction-oxidation cycling with aqueous Fe(II) does cause some irreversible 

alterations to the clay mineral structure. Firstly, the increasing extent of reduced Fe 

suggests that changes to the structure create more Fe that is accessible to receive 

electrons from the added Fe(II)aq. In addition, the increased area of the Fe(III) sextets 

indicates that a portion of the structural Fe is re-organized into structures with greater 

magnetic ordering, and similar binding environments to the external Fe-oxides 

produced by oxidation. This is strong evidence to indicate that octahedral Fe is 

dissolved out and reincorporated into the secondary intermediate minerals. The 
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greater relative % of the purple collapsed feature between Cycle 1 and Cycle 2 

suggests that reduction is causing rearrangements of the structural Fe within the 

octahedral sheet that accumulate with each cycle. Ultimately, the area of the original 

Fe(III) doublet decreases on each cycle to be replaced by other distinct components 

(such as the sextets) implying that Fe(II)-reduction cycling causes irreversible structural 

alterations, despite only achieving a low reduction extent.  

While the evidence implies that the clay mineral structure is impacted by reaction with 

the Fe(II)aq, the observed changes alone do not provide a clear explanation for the 

effects on kinetics. New Fe speciations that arise in the Fe(II)-reacted NAu-1 spectra 

(Figure 5.5 B and D) are either Fe(III) (e.g. the sextets) and therefore unreactive, or are 

species that have been previously observed in the dithionite-reduced NAu-1 

experiments such as the purple collapsed feature. The reduction extent does increase 

from Cycle 1 to Cycle 2, but the extent is still far smaller than that achieved with 

dithionite. Furthermore, many of the structural effects appeared reversible upon 

oxidation, whereas the kinetics suggest that a major and permanent change occurred 

on the second reduction (evidenced by the negligible difference in reactivity between 

Cycle 2 and 3). These observations further the hypothesis that clay mineral structural 

Fe alone cannot be primarily responsible for over an order of magnitude increase in 

reactivity measured on reduction Cycle 2 (Figure 5.2 A). If the clay mineral Fe does not 

provide a clear explanation, then the remaining added Fe(II) must play a significant 

role in the observed kinetics.  

5.3.3.2 X-ray Diffraction Spectroscopy Results 

It is possible that reduction-oxidation cycling with Fe(II) and H2O2 leads to the 

formation of secondary minerals within the system. Visual examination of the oxidised 

samples showed that the colour changed to a light orange colour (shown in Figure SI 

5.2), this colour is typical for Fe-oxyhydroxides such as lepidocrocite, which strongly 

suggests that secondary Fe-oxide minerals have formed. X-ray diffraction (XRD) can 

provide an accurate assessment of the various crystalline minerals present in a sample. 

Samples were taken from the bulk suspension for XRD analysis during the previous 

kinetics experiments (Sections 5.3.1, 5.3.2), providing solid mineral samples for 3 

successive reduction-oxidation cycles. 
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Figure 5.7: X-ray diffraction spectra of the Fe(II)-reduced, re-oxidized NAu-1 over 3 cycles: Cycle 1 = pink, Cycle 2 = 
red, Cycle 3 = brown. Also shown is the spectrum of the native NAu-1 sample for comparison (orange). Relevant 
peaks have been highlighted with “N” as the native NAu-1 peaks, “L” highlighting lepidocrocite, “G” highlighting 
goethite, and “NaCl” highlighting unintended NaCl crystal contaminations.  

A series of XRD scans were conducted on samples taken during the experiment to 

understand the bulk mineralogical changes of crystalline phases within the system, and 

to investigate whether redox cycling causes the formation of any secondary minerals. 

Initial scans focused on the re-oxidised samples from each stage of the cycle, as these 

could be examined outside the anaerobic chamber without any risk of accidental 

oxidation. Reduced samples required the use of an anaerobic dome holder to prevent 

oxidation, yet the geometry of this holder produced a large background between 12 

and 35° 2𝜃 that impaired phase identification (see Figure SI 5.4). Figure 5.7 shows the 

XRD spectrum for the native, untreated NAu-1 as well as the re-oxidized samples from 

cycles 1, 2 and 3. The native spectrum (orange) presents several large peaks, which 

remain visible across the 3 cycles of reduction and oxidation, but diminish in intensity. 
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The loss of intensity in the peaks is uniform across all the NAu-1 peaks, which could 

suggest that there the NAu-1 crystals are becoming less crystalline with each 

reduction-oxidation cycle (McCusker et al. 1999). While the peaks decrease in relative 

intensity, the 2-theta value of each peak stays consistent suggesting that despite a 

trend towards becoming less crystalline, there are no significant changes in 

composition occurring. The native spectrum also contains an unintended 

contamination of NaCl crystals highlighted in the figure, which are absent in the other 

spectra due to removal by dissolution. When comparing the re-oxidized spectra with 

the native, it is clear several secondary peaks appear which were previously absent in 

the native spectrum. A diffraction pattern closely aligned with lepidocrocite was 

present in all 3 cycles, and small traces of what appeared to be goethite was also 

present (most noticeably in Cycle 3). This information is strong evidence to indicate 

that lepidocrocite is the primary oxidation product after addition of H2O2. The results 

also confirm that solid Fe-oxide minerals were present in the system during the 

reduction phase of Cycles 2 and 3. However, lepidocrocite is a typically expected 

product for the rapid oxidation of solid mixed-valent Fe minerals (such as green rusts), 

as well as aqueous Fe(II) (Misawa et al. 1974). Subsequently, the XRD data alone 

cannot provide an insight into the nature of the solid-associated Fe in the reduced 

phase, or any oxidation product of aqueous Fe(II) after reaction with the clay mineral. 

Mössbauer spectroscopy can provide more insight to the state of the Fe precipitates 

before oxidation. 

5.3.3.3 Formation of secondary minerals – effects of cycling on precipitates 

It is evident that the clay mineral structural Fe alone cannot be responsible for the 

significant increase in reaction kinetics observed for NAu-1 reduction-oxidation cycled 

with Fe(II)aq. The experiment has demonstrated that the system also contains another 

pool of solid-associated Fe(II) that could potentially be the source of the increased 

reactivity.  
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The results from the preliminary XRD scans highlight the mineralogy present after 

oxidation with H2O2, but do not provide insight into the nature of solid-associated Fe in 

the reduced phase. Understanding the oxidised mineral content alone also cannot 

explain the changes in reaction kinetics measured, particularly the significant increase 

in reactivity measured in reduction Cycle 2.  

Previous research (Entwistle 2021) noted that the reaction of Fe(II)aq with NAu-1 can 

lead to the formation of secondary reactive intermediate minerals which can play a 

crucial role in the transformation of organic contaminants. Although the study 

monitored the transformation of a different contaminant and at a higher pH, the 

research concluded that the reactors containing secondary Fe materials were more 

effective at contaminant transformation than reactors containing reduced NAu-1 

alone. The study conducted a further 57Fe isotope-specific Mössbauer analysis to 

interpret how the nature and speciation of the solid-associated Fe(II) added as a 

reductant is altered over multiple cycles of reduction and oxidation.  

To monitor the fate of the added aqueous Fe(II) and changes in its binding 

environment over the first two reduction-re-oxidation cycles, we collected Mössbauer 

spectra at 77 K of samples that were reacted with Mössbauer-visible 57Fe(II) as the 

reducing agent. Using aqueous Fe(II) enriched in the 57Fe isotope allows observation of 

the impact to the Fe(II)aq upon reaction with the clay mineral. The 57Fe isotope is 

Mössbauer-visible but comprises only 2.2 % of natural abundance. By enriching the 

reducing Fe(II)aq solution with 57Fe, it is possible to diminish the relative reading of the 

clay mineral Fe to less than 3 % of the total spectral absorption. This allows us to focus 

on the spectra produced by the reducing agent, and therefore understand how this 

pool of Fe is impacted during the reduction-oxidation cycling. It is also possible to 

understand how the added Fe(II)aq of one cycle is affected in another cycle. By 

repeating the experiment and precisely choosing either 57Fe or 56Fe as the reducing 

agent, it is possible to visualise the changes in speciation of the added Fe(II)aq for both 

the 1st or 2nd reduction and across multiple cycles.  
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Figure 5.8: Mössbauer fitting spectra of the 57Fe-reduced NAu-1 at 77 K temperature. Figure includes the first 
reduction cycle 57Fe-reduced (A) and re-oxidized (B), 57Fe-reduced-reoxidized-56Fe-reduced (C) and subsequent re-
oxidised (D), and also 56Fe-reduced-reoxidised- 57Fe-reduced (E), and subsequent reoxidised spectrum (F). All 
spectra fitted with voight-based fitting technique 
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Figure 5.8 shows the Mössbauer spectra for the added Fe(II)aq reductant after reaction 

with NAu-1 over 2 cycles of reduction and oxidation with H2O2. The fitting parameters 

are outlined in Table SI 5.2. Initial observation shows that the spectra differ 

significantly from the clay mineral spectra (see figure 5.5). As the samples were filtered 

and washed sufficiently to remove all traces of the supernatant before measurement, 

the presence of spectra dissimilar to NAu-1 confirms that a large fraction of the added 

Fe(II)aq has been removed from solution to become solid-associated. This is consistent 

with previous research that has shown that the reaction of Fe(II)aq with NAu-1 at pH 

7.5 leads to nearly complete removal of Fe(II) from solution (Neumann et al. 2013, 

Rothwell 2018). From the results collected in Section 5.3.3.2 results have determined 

that electron transfer occurs from the added Fe(II)aq to the clay mineral structural Fe. 

Electron transfer from the aqueous phase causes partial oxidation of the added Fe(II)aq, 

and so far results have confirmed the presence of the oxidised product. Figure 5.8 A 

shows the spectrum of 57Fe(II)aq with NAu-1, and shows 4 distinct doublet species. The 

orange doublet has a relative area of 14 % of the spectrum and was fitted with a CS 

value of 0.47 mm/s and a QS of 0.44 mm/s, which are consistent parameters typically 

expected for Fe(III) (Murad and Cashion 2003). The presence of the orange doublet is 

further evidence that oxidation of the added Fe(II)aq has occurred, and in it’s place is 

the product Fe(III). 

Figure 5.8 A also shows two doublets (light and dark blue) with high CS and QS values, 

typical for Fe(II) (Murad and Cashion 2003). It is expected that the remainder of 

spectral area would be Fe(II), as almost all Fe(II) was removed from solution but only a 

small fraction was oxidised by the clay mineral. The larger doublet (dark blue) 

comprises 61% of the spectral area and was fitted with two components and has a CS 

of 1.29 mm/s, and the average QS of the two components is 2.81 mm/s. The smaller 

doublet (light blue) has a CS of 1.40 mm/s and a QS of 3.40 mm/s. A study by Neumann 

et al. (2013) investigated the adsorption of Fe(II)aq to smectitic clay minerals over a 

range of pH values. The study highlighted the differing Mössbauer parameters of 

sorbed Fe(II) to different clay mineral sites. The parameters of the large dark blue 

doublet of Fig. 5.8 align very closely with the parameters of either edge-bound Fe(II) at 

pH 7.5, or is also similar to the Fe(II) doublet parameters of octahedral Fe(II) as 

observed in the dithionite-reduce NAu-1 (see section 3.3.3). The parameters of the 
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smaller light blue doublet align well the parameters of Fe(II) sorbed to the basal plane. 

The ratio of small doublet : large doublet is 1:6.  

The spectrum has also been fitted with a rounded single peak (purple) comprising 14.5 

% of the area, with a CS of 0.68 mm/s, and a QS of 0.3 mm/s. Parameters for this 

species are lower than the range typically expected for Fe(II), but similarly the CS value 

is higher than most other Fe(III) species observed thus far which might indicate it is an 

Fe(III) species affected by the neighbouring presence of Fe(II). This species was also 

observed in the results of Entwistle (2019) where it was also characterised as Fe(III). 

In total, the relative percentages of oxidation state indicates that approximately 29 % 

of the solid-associated Fe(II) was oxidised after reaction with the clay mineral which 

equates to 0.26 mM of Fe. In contrast, the clay mineral spectrum (see Figure 5.5 B) had 

a reduction extent of approximately 7 %, which would equate to 0.12 mM of Fe. This 

discrepancy in the results suggests there is a disconformity, and 0.1 mM of Fe 

(approximately 10-13 % of the reductant) has been oxidised, for which the electrons 

are unaccounted for. This discrepancy might be due to heterogeneities between 

samples, and accounting for the margin of error inherent with Mössbauer fittings. 

Nevertheless, the presence of Fe(III) in the sample is evidence that the aqueous phase 

has been oxidised by the clay mineral. Fe(III) is much less soluble than Fe(II) so most at 

pH 7.5 would be expected to have precipitated out of solution. Previous studies have 

reported that the interaction between aqueous Fe(II) and clay minerals can lead to the 

formation of secondary solid Fe species including ferrihydrite, and mixed valent Fe-

oxyhdroxides such as “green rusts” (e.g. Schaefer et al. 2011, Tsarev et al 2016, Jones 

et al. 2017). From this information it is reasonable to suggest that secondary Fe 

precipitate minerals are formed after the reaction of Fe(II)aq with NAu-1.   

Upon reoxidation (Figure 5.8 B), the spectrum changes to show 2 ferric doublets, with 

similar CS but differing QS values. Most notably, spectrum B still contains a ferrous 

Fe(II) doublet suggesting that a fraction of Fe(II) is not reoxidised, despite addition of 

hydrogen peroxide and prolonged exposure to the oxic atmosphere. The doublet fits 

the same parameters as the smaller light blue doublet of Fig 5.8 A, which suggests it 

might represent Fe(II) sorbed to the basal plane (Neumann et al. 2013). The source of 

this Fe(II) doublet is uncertain. One explanation might be that subjecting the solid-
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associated Fe(II) fraction to rapid oxidation via H2O2 produced a layer of Fe(III)-oxide 

minerals that isolated pockets of Fe(II), armouring or occluding fractions from 

oxidation. However, if this was the case one would expect to see a fraction of 

unoxidized Fe(II) in the second cycle too. Another explanation is that after reaction 

with the clay mineral, the oxidation of Fe(II)aq causes precipitation of Fe and the 

formation of secondary minerals where a fraction of Fe(II) is inaccessible to oxidation 

at the surface. The 77 K spectrum does not offer sufficient information to conclusively 

determine the nature of this doublet. 

While 77 K Mössbauer alone cannot accurately characterise mineral content, it is 

possible to compare these results with parameters that might be expected based on 

the contents of the reoxidised sample. XRD data suggested that the primary mineral 

component of in the reoxidised sample was lepidocrocite. Lepidocrocite is a typically 

expected Fe-oxide mineral that forms when Fe(II) is rapidly oxidised (Misawa et al. 

1974), as is the case here. The Mössbauer spectrum parameters of lepidocrocite at ≥ 

77 K can produce a broad distribution of values defining potential doublets, dependant 

on multiple factors such as crystallinity, water content and surface effects (Murad and 

Schwertmann 1984, De Grave et al. 1986). The Fe(III) doublets in Figure 5.8 (B) are 

fitted with parameters within the expected range for lepidocrocite. 

Figure 5.8 C and E represent the spectra from the reduced phase of Cycle 2. Figure 5.8 

C shows the spectrum of the 57Fe(II)aq added in Cycle 1, after being re-reduced with 

new (Mössbauer invisible) 56Fe(II) in Cycle 2. This allows us to view what happens to 

the oxidized precipitate (i.e. mostly lepidocrocite) once more Fe(II) has been added to 

the system, and further electron transfer into the clay mineral occurs. In contrast, 

Figure 5.8 E represents the reductant Fe(II) of Cycle 2, made visible with 57Fe(II) while 

the Fe(II) added in Cycle 1 is now invisible (56Fe). This allows us to view how in the 

second cycle the added Fe(II) is altered after interacting with the clay mineral and 

oxidized precipitates.  

Examination of Figure 5.8 C shows the presence of Fe(II) doublet species (blue), 

comprising approximately 40 % of the spectrum. When compared with the oxidised 

sample spectra for Cycle 1 (Fig 5.8 B), it is apparent that the Fe(II) doublets are 

significantly larger. This means that in Cycle 2 there has been significant electron 
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transfer from the added Fe(II)aq into the oxidized precipitate minerals leading to a 40 % 

reduction extent. The smaller, light blue doublet is has decreased in relative area 

compared to both the first NAu-1 reduction (i.e. Figure 5.8 A) as well as the previous 

spectra of the reoxidised sample (Fig 5.8 B). This would suggest that addition of new 

Fe(II)aq has affected this portion of Fe(II) even though oxidation via H2O2 could not. The 

ratio of small doublet to large doublet has decreased to 1 : 9. This is evidence to 

indicate a shift in the binding environment of Fe(II) between Cycle 1 and 2, as one 

Fe(II) species partially transitions to another after reaction with Fe(II)aq.  

The reduction of Fe-oxyhydroxides such as lepidocrocite can lead to the formation of 

mixed valent minerals. Ona-Nguema et al. (2002) used microbes to bioreduce 

lepidocrocite and documented the formation of green rust minerals with doublet 

species fitted with a CS of 1.27 mm/s and QS values of 2.89 mm/s and 2.51 mm/s. 

Green rust species are mixed valent layered double hydroxide species, and have can 

also be produced by the oxidation of ferrous solutions (Misawa et al. 1974). Multiple 

quadrupole-split doublets are also typical to the Mössbauer effect produced by green 

rusts (Trolard et al. 1996, Genin et al. 2005).  

The remaining species are Fe(III) and encompass 60% of the spectrum. They include 

the typical doublet (orange) with a CS of 0.48 mm/s (present in both Fig 5.8 A and B), 

and the secondary doublet (purple). The second Fe(III) species (purple) comprises an 

almost exactly equivalent relative area to that of Cycle 1 (Fig 5.8 A) at 14.6%, and also 

shows an increased centre shift value to 0.75 mm/s. As it has been hypothesised that 

this species represents Fe(III) affected by neighbouring Fe(II), an increase in CS towards 

values more associated with Fe(II) is of interest. With a decreasing relative fraction of 

Fe(II) (40 % Fe(II) compared to 70 % in Cycle 1), it could be expected that one would 

also observe a decreasing effect of the Fe(II) on the remaining Fe(III). One explanation 

for this observation might be connected to the change in ratio between the two 

different Fe(II) species. The relative decrease of the smaller Fe(II) doublet, (and 

subsequent relative increase in the large Fe(II) doublet) could highlight that Fe(II) is 

preferentially reorganised to one type of binding environment. This could perhaps 

suggest that the system is trending towards a pool of Fe(II) that is more distinctly 

separate from the remaining Fe(III), rather than a more homogenous and disorderly 
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mixture of Fe atoms. This might mean that the effects of this distinct Fe(II) fraction are 

increased on the neighbouring Fe(III), despite there being fewer interactions between 

atoms of each oxidation state.  

Figure 5.8 E highlights the effects on the 2nd Fe(II)aq added to the system after reacting 

with both the clay mineral and the oxidized Fe precipitate minerals. Both Cycle 2 

spectra measured before total oxidation (Figure 5.8 C and E) appear almost identical to 

each other, and parameters show almost no variation between each sample. In 

addition, the reduction extent of both the pre-existing Fe-oxide precipitates from Cycle 

1, and the solid-associated Fe(II) of Cycle 2 are approximately equal. The precipitate 

from Cycle 1 (Fig. 5.8 C) has roughly 40 % reduction extent, and the newly added Fe(II) 

(Fig. 5.8 E) has approximately 47 % reduction extent. It was calculated that a total of 

0.35 mM of electrons are present in the solid phase (sum of both clay mineral and 

oxidised precipitates) based on the reduction extent (see Figures 5.4 D, and 5.8 C). The 

second reductant Fe(II) is 53% oxidized, which is calculated to be 0.4 mM of electrons 

transferred to the oxidant. These values align well and show a complete electron 

balance within the reasonable range of error associated with Mössbauer fittings. This 

finding is significant as it appears that the electron concentration is shared equally 

between both pools of Fe, and shows that the oxidation of the aqueous phase leads to 

a product with a similar binding environment to the (now) reduced solid phase. 

Electron transfer between sorbed Fe(II) and Fe-oxyhdroxides has been previously 

observed (Williams and Scherer 2004). The study investigated Fe(II) sorption to 

goethite, hematite, and ferrihydrite and also noted the reaction resulted in the 

formation of a distinct solid-bound Fe(II) species that was structurally similar to the 

bulk Fe-oxide material.  

The remaining two spectra of Figure 5.8 (D and F) show the state of the system after 

the second reoxidation with peroxide. Both spectra are similar to the Cycle 1 spectrum 

and are primarily composed of ferric doublets, similar in parameters to those of Cycle 

1. One clear difference between the re-oxidised spectrum of Cycle 1 is that there is 

remnant fraction of Fe(II) (seen in Figure 5.8B) persisting beyond oxidation by H2O2. 

Fe(II) that was previously occluded to oxidation in Cycle 1, is now no longer protected. 

This could suggest that the structure of the external Fe precipitate minerals undergo 
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rearrangements during the cycling that makes the previously resistant Fe(II) in the 

precipitate now accessible to re-oxidation. This may be because the first cycle was 

oxidised by the clay mineral only, and therefore was limited by the extent to which the 

Fe(II)aq could interact with oxidising species. In contrast, for Cycle 2 the Fe(II)aq is able 

to interact with the pre-existing Fe-oxide precipitates from the previous oxidation. This 

would offer a greater scope for oxidation (due to more accessible Fe), and in doing so 

might also incur significant atom exchange as has been demonstrated in previous 

research (i.e. Pedersen et al. 2005). The greater interactions between the aqueous and 

solid phase in Cycle 2 could have led to formation of structurally different precipitate 

minerals to Cycle 1, where Fe(II) is more accessible to oxidation. Although we cannot 

precisely determine any feature which might have prevented complete oxidation in 

Cycle 1, it is clear that all Fe(II) is now accessible to oxidation by H2O2.  

Another key difference is that in Figure 5.8 F there is now the presence of what 

appears to be a small sextet (shown in orange). The sextet has a hyperfine field of 46 T, 

and therefore resembles the sextet of lepidocrocite. One possible explanation is that 

this is the formation of small quantities of an Fe-oxyhydroxide species that is 

magnetically ordered at temperatures above 77 K such as goethite. Our XRD data 

showed that there could be trace quantities of goethite present in the latter cycles, 

and this was most evident in Cycle 3. However, a pure goethite would typically present 

a sextet with a wider hyperfine field parameter (Fysh and Clark 1982). Another 

possible explanation for the appearance of this sextet is that the Neel temperature for 

lepidocrocite lies on or around 77 K. The onset of ordering is not immediate, and both 

the doublet and the sextet can coexist over a range of around 10 K (Johnson 1969). 

Any fluctuations between samples or over this temperature boundary could lead to 

magnetic ordering of the lepidocrocite present. This has been demonstrated in 

previous papers such as Guyodo et al. (2016), which demonstrated magnetic ordering 

of a lepidocrocite sextet with comparable hyperfine field parameters at 77 K. We 

conclude that the latter explanation is the most likely scenario, due to the pronounced 

presence of lepidocrocite confirmed in previous spectral analyses (i.e. Figure 5.7).  

Previous research has shown that the reaction of aqueous Fe(II) with clay minerals can 

lead to the formation of mixed-valent secondary minerals (e.g. Schaefer et al. 2011, 
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Entwistle 2021). Results have already shown that Fe(II) that is reacted with clay 

minerals becomes solid-associated, and this Mössbauer data demonstrates the Fe is 

speciated. In all reduced states of this experiment, it was noted that the colour of the 

solids visibly changed to a dark blue / green. The change of colour to blue/green 

indicates the presence of Fe(II)-O-Fe(III) bonds (Komadel et al. 1990). However, it is 

unclear whether this change would be due to the formation of new mixed valent 

minerals such as green rusts, or due to the reduction of the clay mineral octahedral 

sheet. It is possible that both the oxidation of Fe(II)aq, and the reduction of solid ferric 

precipitates in this experiment led to the formation of mixed valent species similar to 

green rusts. Jones et al. (2017) suggested that the reduction of clay minerals with 

aqueous Fe(II) does indeed lead to the formation of green rusts. However, previous 

research conducted by Entwistle (2021) under directly comparable conditions 

contested the conclusions of the Jones et al. study, and determined that both the 

Mössbauer parameters and XRD spectra of these secondary minerals were dissimilar 

to green rusts, but the exact nature of the solid precipitates was undetermined. 

Conducting Mössbauer analysis at 4 K temperature on the precipitates can offer 

further insight into the Fe speciation of the solid-bound Fe(II) precipitate species.  
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Figure 5.9: Mössbauer spectra at 4 K temperature when using 57Fe(II)aq as the reducing agent, showing speciation 
of secondary precipitate minerals formed over two cycles of reduction and oxidation. Figure includes First cycle 
precipitate (A), First cycle re-oxidised precipitate (B), First precipitate after re-reduction (C), First precipitate after 
second re-oxidation (D), Second precipitate formed (E), Second precipitate after re-oxidation (F). Each spectrum 
was fit using variable line width fitting technique (Full static Hamiltonian).  
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Figure 5.9 shows the Mössbauer spectra at 4 K of the added aqueous Fe(II) in reaction 

with clay minerals over 2 reduction and oxidation cycles. A full list of Mössbauer 

parameters are available in Table SI 5.3. Spectrum A represents the speciation of the 

added Fe(II) on the first cycle after contact with the NAu-1 for <18 h. In the centre of 

the spectrum, a large fraction of the total Fe is held as a large octet species occupying 

38 % of area (shown in dark blue), and a doublet with a large quadrupole splitting 

occupying 30 % of the area (light blue). The octet has a CS value of 1.3 mm/s and a QS 

of 2.97 mm/s, similarly the doublet species has a CS of 1.34 mm/s and a QS of 3.25 

mm/s. The high centre shift and quadrupole splitting values for these species indicates 

that these are both Fe(II), and therefore demonstrates that the majority of Fe in this 

sample is Fe(II). This would be expected as the data has demonstrated that only a small 

percentage of the added Fe(II) should be oxidised, based on the measured electron 

transfer into the clay mineral (Figure 5.4). The significance of the ordered Fe(II) species 

is that it indicates that the Fe(II) has formed a structure that allows enough Fe-Fe 

interactions to magnetically order. This would not be the case if the Fe(II) was only 

adsorbed or loosely complexed to the clay mineral surface, and is further confirmation 

that the added Fe(II) formed a precipitate species. The ordered Octet species has been 

observed in previous work (Rothwell 2018, and Entwistle 2021) and the parameters 

are well aligned with both studies showing an octet with a hyperfine field of 12-13 

mm/s, and a similar relative area. A comparison by Entwistle of the octet parameters 

found the species to most closely resemble those of Fe(II)/Fe(III) minerals such as 

greenalite and biotite. 

Interestingly, for the initial reduction (Figure 5.9 A) it appears that a large fraction of 

the added Fe(II) remains as a doublet, which suggests it is not in a binding environment 

rich in Fe, or with sufficient Fe-Fe interactions to magnetically order. This could suggest 

that in Cycle 1 a large fraction of the Fe(II) remains sorbed, rather than forming a 

distinct secondary mineral species.  

The total sum of the relative areas for both the blue octet and the blue doublet is 65% 

of the spectrum, which aligns well (within error) with the expected value for 

Fe(II)/FeTot according to the spectrum measured at 77 K temperature (Figure 5.8A). 
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However, the ratio between the Fe(II) octet and Fe(II) doublet at 4 K is very different to 

the ratio between the two Fe(II) species observed at higher temperatures. This means 

it is difficult to draw comparisons between the two spectra with regards to the Fe(II) 

content. 

The remaining species visible in spectrum A include a small doublet (yellow) and 

multiple sextets (green, red, and orange). The (yellow) doublet has a CS of 0.48 mm/s, 

and a QS of 0.49 mm/s. These values are typically too low to be Fe(II), therefore this 

likely represents Fe(III) that is poorly ordered . The largest sextet (green) displays a 

larger hyperfine field (54 T) than previously observed in the Fe-reduced clay mineral 

spectra (i.e. Figure 4.6), but has been observed in previous work (Rothwell 2018, and 

Entwistle 2021). The sextet also disappears after oxidation, a characteristic also 

observed in previous research by Entwistle, which suggests the species is connected in 

some way to the presence of Fe(II). The sextet has a hyperfine field width similar to 

that of hematite, an Fe-oxide mineral consisting of closely-packed Fe(III)-octahedra 

with minimal vacancies. However, hematite would be visible at 77 K as it magnetically 

orders at high temperatures (Murad and Cashion 2003). Also, hematite is relatively 

thermodynamic stable and is typically an end-member Fe-oxide species that does not 

form easily without sufficient time or significant applied heat (Schwertmann and 

Murad 1983, Liu et al. 2007). For this reason the species is unlikely to be hematite. The 

wide sextet also has equivalent parameters to the sextet observed in the dithionite 

spectra (see Chapter 3, Figure 3.6). When examining dithionite-reduced NAu-1 spectra, 

the sextet with these parameters is only visible once the extent of reduction is above a 

certain threshold of ~30 % (Rothwell 2018). It has been proposed that when a Fe-rich 

clay mineral is reduced beyond a specific % reduction extent that octahedral 

rearrangements occur and trioctahedral domains begin to form within the clay mineral 

octahedral sheet (Manceau et al. 2000). It is possible this species represents 

octahedrally bound Fe external to the clay mineral that has an altered local 

environment in close proximity to surrounding Fe(II). 

The spectrum also features a purple collapsed species with a CS of 0.67 mm/s, and 

comprising 14.50 % of the spectral area. It is possible this represents the same species, 

but has begun to magnetically order due to the lower temperature. A similar species 
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was observed by Entwistle (2021), but this was only at much higher concentrations of 

added Fe(II) (20 mM). The CS value and relative area are equivalent to the poorly 

defined Fe(III) species seen previously in the spectra taken at 77 K (see Figure 5.8 A). 

Upon re-oxidation (spectrum B) the dark blue Fe(II) octet species disappeared, and the 

light blue doublet decreased significantly, although it still comprises 10 % of the 

spectral area, similar to what was observed in the spectra collected at 77 K (see Figure 

5.8). This shows that the majority of Fe(II) has been oxidised to Fe(III) and aligns well 

with expectations. The resulting spectrum is composed primarily of sextets with 

hyperfine field widths between 40-50 T. The spectrum could be fitted with multiple 

possible sextet species likely representing a mixture of Fe-oxides, but our fitting has 

used 5 individual sextets and labelled with colour only the largest (46 T - orange) and 

widest (50 T – dark red) areas as these can be fitted without ambiguity around the 

fitting parameters. The dominance of sextet species within the reoxidised spectrum 

indicates the Fe in the sample has taken forms that are naturally magnetically ordered. 

This transformation is expected as oxidation of aqueous Fe(II) will lead to the 

precipitation of Fe(III) oxyhydroxides (Misawa et al. 1974), many of which produce 

sextets within this observed range of hyperfine field widths at 4 K (Murad and Cashion 

2004). The visible colour of the sample changed from green to a light orange, also 

indicative of ferric oxyhydroxide minerals (see Figure SI 5.2). The sextet with the 

largest relative area within the spectrum has a hyperfine field of 46 T, which fits the 

parameters of lepidocrocite (Murad and Cashion 2004). Lepidocrocite is also a light 

orange colour (Schwertmann et al. 2000), and is formed by the rapid oxidation of 

ferrous iron or of “green Fe(II)-Fe(III) intermediates”  (Misawa et al. 1974) which based 

on our observations is a justifiable description for the ordered species observed in Fig. 

5.9, graph A. Lepidocrocite has also been observed to be present in the oxidised 

sample in the previous XRD analysis (see section 5.3.3.1). These points provide further 

evidence that lepidocrocite is the dominant mineral produced upon reoxidation. 

D and F show the spectra for the second cycle reoxidised samples. Both spectra look 

very similar to each other and to the reoxidised spectrum of Cycle 1 (B) but with the 

absence of the Fe(II) doublet. Once again the primary species is the sextet with a 
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hyperfine field of 46 T, which has been determined to be lepidocrocite. This indicates 

that any subsequent reduction will interact with the same Fe-oxide materials.  

After the second addition of aqueous Fe(II), the Mössbauer spectra of the initially 

added Fe and the second added look almost identical (Figure 5.9 graphs C and E) with 

each showing the similar Mössbauer components that occupy similar relative areas in 

the spectra.  

When compared with the spectrum for Cycle 1 (Figure 5.9 A), it is apparent that the 

spectrum is much more heavily dominated by sextets suggesting a increased relative 

content of Fe(III). Increased Fe(III) is expected based on the reduction extent data 

acquired in Figure 5.8. Like the Cycle 1 spectrum (Fig 5.9 A), the outer sextet has a H of 

54 T, however in Cycle 2 the sextet with largest relative area is now one with a H of 46 

T, as with the reoxidized sample spectrum. This finding is likely the result of the 

lepidocrocite present in the system after the preceding reoxidation.  

Additionally, the relative contribution of Fe in each spectra occupied by the Fe(II) 

doublet has decreased significantly from 45 % of the Fe(II) content in Cycle 1, to only 

30 % of the total Fe(II) content in Cycle 2. Simultaneously the fraction of Fe(II) that is 

magnetically ordered (i.e. dark blue octet) has increased from 55 % to 70 % of the total 

Fe(II) in the sample. In Cycle 1, the ratio of ordered Fe(II) : poorly ordered Fe(II) is 

approximately 1:1, whereas in Cycle 2 the ratio is 2:1. This indicates that Fe(II) is 

restructured in Cycle 2 preferentially into forms that have more Fe-Fe interactions. 

Poorly-ordered Fe species could include sorbed or surface complexed Fe atoms, a 

decrease in the relative area of the doublet could indicate an incorporation of sorbed 

atoms into more rigid structures where atoms are capable of interacting magnetically. 

One possible explanation for this change is that in Cycle 1, only 30 % of the aqueous 

Fe(II) is oxidised (by the clay mineral) and then precipitates. The partial oxidation of 

Fe(II)aq has been shown to be capable of forming mixed valent materials such as green 

rusts (Misawa et al. 1974). However mixed valent Fe minerals are typically 

stoichiometrically limited by the ratio of Fe(II):Fe(III) (e.g. Genin et al. 2005, Gorski et 

al. 2009). This could mean that secondary mineral formation is limited by the 

concentration of available Fe(III). The remaining fraction of the Fe(II)aq concentration 

can be removed from solution in one of two ways. One possible way is known as the 
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“conveyor belt model” where an Fe(II)aq atom donates an electron to a Fe(III) atom 

within a precipitate species. The donated electron is conducted through the bulk 

precipitate to potentially cause reductive dissolution of an atom elsewhere on the 

precipitate surface. The donating atom then immediately precipitates onto the surface 

of the bulk Fe-oxide due to oxidation (Neumann et al. 2015), leaving no net difference 

in the Fe(II):Fe(III) ratio. The other possible interaction is sorption of Fe(II)aq to the 

oxide or clay mineral surface (e.g. Neumann et al. 2013, Tsarev et al. 2016). Overall, 

this would imply that the system in Cycle 1 is stoichiometrically insufficient to allow 

widespread mineralisation of the added Fe(II)aq, and a large fraction will therefore 

remain sorbed. In contrast, aside from the increased reduction extent of the clay 

mineral, Cycle 2 will have sufficient capacity for oxidation due to the presence of the 

Fe-oxides from the reoxidation (as demonstrated in section 5.3.3.1), thus allowing 

unlimited formation of secondary precipitate minerals as stoichiometric limitations are 

removed.   

Another key difference between the first and second cycle spectra is the absence of 

the collapsed feature visible in Figure 5.9A. This reflects the significant decrease in 

relative area in Cycle 2 for the poorly resolved feature visible in the 77 K spectra (see 

Figure 5.8 C and E). As with the high temperature analyses, this highlights a shift away 

from poorly-ordered Fe species, and might also indicate Fe material is organising 

towards two distinct solid phases of each oxidation state, rather than a more 

homogenous and disorderly mix of Fe atoms.  

The distinct similarity of the Mössbauer spectra obtained for the initially added Fe and 

the second added Fe as present after the second Fe(II) addition indicates an 

interaction between both pools of Fe that causes a transformation of both leading to 

the same speciation. This finding could be explained by different hypotheses. Firstly, 

electron transfer from the secondary added aqueous Fe(II) caused transformation of 

the initial, fully oxidised Fe precipitate minerals (Figure 5.9 B) into a mixed-valent 

mineral similar to that observed in reduction Cycle 1 (Figure 5.9 A). Studies have 

shown that Fe-oxide minerals can be reduced by Fe(II)aq to form mixed-valent minerals 

such as magnetite and green rusts (Misawa et al. 1974, Tamaura et al. 1984, Pedersen 

et al. 2005). The Fe(II)aq oxidised by the electron transfer would precipitate out of 
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solution as Fe(III), and some Fe(II) would be removed through sorption to the newly 

formed precipitates. This would lead to the formation of solid, mixed-valent Fe 

material. Simultaneous precipitation and sorption has been observed in previous 

research (e.g. Neumann et al. 2013, and Williams and Scherer 2004), and this is a 

possibility based on the multiple Fe(II) species observed in both the 77 K and 4 K 

Mössbauer. Electron transfer would cease once both the initially present and newly 

formed Fe phase(s) reach equal reduction extents.  

Another possible pathway involves the dissolution of 57Fe(II) formed during the initial 

electron transfer from aqueous 56Fe(II), atom mixing with aqueous phase 56Fe, and re-

precipitation into secondary minerals (Latta et al. 2017, Pedersen et al. 2005). The 

striking similarity between the two solid-associated Fe pools is consistent with 

previous research suggesting atom exchange between aqueous Fe(II) and 

lepidocrocite. Atom exchange between aqueous Fe(II) and Fe-oxyhydroxides has been 

observed in previous research, and studies have observed rates of over 50% of Fe 

exchanged in less than 24 hours under pH and concentrations (Handler et al. 2008, 

Pedersen et al. 2005). However, our experimental setup does not allow for monitoring 

atom mixing between aqueous and solid Fe pools, which requires the quantification of 

Fe isotope ratios in both pools over time (e.g. Handler et al. 2014). We can hence 

neither unambiguously confirm nor rule out that Fe atom exchange occurred in our 

experiments. 

In summary, Mössbauer analysis provides a number of significant insights into how 

reduction-oxidation cycling with aqueous Fe(II) affects the mineralogy of the system. In 

Cycle 1 it is possible to determine that aqueous Fe is partially oxidised by the clay 

mineral leading to various mixed-valent solid phases. The percentage of Fe(II) that is 

magnetically ordered suggests that the Fe(II) is precipitated as a secondary solid-bound 

mineral, rather than purely adsorbed or complexed to clay mineral surfaces. The re-

oxidation of the added Fe(II)aq by hydrogen peroxide leads to the formation of ferric 

oxides, with the primary mineral being lepidocrocite. Finally, results indicate that the 

second cycle of reduction causes significant interaction between the first oxidized 

precipitates and second added Fe(II)aq, which leads to essentially identical binding 

environments for both pools of Fe. There also appears to be a shift towards the system 
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becoming generally more ordered from Cycle 1 to Cycle 2. How do these observations 

relate to the kinetic data and, could these mineralogical transformations lead to the 

observed changes in reactivity towards nitroaromatics? 

5.3.4 Relating structure to reaction kinetics 

Several parallels can be drawn between the measured kinetics and the changes in 

mineralogy and Fe speciation as seen through Mössbauer spectroscopy. In Section 

5.3.2, results suggested that the reactive Fe sites were affected by redox cycling. In 

Cycle 1 the highly reactive Fe site achieved an equivalent level of reactivity to that of 

dithionite-reduced NAu-1, whilst the less reactive sites were dramatically increased 

compared with dithionite-reduced NAu-1. In Cycle 2, data indicates a distinct increase 

in rate constant values by over an order of magnitude for both reactive sites. Cycle 3 

produced rate constant values largely similar to those of Cycle 2, and throughout all 3 

cycles the initial concentration of highly reactive sites calculated by the model remains 

largely unchanged. It was clear that the greatest effects on reactivity occurred after 

the 1st reoxidation in Cycle 1.  

The 56Fe Mössbauer results (see Figures 5.5 and 5.6) also indicate that significant 

structural changes occur between Cycle 1 and 2 for the clay mineral. Firstly, in Cycle 1 

the 56Fe-reduced NAu-1 achieved an extent of 7 % Fe(II)/FeTot in Cycle 1, whereas a 

reduction extent of 16 % was achieved in Cycle 2. There is no question that an 

increased concentration of reactive Fe(II) could lead to increased reactivity, and it is 

likely that this change may have contributed to the observed difference in rate 

constants between Cycle 1 and 2. However, it was concluded that the achieved 

reduction extent and the structural alterations to the clay mineral alone were 

insufficient to account for the drastic impacts of cycling on the reactivity, and the 

increased kinetics must be somehow related to the Fe(II) content external to the clay 

mineral.  

Previous research has provided strong evidence that Fe(II)-reduction of clay minerals 

leads to the formation of secondary reactive Fe minerals. Rothwell (2018) 

demonstrated the simultaneous formation of solid-associated Fe material, and 

increased k values for the less reactive sites after reaction of Fe(II)aq with NAu-1. This 

result was replicated in our initial reduction. The Rothwell study stated that the 
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increased rate constant values for Fe(II)-reduced NAu-1 was due to the formation of 

new reactive Fe sites. It was considered possible that the new reactive sites are found 

within secondary Fe precipitates. Tsarev et al. (2016) similarly observed increased 

reduction kinetics of Fe-reduced nontronites towards Uranium, and stated that the 

increased reactivity was likely due to the formation of reactive secondary Fe(II)/Fe(III) 

oxyhydroxide precipitates. Previous work (Entwistle 2021) also observed the formation 

of secondary precipitate minerals, which appeared to positively impact mineral 

reaction kinetics. The results thus far present adequate evidence to suggest the 

presence of a mixed-valent secondary precipitate minerals in the reduced phase, and 

that these secondary minerals appear connected to the improved transformation 

kinetics. However, there has currently been no research conducted to measure the 

effects of multiple cycles of Fe(II)-reduction and oxidation, and therefore no direct 

corollary for the major kinetic impacts measured after the first cycle. 

A further analysis with 57Fe-enriched solutions outlined further changes occurring in 

the solid-associated, added Fe(II) pool. For Cycle 1, the Mössbauer spectrum taken at 4 

K showed 36% of the solid-associated Fe(II) was speciated as a magnetically-ordered 

octet species (see Figure 5.9). This is further evidence to indicate that secondary 

reactive precipitates have formed. It was also clear that after the reoxidation of Cycle 

1, Fe-oxyhydroxides (namely lepidocrocite) were consistently present in the system. 

The data also provided insight towards the changes to reactivity over multiple cycles, 

and highlighted several important differences between the spectra of Cycle 1 and 2. 

Firstly, our results demonstrate that there are significant interactions between the 

oxidized precipitates of Cycle 1 and the added Fe(II) of Cycle 2, leading to an even 

spread of Fe(II) between both pools. This paper has observed that the reaction 

transformed the speciation of both pools of Fe to produce two almost identical 

spectra. This meant in Cycle 2, both the added Fe(II), and the oxidized precipitates 

from Cycle 1 were altered to resemble one another.  

How do the changes to the precipitated material between Cycle 1 and 2 relate to the 

observed kinetics? Fe(II) is the reactive fraction of the mineralogy, and is the source of 

reduction equivalents for contaminant transformation. The Fe(II) content of Fe 

minerals has been shown in multiple experiments to be the driving force for 
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contaminant reduction, and studies have highlighted the importance of the 

Fe(II):Fe(III) towards influencing the reactivity and redox potential of Fe minerals (i.e. 

Lee and Batchelor 2003, Gorski et al. 2009, Usman et al. 2018). There are a number of 

distinct differences visible in the Fe(II) content of the secondary (i.e. external to the 

clay mineral) Fe precipitates between Cycle 1 and Cycle 2. In the spectra measured at 

77 K (see Figure 5.5), the Fe(II) content is split unequally between 2 sets of doublets. 

The smaller of the two doublets can be fitted with parameters previously used to 

describe Fe(II) adsorbed to the clay mineral basal plane (Neumann et al. 2013), and is 

relatively diminished in the second cycle for both the 1st and 2nd Fe precipitates. This 

could indicate that there is less basally-sorbed Fe(II) in the second cycle. While Fe(II)aq 

can transfer electrons to structural Fe across the basal plane, at pH 7.5 the extent of 

sorption and electron transfer would be significantly less than that at edge sites 

(Neumann et al. 2013). For this reason, the effects of basally-sorbed Fe(II) on the 

reduction extent and reactivity of the clay mineral is likely negligible. However, 

electrostatically-bound Fe(II) on the basal surface can in fact impede reactivity, as it 

can limit the access of nitroaromatic molecules to reactive surface sites where electron 

transfer can occur from octahedral Fe(II) (Hofstetter et al 2006). The decrease in 

basally-sorbed Fe(II) might reflect both an increase in accessible reactive structural Fe, 

as well as demonstrating a preference for Fe(II) speciations with greater reactivity. 

Another key difference between the precipitate material of Cycle 1 versus Cycle 2, is 

that in Cycle 1 a fraction of the Fe(II) is resistant to oxidation even by H2O2. In Cycle 1, 

the reoxidation of the sample with H2O2 leaves 7% of the added Fe remaining as a 

Fe(II) doublet. If a fraction of the Fe(II) in the precipitate material is inaccessible to 

oxidation via a strong oxidant such as H2O2, then it also may have been inaccessible to 

oxidation by the NAC contaminant. In Cycle 2 it is clear that all Fe(II) was completely 

oxidised by H2O2, therefore this could indicate a greater portion of the reactive Fe(II) 

was capable of reducing the NAC which may have contributed to the greater reactivity 

of Cycle 2.  

The Mössbauer spectra collected at 77 K temperature for the precipitate material also 

shows a significant decrease from Cycle 1 to Cycle 2 in the relative area of the poorly 

resolved Fe(III) doublet with a CS value of ~0.7 mm/s. This species was hypothesised to 
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represent Fe(III) with an altered local environment due to being in close proximity to 

neighbouring Fe(II) atoms. The measured decrease of this species between Cycle 1 and 

2 could indicate that the two oxidation states of Fe become more distinct and separate 

rather than a homogenous mix. 

Differences between Cycle 1 and 2 are also reflected when examining the Mössbauer 

spectra measured at 4 K (Figure 5.9). The precipitate material spectra at 4 K show that 

Fe(II) is speciated as either primarily a large octet species (dark blue) or a doublet with 

a large quadrupole splitting (light blue). Like the data collected at 77 K temperature, in 

Cycle 2 there is similarly a relative diminishing of the smaller Fe(II) fraction (in this case 

the doublet) and in its place Fe(II) is preferentially speciated as a magnetically ordered 

doublet. The data reflects a shift in the ratio of poorly ordered : ordered from 1:1 for 

Cycle 1, to 1:2 for Cycle 2. It is unexpected that this result would lead to greater 

reactivity, as it has previously been shown that species such as sorbed or surface-

complexed Fe are highly reactive towards nitroaromatic compounds (Klausen et al. 

1995, Hofstetter et al. 1999). 

An explanation for this finding may be as follows: Firstly, increased ordering / Fe(II)-

Fe(II) interactions could allow for greater ease of electron transfer across the bulk 

mineral. This would mean interior Fe atoms would be more accessible to oxidation by 

the contaminant at the surface. This might not be the case in poorly-ordered material 

with low Fe interactions as electron conduction may not be favourable due to for 

instance greater distance required for electron transfer between atoms. Greater 

magnetic ordering implies greater interactions between Fe atoms, and therefore 

reduced void space and holes which hinder electron transfer. This has been 

demonstrated previously in materials such as hematite, where there are orders of 

magnitude differences in conductivity and resistance across different planes of the 

crystal lattice due to the heterogeneity of holes (Iordanova et al. 2005).  

Next, the increased fraction of magnetically-ordered Fe(II) in Cycle 2 signifies that Fe is 

re-organised to allow increased Fe(II)-Fe(II) interactions. Increased Fe(II)-Fe(II) 

interactions (and decreased Fe(II)-Fe(III) interactions) is further evidence to suggest 

that the two oxidation states are becoming increasingly more spatially distinct. This 

might make electron transfer to the contaminant easier for 2 reasons. Firstly, if there is 
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a region with a high concentration of interacting Fe(II) atoms this might mean a larger 

percentage of the reactive material is accessible to the surface and therefore is 

available for contaminant transformation. This is feasibly the case as the study has 

demonstrated that some Fe(II) was inaccessible to oxidation in Cycle 1, whereas all 

Fe(II) could be oxidised in Cycle 2. Secondly, in a region of highly interacting Fe(II) 

atoms, any Fe atom oxidised at the surface by the contaminant might be rapidly 

replenished and re-reduced due to electron transfer and conduction from multiple 

neighbouring Fe(II) atoms. This efficient electron transfer might not be the case for 

Fe(II) atoms homogenously dispersed in a matrix of Fe(III) material, as the potential 

gradient is not localised like an isolated oxidised surface site, and any conduction 

would be more isotropic. Bulk conduction of electrons through Fe-oxide minerals 

across has been demonstrated (Yanina and Rosso 2008, Handler et al. 2009), and a 

distinct region with high concentration of interacting Fe(II) atoms would create an 

increased charge concentration and therefore a sufficient potential gradient to drive 

electron transfer to surface sites oxidised by contaminant transformation. Overall, this 

effect would mean contaminant-oxidised Fe(II) atoms are quickly replenished by 

electron transfer from their interacting neighbours. 

This trend towards distinct phases of each oxidation state could be caused by different 

pathways for Fe precipitation between Cycle 1 and 2. The data has demonstrated that 

only a small fraction of clay mineral structural Fe is reduceable, and at pH 7.5 most 

electron transfer occurs via the edge sites (Neumann et al. 2013). This means that only 

a small portion of the Fe(II)aq in Cycle 1 can be immediately oxidised and precipitated 

as a new mineral, the remaining fraction of Fe(II)aq is removed from solution largely by 

sorption leading to a spectrum dominated by poorly-ordered Fe material. Cycle 2 on 

the other hand would have much greater extent of oxidation and subsequently 

precipitation due to the greater concentration of possible electron receivers in the 

form of the pre-existing Fe-oxides. Oxidation of Fe(II)aq by an Fe-oxide surface could 

lead to the immediate epitaxial growth of the oxide at the point of electron transfer 

due to immediate precipitation of Fe(III). The transferred electrons would theoretically 

be transferred through the bulk material elsewhere by conduction (Yanina and Rosso 

2008). The greater proclivity for immediate precipitation by oxidation would create an 

overall binding environment for the added Fe that is well-ordered, with high Fe-Fe 
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interactions. This could lead to 2 distinct phases of well-ordered Fe with different 

oxidation states, as electrons move from one region of the precipitate to another 

across a potential gradient.  

In summary, reaction of Fe(II)aq with Fe-bearing clay minerals results in electron 

transfer into structural Fe, and the subsequent formation of secondary precipitates. 

The secondary precipitate minerals significantly improve contaminant transformation. 

Results describe a shift in ordering of Fe in the precipitate mineral from poorly ordered 

to well-ordered material between Cycle 1 and 2. This also correlates with a significant 

increase in the reaction kinetics between Cycle 1 and Cycle 2. We hypothesise that the 

presence of Fe-oxides in Cycle 2 allows for the formation of Fe material with increased 

Fe(II)-Fe(II) interactions, possibly reflective of distinct, concentrated phases of each 

oxidation state. The precipitate material formed in Cycle 2 is also more reactive 

towards the nitroaromatic reduction due to increased capacity and accessibility for 

electron transfer. Increased capacity for electron transfer could explain why intrinsic 

reactivity is seen to increase, whilst the concentration of initial highly reactive sites 

remains unchanged.  

5.3.5 Conclusions / summary 

The results demonstrate that reduction-oxidation cycles of NAu-1 with aqueous Fe(II) 

impacts both the structure of the clay mineral and the overall system’s reactivity 

towards nitroaromatic contaminants. Kinetic experiments show that contaminant 

transformation is significantly increased after 2 cycles of reduction with Fe(II) and 

oxidation with hydrogen peroxide. Isotope-specific Mössbauer spectroscopy highlights 

that the reaction of aqueous Fe(II) with clay mineral octahedral Fe leads to irreversible 

structural changes to the clay mineral, possibly due to Fe atom exchange. The 

oxidation of the Fe(II)aq leads to the formation of a reactive Fe(II)-rich precipitate 

species. The presence of these secondary Fe precipitates has a significant effect on the 

reactivity of the system towards the reductive transformation of 3-

chloronitrobenzene. Reaction kinetics show the greatest increase after Cycle 1, and it 

is proposed that this is due to the presence of remnant Fe-oxides in Cycle 2 which 

encourage the formation of reactive material with greater capacity for electron 

transfer to the contaminant.  
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5.3.6 Supporting information 

 

SI Figure 5.1: All collected kinetic data for Fe(II)-reduced NAu-1 for all reduction cycles. Contains the measured 
concentration values for both 3-chloronitrobenzene, and product compound 3-chloroaniline. Figure also contains 

modeled fittings when measured with both 1-site model and 2-site model.  
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Figure SI 5.2 : Image A shows native, unaltered NAu-1 in suspension with DIW. Image B shows NAu-1 in 
suspension with DIW after reaction with Fe(II)aq and subsequent oxidation with H2O2. Comparison of two images 
depicts the change in colour after a reduction oxidation cycle with Fe(II)aq. 

 

Figure SI 5.3: Upper figure shows the measured XRD spectrum for NAu-1 reduced with Fe(II)aq and reoxidised with 
H2O2. Lower figure shows the location and magnitude of the peaks observed in the reoxidised NAu-1 spectrum, as 
well as the standard expected peaks for Nontronite and Lepidocrocite for comparison.   
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Figure SI 5.4: The measured spectra for native, unaltered NAu-1 (orange) and for NAu-1 after reaction with 
Fe(II)aq. The Fe(II)-reduced NAu-1 sample was measured using a sealed anoxic dome to prevent oxidation, 
however the dome caused interference with the reading making analysis difficult. 
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Table SI 5.1: Hypefine parameters derived from spectra fitting of Mössbauer spectra of dithionite-reduced NAu-1 
exibiting high and low Fe reduction extents. Spectra were measured at 4 K temperature. Centre shift (CS) relative 
to α-Fe(0). Variable line width  fitting technique (Full Static Hamiltonian) was used to establish the Mössbauer 
parameters. Fe species are colour coded to match the spectra of Figure 5.5. 
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Table SI 5.2: Hypefine parameters derived from spectra fitting of Mössbauer spectra of dithionite-reduced 

NAu-1 exibiting high and low Fe reduction extents. Spectra were measured at 77 K. Centre shift (CS) relative to α-
Fe(0). Voigt-based fitting was used to establish the Mössbauer parameters. Species are colour-coded to match the 
spectra of Figure 5.8 
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Table SI 5.3: Hypefine parameters derived from spectra fitting of Mössbauer spectra of dithionite-reduced NAu-1 
exibiting high and low Fe reduction extents. Spectra were measured at 4 K temperature. Centre shift (CS) relative 
to α-Fe(0). Variable line width  fitting technique (Full Static Hamiltonian) was used to establish the Mössbauer 
parameters. Fe species are colour coded to match the spectra of Figure 5.9. 
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Chapter 6:  Synthesis and Conclusions 

6.1 Introduction 

The research conducted has highlighted that redox cycling of Fe-bearing clay minerals 

can be sustainable and that under optimum conditions clay minerals can serve as a 

renewable source of reduction equivalents. Our data indicate that the degree of 

sustainability is dependant on the electron transfer pathway and the extent of 

structural Fe reduction. Based on the knowledge gaps outlined in Chapter 2, the 

project has: 

• Evaluated the impact of chemical redox cycling on Fe-rich smectites, using 

dithionite to achieve both a high and low extent of structural Fe reduction. The 

project measured how structure, morphology, and intrinsic reactivity was 

altered over three successive cycles of dithionite-reduction and oxidation. 

Results showed that the reactivity of the clay minerals was not significantly 

impacted by redox cycling, at a high or low extent of reduction. Redox cycling 

did leave some irreversible changes to the mineral structure, however the 

process was largely sustainable and effects did not compound with successive 

cycles. Results highlighted a major shift in Fe-speciation occur for clay minerals 

redox cycled to a high reduction extent after the third reoxidation. It is unclear 

whether this would impact the reactivity of the mineral, if redox cycling 

experiments were to continue. 

• Effectively subjected Fe-rich smectites to multiple cycles of reduction and 

oxidation, using only reduced electron-shuttle AH2DS as the reducing agent. 

The experiment demonstrated that reduction of clay mineral Fe by AH2DS is 

thermodynamically limited, and reduction extent was consistently capped at 

~10%. Results also measured the impact of redox cycling with AH2DS on 

reactivity and mineral structure and observed no significant changes over three 

redox cycles, indicating that redox cycling can be conducted sustainably in this 

instance.  

• Investigated the transformation of 3-chloronitrobenzene in the presence of 

Fe(II)-reduced smectite. Results showed the changes in clay mineral structural 
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Fe speciation over multiple reduction-oxidation cycles and found evidence of 

structural Fe redistribution, suggesting clay mineral structure was significantly 

and irreversibly altered by Fe(II) redox cycling. The study also examined the 

impacts of the secondary Fe precipitates on the overall observed reactivity of 

the system. Precipitate minerals were found to cause a significant increase in 

reactivity. There was a significant increase to intrinsic reactivity on the second 

cycle, which coincided with an increased relative percentage of magnetically 

ordered material. It was theorised that increased magnetic ordering of the Fe 

material allowed improved electron transfer, leading to greater reactivity 

towards the contaminant.   

The primary research outcomes, significance, and environmental implications are 

summarised below. 

6.1.1 Assessment of dithionite reduction as proxy for reduction in natural 
sediments 

This study has evaluated the impact of chemical redox cycling on Fe-rich smectites, 

using dithionite to achieve both a high and low extent of structural Fe reduction. The 

results indicated that dithionite could be used repeatedly and sustainably to reduce 

clay mineral structural Fe for at least three cycles. Reactivity was not significantly 

impacted by multiple cycles of reduction and oxidation for either minerals reduced to a 

high or low extent of Fe(II) content. Structural Fe speciation was most affected at high 

reductions extents (as measured with Mössbauer spectroscopy), but there was no 

evidence to indicate that these changes would impact clay mineral efficacy.  

The results gathered in Chapter 3 on redox cycling with dithionite provide a basis to 

understand fundamentally how fluctuating valence state affects clay minerals in a 

controlled and isolated system. At low reduction extents (i.e. 20%), the results 

highlight the impact of redox cycling at environmentally relevant levels. The data 

demonstrates that when extents of structural Fe(II) remain with the ranges expected 

for natural systems, clay minerals are renewable and sustainable. Neither structure or 

reactivity is significantly altered, meaning clay minerals could provide a renewable 

source of reduction equivalents. However, sustainability of redox cycling under 

laboratory conditions could imply that irreversible changes observed at low reduction 
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extents in other studies with different reduction pathways (e.g. Yang et a. 2012, Zhao 

et al. 2015) might be the result of additional system variables. The results of Chapter 5 

found that the presence of aqueous Fe(II) led to major structural rearrangements of 

the clay mineral, and previous work has seen significant atomic Fe exchange between 

the aqueous and mineral phase (Neumann et al. 2015). Similarly, work involving 

microbes has described dramatic mineralogical shifts such as dissolution and complete 

transformation (e.g. Dong et al. 2003, 2009, Kim et al. 2012, Yang et al. 2012, Shi et al. 

2021). In natural systems, aqueous ions such as Fe(II) and bacteria are not only 

abundant, but their interactions with clay minerals would be largely unavoidable. This 

means that although results demonstrate that redox cycling is sustainable at 

environmentally relevant reduction extents, this does not imply that clay minerals can 

be used sustainably in natural systems.  

High reduction extent data demonstrates the impact of redox cycling under extreme 

conditions, and can be used to examine the limits of clay mineral utility and reusability. 

Using dithionite to achieve unnaturally high reduction extents also provide a means to 

simulate engineered systems, such as artificial redox manipulation. As with low 

reduction extent, clay minerals were found to be largely reusable even when reduction 

extent is significantly increased. Reaction kinetics implied that although reactivity was 

not impacted by redox cycling, the higher reduction extent caused an increase in 

intrinsic reactivity as rate constants were increased beyond the scale of increased Fe(II) 

content. This indicates that clay minerals could be renewably used for contaminant 

control even at unnaturally high reduction extents. 

While there were some structural changes observable in Mössbauer spectroscopy, 

these changes did not appear to influence the intrinsic reactivity of the clay mineral 

over multiple redox cycles. Additionally, the spectra of reoxidised samples did not 

appear to change significantly after the first reduction cycle. In comparison, research 

by Gorski et al. (2012, 2013) paper highlighted a shift in redox profile after the first 

reduction, but subsequent cycles were unaffected by reduction. A key difference to 

the Gorski et al. (2012, 2013) paper however is that our experiment did not reduce the 

mineral to 100% structural Fe(II) content, and in all cycles some structural Fe(III) 

remained. There was a significant change to the Mössbauer spectrum after the third 
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reoxidation for highly reduced samples, but the altered spectrum is similar to those of 

fully-reduced, reoxidised nontronites (Ribeiro et al. 2009). The structural 

rearrangement observed in Cycle 3 (reoxidised) Mössbauer spectrum, specifically the 

departure from a central doublet, might represent the transition to trioctahedral 

configuration as discussed in previous papers (Manceau et al. 2000a, 2000b, Ribeiro et 

al. 2009, Tratnyek et al. 2011). This rearrangement might also be what causes the shift 

in redox profile described by Gorski et al. (2012,2013), and therefore would explain 

why there is no clear shift in reaction kinetics after the first cycle. This could imply that 

redox cycling of clay minerals at unnaturally high reduction extents might be 

sustainable beyond three redox cycles. The transition to trioctahedral configuration 

might impact transformation kinetics due to a shift in redox profile, but research 

(Gorski et al. 2013) indicates cycling should be repeatable after the transition. It is 

unclear whether a transition to trioctahedral configuration would negatively impact 

structural resilience over time. Further work would be required to investigate this 

hypothesis further. 

6.1.2 Effects of Fe redox cycling by electron shuttles on the reactivity and 
structure of clay minerals, and suitability as proxy for microbial 
reduction 

The data collected in this chapter indicates that redox cycling of Fe-rich clay minerals in 

the presence of microbially produced electron-shuttles appears entirely sustainable. 

Reduction-oxidation cycling of clay minerals with reduced electron-shuttles produced 

no significant impact on either the structure or the reactivity of the clay mineral. Any 

effects observed in the reduced state were largely reversible upon reoxidation, 

indicating that in this instance Fe-rich clay minerals could be used sustainably. The 

minimal impact of reduction is likely because the achievable reduction extent in the 

clay mineral is limited to approximately 10% Fe(II), and research has shown that the 

degree of reversibility decreases with increasing reduction extent. Results also 

demonstrated that the reaction of AH2DS and NAu-1 reached equilibrium, which 

supports previous research suggesting microbial reduction of Fe-rich smectites by 

microbial reduction is thermodynamically and energetically limited (Jaisi et al. 2007a, 

Luan et al. 2014).  
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The lack of irreversible alterations is strong evidence to suggest that irreversible 

effects of microbial reduction such as dissolution and illitization (e.g. Dong et al. 2003, 

Kim et al. 2004, Shi et al. 2021), might instead potentially be effects of greater 

microbial metabolism rather than electron transfer. Previous studies have observed 

the microbial dissolution of silicate minerals (Vorhies and Gaines 2009, Gilmour et al. 

2022) resulting in the release of Al, Si, and Fe. Additionally, studies have observed 

microbial production of organic ligands and chelating agents by microbes to access 

mineral-bound (Rogers and Bennett 2004, Kim 2012, Melton et al. 2014). If the 

reduction of structurally-bound Fe is thermodynamically limited (as results indicate), 

then microbes may require a means to remove the Fe from said structure to allow 

respiration to proceed. By exuding organic substances that destabilise and dissolve 

silicates, it might allow an additional method for bacteria to access Fe for respiration, 

Fe that was previously inaccessible due to thermodynamic limitations. This would 

explain why mineral dissolution and transformation occur in tandem with microbial 

reduction. Microbial reduction however is not a direct causation of mineral dissolution, 

as the project has demonstrated that the reduction process is sustainable. The results 

of this experiment suggest that in the absence of living microorganisms, microbial 

reduction of clay minerals via organic compounds (e.g. humic substances) and 

exudates is sustainable.  

6.2 Effects of redox cycling via biologically-mediated, abiotic 
reduction – impact on clay mineral structure and the role of 
secondary precipitates 

Results found that the reaction of smectite NAu-1 with aqueous Fe(II) leads to 

significant increases in system reactivity towards 3-chloronitrobenzene. On the second 

cycle specifically, rate constant values increased by orders of magnitude, but were 

largely unchanged on the third cycle. The data confirmed that partial oxidation of the 

aqueous Fe(II) lead to the formation of secondary, mixed-valent precipitates and that 

these were dominating the changes in reaction kinetics. 

 Isotope specific Mössbauer analysis highlighted that the clay mineral was being 

irreversibly altered by each reduction cycle. The study has observed that the 

percentage of reduceable structural Fe increased and that structural Fe was being 

redistributed with each successive cycle. Even though the project could not collect 
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direct evidence for this hypothesis, our observations can be rationalised by atom 

exchange during the interaction of clay mineral Fe with aqueous Fe(II), as previously 

demonstrated (Neumann et al. 2015). This calls the sustainability of the clay minerals 

into questions as it is not known if these atomic exchanges would lead to a gradual 

deterioration of the mineral over many successive cycles. After only two redox cycles, 

approximately 20% of clay mineral structural Fe had been rearranged to species 

resembling the external Fe-oxyhydroxides. This would indicate that all structural Fe 

might be reprecipitated as new minerals in only a few cycles of reduction and 

oxidation. It is possible that this structural Fe is replaced by oxidised Fe(II) during atom 

exchange, and the interaction follows the conveyor-belt model as described in 

Neumann et al. (2015), but this cannot be confirmed. If dissolved structural Fe atoms 

are replaced by oxidised aqueous Fe(II) atoms (as described in the conveyor-belt 

model), it is unknown whether this would result in a product mineral with equivalent 

structural integrity.  

The data so far could indicate that aqueous Fe(II) could leave a greater impact on clay 

minerals than microbial reduction. Previous work has found that dissolution due to 

microbial reduction decreases with each cycle as smaller fragments are preferentially 

dissolved in favour of larger particles (e.g. Yang et al. 2012). There was no indication in 

our data to indicates a cease to the redistribution of structural Fe after Fe(II) redox 

cycling. Similarly, in other circumstances where studies have measured release of 

structural Fe from clay minerals, such as in response to microbial activity (e.g. Rogers 

and Bennett 2004, Gilmour et al. 2022), release of silica is also measured. The work 

conducted in this project did not measure the release of silica, but it is possible it may 

have occurred in tandem with Fe release. Release of both Fe and Si from clay minerals 

could indicate destruction of the clay mineral. Aside from dissolution caused by direct 

contact of microbes and clay minerals, the bioreduction of other Fe minerals leads to 

the release of Fe(II) (Dong et al. 2003). As both microbes and Fe minerals are abundant 

in natural systems and both pose a threat to clay mineral sustainability, this may imply 

that clay minerals are finitely renewable in the environment. 

Mössbauer analysis also provided insight into the behaviour of the secondary 

precipitate minerals over multiple reduction-oxidation cycles. It was found that in the 
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first cycle the oxidation of aqueous Fe(II) formed a mixed-valent species with some 

partial magnetic ordering. This species was converted to lepidocrocite upon 

reoxidation, as confirmed with XRD. For the second cycle, it was demonstrated that 

there was significant interaction between the new aqueous Fe(II) and the solid 

lepidocrocite remnant from Cycle 1. Significant electron transfer between the two 

phases was observed, and the resulting spectra of both pools of Fe were transformed 

to resemble one another. Although both Cycle 1 and Cycle 2 contained reactive mixed-

valent Fe precipitates, the precipitates of Cycle 2 displayed significantly greater 

reactivity than those of Cycle 1. When examining the Mössbauer spectrum of 

secondary precipitates in Cycle 2, it was found they displayed similar parameters to the 

spectrum in Cycle 1. However, Cycle 2 precipitates consisted of a far greater relative 

percentage of magnetically-ordered material. It was theorised that the increased 

magnetic ordering present in Cycle 2 allowed improved electron transmission through 

the secondary precipitate minerals, which caused a greater accessibility of reactive 

Fe(II) and subsequently led to the observed increases in kinetics.  

The results of Chapter 5 indicate that clay minerals may not be sustainable when 

subjected to redox cycling with aqueous Fe(II). However, the interactions between clay 

mineral and Fe(II) might lead to the formation of secondary minerals that are far 

superior in contaminant transformation. The secondary minerals were also either 

improved, or unchanged by subsequent reduction cycles. This aligns well with previous 

work (e.g. Entwistle 2021), and demonstrates that clay minerals and Fe(II) could 

provide an effective measure for the control of land contamination.  

6.3 Environmental impacts on the suitability of clay minerals as 
sustainable materials for remediation of land contamination 

In conclusion, the project has demonstrated that the oxidation state of structural Fe in 

clay minerals can be used sustainably, and that clay minerals can provide a renewable 

source of reduction equivalents. This means that clay minerals are a potentially highly 

valuable material for redox-active processes. However, the degree of sustainability 

might be limited to controlled environments. Results indicate that environmental 

influences such as microbial activity and dissolved species are likely to be the causes of 

significant alterations (such as dissolution and mineral transformation) described by 

previous research (e.g. Kim et al. 2012, Yang et al. 2012, Shi et al. 2021). The project 
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has found that mineral transformation (as described in literature) is not necessarily the 

result of redox cycling, but rather a result of interactions with secondary products 

resulting from bacterial activity. Clay minerals can be directly altered by bacterially-

produced organic ligands and chelating agents (Rogers and Bennett 2004, Kim et al. 

2012), or indirectly altered by aqueous Fe(II) released by the bioreduction of other Fe-

minerals (as demonstrated in Chapter 5). The ubiquitous presence of bacteria in 

sediments means that structural alterations may be unavoidable, even if the valence 

state of structural Fe can be effectively cycled. This means that clay minerals will surely 

play a role in the transformation of land contaminants, but their ability to continue to 

do so over time may not be indefinite. This research does however open the doors to 

future innovation, demonstrating that clay minerals do offer substantial utility and 

promise as chemically resilient redox-active materials. 
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